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aiAPl’ER I 
INTRODUCTION
The iirportcince of imisic in the life of man has been evident 
throughout history. Man has utilized music for expressing feelings in 
worship, war, love, death, and other significant life events, and has 
recognized the value of music to satisfy fundamental human needs.^
Tlie position that "music is basic in education" was adopted at 
the November 1976 National Executive Board meeting of the Music Educa­
tors National Conference. Included in that position was the belief that
music is taught and should be taught in the schools primarily be­
cause it represents one of the most magnificent manifestations of 
our cultural heritage, because it brings joy and solace to mankind 
in the myriad activities of daily life, and because it elevates and 
exalts the human spirit.2
Twentieth century technology, communication, and music education 
have made great strides to bring music to mankind in unprecedented quan­
tities . Ernst and Gary believe "the children in our schools today will 
be living their lives in a vorld in \mhich music is more available to them
1
Bjornor Bergethon and Eunice Boardman, Musical Grov/th in the 
Elementary School, 4th ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc.,
1979), p. 3.
2
MENC National Committee on Instruction, "The Role of Music in 
the Total Development of the Child," Music Educators Journal 63 (April 
1977):59.
1
than has ever been true in times past.^
Music plays a particularly vital part in the life of the child. 
Fran infancy the youngster is exposed to music through all of the means 
mentioned above plus the live experiences provided by parents and other 
individuals in the home, church, and school environment. The child re­
sponds to music in various ways, reflecting the complexity of human 
nature. The spontaneous chants and songs inprovised during play are a 
natural expression about life— joys, sorrows, angers, fears, hopes, and 
dreams. In addition, the child reacts physically to the sounds of music 
through the modes of dancing, clapping, and other movements.
As growth and development occur the child's musical interests 
evolve to levels of greater sophistication than the early chants and 
songs of the preschool years. Fierbaugh notes that
the primary level is a season for formulating attitudes, under­
standing and developing basic musical concepts. It is a period 
during vhich almost everything the child learns is learned through 
imitation. To the child, it is a time to investigate, discover, 
and enjoy music although he may not conpletely understand all of 
his experiences.2
Continuing, Fierbaugh indicates that the intermediate years provide
a period for expanding, unfolding, evolving, reinforcing, nurturing, 
and developing, in breadth and depth, the knowledges, skills, and 
experiences that were introduced during the primary years. It is a 
time to provide for individualized instruction in listening (guided 
analysis), writing, and performing.3
^Karl D. Ernst and Charles L. Gary, eds., Music in General Edu­
cation (Washington: Music Educators National Caiference, 1965), p. 1.
^Harry W. Fierbaugh, "Introduction to Elementary Education," 
course syllabus. The University of Oklahoma, 1972, p. 4. (Mimeo­
graphed.)
^Ibid., p. 5.
3Therefore/ music education is charged with the responsibility of pro­
viding concept and skill development which will help the child to 
continue to find meaning in musical experiences. The dual challenge to 
music educators, then, a£^)ears to be that of being able to "nurture in a
child the sense of mystery and of wonder" of musical experiences and yet
"1
to foster growth that will continue to challenge his mind and spirit.
The iirportance of this is stressed by Mursell:
. . . musical experiences certainly should and can be a pleasure.
But music will not yield its richest pleasures if it is treated 
merely as happy play and if the fact that it is an organized art is 
ignored. . . . Musical growth turns upon a progressive and contin­
uously developing realization of vAiat music actually is. ThereforOg 
at least a dawning realization should come from the earliest years.
It can be seen that music plays a significant role in the life
of contemporary man. Therefore, it is imperative that music education
provide training and experiences upon which the individual may continue
to draw throughout life. Music education based on the development of
musical behaviors in the areas of knowledge, skills, attitudes, and
aesthetic experience can provide the basis for greater understanding and
enjoyment of the many sounds of music encountered each day in the life
of the human being.
1
Charles L. Gary, ed., The Study of Music in the Elementary 
School; A Conceptual approach (Washington: Music Educators National 
Conference, 1967), p. 1.
2
James L. Mursell, "Growth Processes in Music Education," in 
Basic Concepte in Music Education, Fifty-Seventh Yearbook of the 
National Society for Üie Study of Education (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1958), p. 157.
4Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate self- 
instructional units to teach selected musical concepts to fourth-grade 
children. Specifically, the study sought to answer tlie following ques­
tion: Can fourth-grade students learn selected musical concepts through
criterion referenced self-instructional units as ascertained by the pro­
cedures employed in the present study?
The effectiveness of the se If-instructional units was determined 
by testing the following null hypothesis:
As determined fcy an investigator-designed measure of musical con­
cepts, there will be no significant difference, at the .01 level of 
confidence, between the mean posttest scores of subjects who study the 
self-instructional units and subjects vho do not study the units.
Need for the Study
Educators have realized that uniform achievement through group 
instruction is ccaiplicated by variables in learning rates, intelligence 
levels, motor skills, and interests. The problem of individual differ­
ences was not so evident prior to the nineteenth-century adoption of
grade-level instruction, for "most schools were basically tutorial, and
1
instruction was essentially individual." Since that time, hovever, 
class enrollments of twenty or more graded students have made it in­
creasingly difficult for the teacher to spend time with the individual 
learner.
Faced with the task of teaching tvienty or more students of the
1
Robert H. Anderson, "Organizing Groups for Instruction," in 
Individualizing Instruction, Sixty-First Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1962), p. 240.
5same age and grade level, many teachers focused their efforts toward the 
middle or average group of students. Several writers have noted the 
problems which result from this approach. For example, Ctoldioniond and 
Pliskoff believe
learning is an individual process. It is a single child vho learns, 
and it is a truism that a classroom consists of individual learners.
A child vho fails is not consoled by the fact that the teaching 
method used is efficacious for the average child, or produces better 
average performance than anotlier method, or teacher. Nor are his 
parents so consoled, nor is the conscientious teacher.1
Commenting on the same problem, Thiebe observes that
the "bright" or "fast" student becomes bored because he is able to 
grasp the material or behavior quickly. The "slow" student becomes 
frustrated because he has never learned the required entry behaviors 
or material.2
Twentieth century recognition that the school curriculum should 
be tailored to the needs of the individual student began in England. The 
British open education movement began after the 1944 Education Act abol­
ished grartmar school tuition fees and opened the doors to students fron 
v\orking-class families. Pressure from working-class parents to make the 
schools more relevant led to ejg)erimental programs in the late 1940's and 
into the 1950's.^ One of the many important results of tliese experi­
mental programs was the detection of individual differences among stu­
dents. Following a three-year study of British primary education.
Israel Goldiamond and Stanley Pliskoff, "Music Education and the 
Rationale Underlying Prograitmed Instruction," Music Educators Journal 
51 (February-March 1965);44.
^Edward H. Thiebe, "Somewhere the Child Has Been Lost," Music 
Educators Journal 59 (November 1972):22.
^"A Time and Thought Line," Music Educators Journal 60 (Z^ril 
1974):35.
Plowàen v/rote that
individual differences between children of the same age are so 
great that any class, however homogeneous it seems, must always be 
treated as a body of children needing individual and different 
attention. . . .*
Tv/o years earlier, Jerome Bruner, an American researcher, wrote
of similar observations regarding individual differences.
Quite plainly, they exist in massive degree - in the extent to vhich 
children have problem-solving predispositions, in the degree of 
their interest, in the skills that they bring to any concrete task, 
in their preferred mode of representing things, in their ability to 
move through any particular sequence, and the degree to which they 
are initially dependent upon extrinsic reinforcement from the
teacher.2
With regard to the response of individuals in musical situ­
ations, Redding adds
it has also been evident to music teachers and musicians that there 
are definitely individual differences, needs, and enthusiasms to be 
discovered in each child who is required to or desires to involve 
himself in music.3
In addition to individual differences observed among students in 
the typical music class, the needs of the exceptional student as well 
must be recognized. The trend toward mainstreaming the physically, 
mentally, and emotionally handicapped learner back into the regular 
classroon has increased the range of individual differences found in 
the music class. Graham notes that the phrase "exceptional child"
1
Bridget Plowden et al.. Children and Their Primary Schools, 1 
(London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1967) :25, quoted in "A Tiite
and Thought Line," Music Educators Journal 60 (April 1974):36.
2
Jerome S. Bruner, Toward a Theory of Instruction (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1966),
p. 71.
^Frances S. Redding, "Individualization is a State of Mind," 
Music Educators Journal 59 (November 1972): 25.
includes not only the handicapped but the gifted as well.^ The same 
writer points out that the students who are "gifted, academically tal­
ented, or vho have high exploratory drives" may cause as much difficulty
in traditionally oriented music education settings as do the handi-
2
capped." Nocera varites that "in most schools, the gifted are handi­
capped by 'the system'" because their individual needs are not met.^
Individual differences among those who study music were recog­
nized music educators vho met at the Tanglewood Symposium in 1967. 
Evidence of this recognition is seen in one of the evaluation documents 
of that symposium, "The Tanglewood Declaration." Specifically, one point 
agreed upon by the assembled music educators was tliat "greater eitphasis 
should be placed on helping the individual student to fulfill his needs, 
goals, and potentials.
The spread of the open school movement to American education, 
along with the support of documents such as "The Tanglewood Declaration," 
led music educators to adopt instructional techniques to fit new 
learning environments vhich vrere appearing in their schools or vhich 
they desired to create in their own classrooms. Sane of these instruc­
tional techniques included division of the class into small groups or 
individuals, learning centers, programed learning, and other types of
1
Richard M. Graham, catp., Music for the Exceptional Child 
(Reston, VA: Music Educators National.Conference, 1975), p. 1.
^Ibid., p. 9.
^Sona D. Nocera, "Special Education Teachers Need a Special Edu­
cation," Music Educators Journal 58 (Jpril 1972):75.
^Robert A. Choate, ed., Documentary Report of the Tanglewood 
Symposium (Washington: Music Educators National Conference, 1968),
p. 139.
8self-instructional lessons.
In modifying programs to include tlie new instructional tech­
niques, music specialists including Moore realized the importance of pre­
serving total group e^^riences such as group singing, movement activ­
ities, performance preparation, and the viewing of films. ^ Some 
teachers begin the music class period with a total group activity before 
dividing the class into small groups. In other situations, days or even 
weeks of total group activity are interspersed betiveen days spent at the 
learning centers. ]\%)st teachers agree that a balanced music program
should include both large groups and individualized instructional 
activities.
Landon suggests that one effective way to meet the need for 
helping the individual is through the use of a "modified open class­
room." Continuing, Landon states that such an environment involves a 
partnership of teachers and students in learning activities and that 
"the primary task of the teacher is to select and provide materials that
will allow students to explore, manipulate, experiment, invent, and dis-
2
cover - processes that are essential for the understanding of music."
One of the most important tools for individualizing instruction,
then, is the self-teaching material which the students use in the
learning experience. Relating to this need, Cornell suggests that
although teaching materials for open classroons are plentiful in 
other subject areas, few are available for use in music education.
Floy S. Moore, "Today I Go to Studio K," Music Educators 
Journal 62 (March 1976):59.
2
Joseph W. Landon, "Strategies for Opening the Traditional 
Classroom," Music Educators Journal 60 (April 1974):64.
As an increasing nuinber of elementary schools make the transition 
to open learning environments, music educators arc? callcHl on to meet 
the challenge to find or develop the appropriate resources. 1
Several writers of the early seventies obser\''ed that the amount 
of materials and the time-consuming preparation process could be a deter­
rent to widespread adoption of the individualized instruction metliod for 
music education. For example, Hagan wrote; "This process entails rruch 
more vrork than conventional lesson pl,:inning because the Lc^ acher must plan
diverse activities and set up many tools for teaching any one fact to any 
..2one group."
In a related study, Kahnert concluded that " the vast amount of 
materials and devices demanded by this type of program could well be a 
deterring factor to wide acceptance by teachers and administrators."^
Cornell enumerated some specific problems teachers might encoun­
ter during the process of accumulating materials suitable for the indivi­
dualized instructional setting in music.
As they tri'’ to develop tliese music materials, teachers will be 
faced with many problems - deciding iVhere to look for direction, 
determining vho will accept responsibility for music learning and 
vho. will prepare such materials, . . . finding timi? to develop 
materials, . . .4
Many of the self-instructtonal materials used in the music class
1
Helen Loften Cornell, "Drums and Dunpsters, Puppets and Pods," 
Music Educators Journal 60 (April 1974):6Q.
2
Sister M. Tobias Hagan, "How the Teacher Functions in an Open 
Classroom," Music Educators Journal 59 (November 1972):45.
^Colleen Kahnert, "An Investigation of the I’ffect of Indivi­
dualized Instruction and Materials on the Musical GrovTth of Second 
Grade Children" (M.M.Ed. thesis, Wichita State University, 1969) , 
p. 107.
4
Cornell, "Drums and Dumpsters," p. 60.
10
can be adaptations of lessons previously taught by the teacher to the
entire class. According to Cornell, others can bo borrowed from other
subject areas "if we remember to reinforce the visual with the aural.
In addition to sounds performed, created, or discovered through a
variety of sound sources, prepared tapes provide anotlier opportunity for
experiencing the aural dimension of music.
Itosniussen notes that tlie caiplexity of planning and preparing
sequential materials for taped listening lessons indicates "that most
classroom teachers will not be in a position to provide their own
listening sequences." The same writer suggests that such instructional
2
materials should be developed through educational research.
Materials developed tlirough educational research have the ad­
vantage of being pupil-tested before they are marketed. Such materials 
provide lessons to be used in tlie classroom and may serve as models for 
the development of similar lessons for use in related instructional 
settings at various grade levels.
A review of related literature revealed only two studies in­
volving use of the self-instructional format with fourth grade children. 
Rasmussen designed and evaluated programed tapes tor developing 
listening skills in the perception of rhyfnm, melody, tone color, and 
aspects of texture and form. Content of the tapes v;as based on music 
literature examples (listening lessons) generally available to classroom
^Xbid., p. 61.
barren Irvin Rasmussen, "An Experiment in Developing Basic 
Listening Skills Through Programed rnstruction" (D.M.A, dissertation, 
thiversity of Southern California, 1966), p. 221.
11
teachers.^
Dean used autoinstructional devices as a ireans of learning music
symbols and terms and for strengthening general music achievement. Ihe
devices vrere used during the last ten minutes of tlie music class period
to reinforce instruction initially presented in class by the music 
2
specialist.
Another researcher, Romanek, developed self-instructional tapes 
and lesson booklets for teaching musical concepts about pitch, duration, 
and loudness to preschool children. One of Rotmuiek's rccoimendations for 
further study was "a study which would determine the feasibility and 
effectiveness of a self-instructional unit in tlie development of musical 
concepts in elementary school children."^
A survey of the educational market prior to the beginning of the 
study disclosed that units such as the investigator proposed to develop 
were not available.
In suitinary, educators have realized that the effectiveness of 
large-group instruction is hindered by the individual differences of 
students. The open school movement brought about curricular and environ­
mental changes designed to meet individual learning needs. An emergent 
problem was that of accumulating the vast amount of teaching materials
^Ibid., p. 78.
2
Roger Alcui Dean, "The Effect of an Adjunct Auto instructional 
Device on the Learning of Music Symbols and Terms and on General Music 
Achievement of Fourth Grade Music Students" (D.M.A. dissertation. Uni­
versity of Oregon, 1971).
3
Mary louise Pxxtianek, "A Self-Instructional Program for the 
Development of Musical Concepts in Preschool Children" (Ed.D. disser­
tation, The Pennsylvania State University, 1971).
12
needed for the new instructional settrnqf. Sell-iiu.i rik-l lonnl lessons 
utilizing progr;.uned learning and prepai'ed tapes were wot available on the 
education market and required preparation time unavajlablo to elementary 
music specialists. Given the interest in individualizint^ elementary 
music instruction and the corresponding lack of pilot-testccl self- 
instructional units, there was a critical need for tiie s;Ludy.
Definition of Tem^
Behavioral objective. A rjtatcmc’nt wliich <lesci. ib'.s whiit tlie
1
learner will do to demonstrate understanding oi' tlie coix:ep>t.
Concept. An idea or mental inage of saniathing which remails in
the mild following a perceptual ezqjeaience. Following [Jt:rceplion, the
learner must think about what he has perceived, analyzing tind exploring
it mentally. A third step in developing a concept is that of appli-
2
cation— putting the concept into practice.
Criterion measures. An examination or exercise which indicates 
the amount of learning that has occurred. Criterion-referenced test
items conparo the student's perfomtuice with a statcxi Ixdinvioral ob-
. , . 3gective.
Developnsnt. As used in this study, the ev(.>lution.iry process 
through which a teaching unit is v/ritten, and then revis(xl and refined
1
1-tobert F. Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives (Palo Alto, 
CA: Fearon Publishers, 1962), p. 11.
2
Asahel D. Woodruff, "Concept Teaching in Music," in Perspec­
tives in Music Fd.ucation: Source Book III, Bonnie Kowall, ed.
(Washington: Music Educators National Confeionce, 1966), pp. 220-21.
3
"Contemporary Music: Project: Putting idea,'-' Into Practice,"
Music Educators Journal 59 (May 1973):41.
13
on the basis of a series of pilot trials in which careful consideration
is given to the responses and reactions of the subjects.
Elements of imsic. Briefly defined, the basic elements of music
considered in this study were those of (1) pitch— the "higlmess" or
”lowness" of a s o u n d (2) duration— the tcnporal characteristics of
sound and silence; (3) intensity— the "loudness" or "softness" of a 
2
sound; (4) timbre— the charact.oristic color or quality of a sound; (5) 
texture— the "thickness" or "thinness" of a sound which is determined by 
the number of sound sources occurring at the same time; and (6) 
structure— the order in which sound events occur.
Evaluation. In this study, the assessment of the effectiveness 
of the self-instructional units, achieved by accumulating and interpre­
ting data frcxn the criterion measure answer sheets and the posttest.
Experiment. In this study, the formal testing of the units as 
well as the administration of an investigator-designed posttest to sub­
jects vho studied the units and to a control group which did not study 
the units.
Individualized instruction. A teaching approach which provides 
for learning differences by guiding the student through experiences that 
are geared to meet his own level of achievement. The student may work 
alone, wdth other students in small groups, or with the entire class.
An informal environment often prevails, and a variety of teaching media 
are employed.
^Paul Harder, Basic Materials in Music Theory; A Programed 
Course, 4th ed. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1975), p. 2.
^Ibid., p. 4.
14
Knowledge représentât ion. Based on Bruner's modes of represen­
tation and the translation of experiences into models of the world, the 
levels on vhich student responses were given in this study are those of 
the (1) enactive; representation of experience through action, such as 
by singing or moving; (2) inconic; representation of experience through 
imagery, such as a series of horizontal lines to represent duration or 
pitch levels; (3) symbolic: representation of experience tlirough words,
language, or the accepted symbols of a discipline, such as staff no­
tation. ’
Programed instruction. Learning experiences vhich are divided 
into small segments for gradual development of a concept or skill- These 
small segments are usually arranged in frames which may include space 
for the learner to record his response. Immediate feedback is provided 
in the form of the correct response, lihen the linear technique is em­
ployed the student proceeds through the frames in consecutive order. In 
the branching type of programing, however, the student's response deter­
mines the order of advancement. An incorrect answer directs the learner 
to frames vhich clarify and provide additional drill work while a cor­
rect response often allows the student to omit material he already 
understands. The present study utilized linear programed instruction.
Self-instruction. A learning experience in which the student 
teaches himself through the use of programed learning or scste other form 
of self-contained learning package.
1
Bruner, Toward a Theory of Instruction, pp. 10-11.
15
Limitations
The content of tlie units developed and evaluated in this study 
were limited to concepts pertaining to the musical elanents of pitch, 
duration, intensity, timbre, texture, and structure. The teaching method 
used for the study was tliat of self-instruction, utilizing cassette 
tapes, programed booklets, and criterion measure answer sheets. The 
study consisted of the organization of the units and ct itorion arasures, 
a series of pilot trials, a formal sdudy, and evailuation of the criterion 
measure responses as well as cin investigator-designed post test.. Subjects 
for the study were selected from extant classi s of fourth-grade children 
in the Norman, Oklahoma, and Portales, New Mexico public schools.
Organization of the Study
This chapter presented the need for the development and evalu­
ation of structured learning units that could be used for teaching musical 
concepts to children on an individualized basis. Chapter II reviews re­
lated literature and research considerations pertinent to the areas of 
concept teaching, individualized instruction, and programed instruction. 
Chapter III includes the rationale for the design and descriptions of the 
processes followed in developing the six units (eighteen lessons) used in 
the study. Chuter IV presents and analyzes the statistical data accumu­
lated during the formal study and from an investigator-constructed post­
test. In Chapter V, results, conclusions, and implications of the study 
are discussed, and recomriendations for further research are made.
CHAPTER II
REVIEl'7 OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
The current chapter reviews literature and research in the areas 
of concept teaching, individualized instruction, and programed instruc­
tion as they pertain to the study. A review of concept teaching is 
appropriate because the units are based on a conceptual framework. Indi­
vidualized instruction relates to the study because it was for such a 
context that the teaching units were designed. Since the instructional 
units employ a programed instructional format, a review of the literature 
relating to that area is also included.
Concept Teaching - Related Literature
Reference to the terms "concept," “conceptualization," and "con­
cept teaching" is difficult to escape for the reader of conterrporary 
educational methodology. Familiarity with these terms grew perhaps as a 
result of the curriculum revision movement which began during the early 
1960's in the areas of science and mathematics. Realizing that the 
amount of time allotted to formal instruction is limited and that 
learning is an individual and on-going process, the participants at the 
woods Hole Conference concluded that
. . . the curriculum of a subject should be determined ty the most 
fundamental understanding that can be achieved by the underlying
16
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1
principles that give structure to that subject.
A similar viev\point is extended to tlie music curriculum by Nye
and Nye.
The current philosophy of learning eirphasizes that beneficial and 
purposeful learning can be attained and used if it is acquired 
through a program that is organized around the basic structure of 
a subject. . . . For students to understand the structure of music 
they must learn to process information at the data, concept, and 
generalization levels, since these three levels of information com­
prise the structure.2
The inportance of basing the study of a discipline on structure
is also affirmed hy Bergethon and Boardman-
The conceptual structure of music is concerned with the elements of 
music - melody, rhythm, and harmony and their formal, expressive, 
and stylistic organization. Specific concepts relating to the 
organization of each of these elements are essential to musical 
understanding, vhether the music to be comprehended is a sinple folk 
tune or an intricate fugue.3
Concept is defined differently many writers. Zimmerman de­
notes concept as "a clear and complete thought about something that has 
been acquired through sensory perception. Gary describes this term as 
"that which remains in the mind following a given learning experience."^ 
Leonhard and House state that "concepts are cognitive organizers of
^Jerome S. Bruner, The Process of Education (New York; Vintage 
Books, 1960), p. 31.
2
Robert Evans Nye and Vemice Trousdale Nye, Music in the 
Elementary School, 4th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1977), pp. 32-33.
3
Bjomar Bergethon and Eunice Boardman, Musical Grov/th in the 
Elementary School, 2d ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 
1970), p. 6.
^Marilyn P. Zimmerman, Musical Characteristics of Children (Wash­
ington: Music Educators National Conference, 1971), p. 12.
^Gary, ed. The Study of Music, p. 2.
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experience." They point out that concept formation is dependent on the
person's ability to organize experience and make discriminations among
1
stimuli perceived by the senses. Carlsen affirms concept formation or
conceptual behavior to be "the identification of similar chairacter-
2
istics which classify otherwise dissimilar stimuli."
Piaget believes tliat conceptual development in the child in­
volves conservation, the ability "to retaiin the invariant; cjiialities of
3
a particular stimulus vhen the stimulus field has changed. " 
Reversibility, an attending mental process, exists if the child can men­
tally return the stimulus to its original condition. A third factor, 
décentrâtion, allows tlie child to focus on more than one facet of a 
problem (stimulus) at the same time and to relate these facets.^
The process of conceptualization is described by Bergethon and 
Boardman as
. . . the means by vhich individuals organize their sensory experi­
ences. Concepts allow a person to generalize, to differentiate and 
categorize classes of objects, qualities, or relationships. They 
provide an Individual with tools for problem-solving in new situ­
ations. The ability to conceptualize empowers the individual to use 
"progressive learning," that is, the building of new learnings on 
previously acquired conceptual organizations.5
^Charles Leonhard and Robert W. House, Foundations and Principles 
of Music Education, 2d ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Cottpany, 1972)',
p. 127.
2
James C. Carlsen, "Some Problems in Music Learning," Journal of 
Research in Music Education 17 (Spring 1969):9.
3
Marilyn Pflederer Zimmerman, "Percept and Concept: Inplications
of Piaget," Music Educators Journal 56 (February 1970):49.
4
Herbert Ginshurg and Sylvia Opper, Piaget's Theory of Intellec­
tual Development: An Introduction (Fhglevood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1969), p. 168.
^Bergethon and Boardman, Musical Growth, 4th ed., pp. 10-11.
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According to Woodruff, tlaere are several stages through vhich the 
learner must proceed in developing a concept. The first stage is percep­
tion of tlie actual phenomenon, or personal interaction with something in
1
vdiich the learner forms a mental impression. Zimmerman points out that
2
"it is the percept that germinates the concept."
The perceptual process, suggests Carlsen, is made up of three 
coitponents: the existence of a ixnrcoptual field, selective focuf.:, and
the internal operation of labeling and organizing. Tlie pei'crpt.ual field 
contains at least one stimulus but more likely is a conposite of stimuli. 
f]xamples of a perceptual field in music given by Carlsen include the 
auditory stimulus (musical sound), visual stimulus (musical score or the 
sight of a performer), and tactile/kinesthetic stimulus (a musical in­
strument being touched ty a performer)
Selective focus, the second conponent, is an operation during 
vhich the mind blocks out information not being used in the immediate 
perceptual field. During the third conponent, labeling and organizing, 
the stimulus is attached to some means for reference and is catalogued 
into a systanatic scheme.^
A problem in perceptual research is the collection of accurate 
evidence. One evidence-gathering method is to ask the subject to res­
pond verbally tut Carlsen suggests that words often do not convey the 
precise meaning, such as the "dark" color of sound or the "moody"
1
Asahel D. Woodruff, Basic Concepts of Teaching (San Francisco; 
Chandler Publishing Company, 1961), p. 72.
2
Zimnerman, Musical Characteristics, p. 12.
^Carlsen, "Sane Problems," p. 7. ^Ibid.
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quality of music. Zimnerman points out that children may not be able 
to accurately ag^ly terms such as "up-down, high-low, large-small" to 
musical percepts because tliey also relate to other concepts they are 
learning.^
A second way to collect perceptual evidence in research is ty 
asking the subject to reproduce the stimulus. This method is particu­
larly effective vhen the subject can respond with the same sound source 
used in the stimulus presentation, such as the voice, tody instruments, 
or musical instruments.^
Woodruff believes that concepts are acquired through the basic
4
senses rather than verbal activity. A  number of writers cormient on the 
pitfalls inherent in verbal teaching. Evanson notes that "telling is not 
teaching. The learner must form his own concepts out of his own experi­
ences."^ Woodruff states that verbal activity provides the transmission 
of symbols, not meanings.^ Thus the teacher's words are transmitted to 
the student as symbols and conceptualization occurs only if the student 
can transfer these symbols into meaning.
Several writers emphasize the need for developing vocabulary
1
Carlsen, "Some Problems," p. 8.
2
Zimnerman, Musical Characteristics, p. 7.
3
Carlsen, "Some Problems," p. 8.
Stoodruff, "Concept Teaching," pp. 219-220.
^Flavis Evenson, "How Musical Concepts Are Developed and How 
They Are i^lied," Music Educators Journal 56 (February 1970) :55.
^Asahel D. Woodruff, "How Music Concepts Are Develop)ed," Itoic 
Educators Journal 56 (February 1970): 52.
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along with conceptual development. Bergethon and Boardman stress, how­
ever, that vocabulary will only be meaningful after the concept is 
learned. The same pattern applies when introducing musical notation.
To the child who has still not grasped the basic concepts of melodic 
and rhythmic movement— up-down-same, step-skip, long-short, beat- 
accent— the symbols of musical notation can have little ræaning.
Just as the words in a child's first primer stand for ideas already 
possessed, so must notation picture musical concepts already fomed.2
Because music is an aural art, perceptions are best achieved 
through hearing. The presentation of musical concepts without aural stim­
uli hinders perception and limits the extent to wliich concepts will de­
velop within the learner.^
Internalization, the second stage of concept development, follovre 
perception. During this period the perceptual symbols are changed into 
meaning. The mind organizes vAiat has been received through the senses 
and fits the pieces together to make sense. ^ Carlsen describes this 
stage as the third component of the perceptual process, "the internal
5
operation of labeling and organizing."
The third stage of concept development is application - putting 
the new concept into practice.® Musical application involves listening
7
to music or producing it. At the application stage the child actively
^Zimmerman, Musical Characteristics, p. 15; and Bergethon and 
Boardman, Musical Growth, '4th, ed., p. 12.
^Bergethon and Boardman, Ibid.
Woodruff, "Concept Teaching," pp. 219-220.
4
Carlsen, "Some Problems," p. 9; and Woodruff, Ibid., p. 221.
5
Carlsen, Ibid., p. 7.
®1'%X)druff, "Concept Teaching," p. 221. ^Ibid., p. 222.
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engages in various forms of performance^ reaction, and discussion. 
Examplar activities are singing or playing tonal patterns of a song, 
clapping and chanting rhytlmic patterns from a musical score, or listen­
ing to a recording and describing a particular musical characteristic 
heard in the music.
The Manhattanville Music Curriculum Project (MMCP) encourages 
original composition for applying concepts. In studyiig Liml)re, teachers 
might ask students to structure a one-minut.o sound event for contrasting 
timbres maintaining a given single expressive character or quality
throughout the piece. Sinilar strategies could be devised for applying
1
concepts pertinent to other musical elements.
For effective conceptual application both tlie Comprehensive Music
Project (CMP) and MMCP stress that the student should be involved as a
musician. The roles/functions of the musician include those of creator,
2
performer, and critic. Teaching strategies at the application stage of 
conceptual development should foster decision making and student respon­
sibility. These responses can be accomplished through tlie musicianly 
activities of composing, performing, conducting, listening, and evalu­
ating.
Bruner believes that the structure of a stimulus affects per-
3
ception and conceptualization. He points out that the structure of any
^Ronald B. Thotias, MMCP Synthesis (Bardonia, New York: Media
Materials, Inc.).
2
"Contemporary Music Project: Comprehensive Mbsicianship,"
Music Educators Journal 59 (May 1973) :40; and Thomas, Ibid., p. 7.
^Bruner, Toward a Ttieory of. Instruction, p. 2,
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body of knowledge, ideas, or problem can be recognized by any learner if
it is presented to him in a sinple enough mode J  To illustrate this
belief, Bruner suggests that there are three representational modes:
enactive representation, iconic representation, and symbolic represen- 
2tation.
Enactive representation involves action.^  According to Boardman
and Landis, children interacting with music through enactive represen­
tation
Perform music by imitating Wiat they hear
Describe music with gesture or dance movement .
Organize music ideas tlirough instrumental and vocal iitprovisation
The second representational mode, iconic representation, involves 
imagery.^ Boardman and Landis define this mode as "internalizing the 
concept by associating a mental image of sound with 'ikons' (visual 
images) that 'look like the music s o u n d s . W h e n  children interact 
through iconic representation in music, they
Perform music from ikons such as diagrams, charts, designs
Describe music with visual images and word images g
Organize musical ideas; record them with ikons of own devising
The third mode, symbolic representation, involves language, 
number, and logic.^ In order to interact with symbolic representation 
in music, children
^Ibid., p. 44. ^Ibid., p. 10. ^Ibid.
^Eunice Boardman and Beth Landis, Exploring Music, Grade 4, 
Teacher's Book, 3d ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1975), p. vii.
^Bruner, Ibid., pp. 10-11. ^Boardman and Landis, Ibid., p. vii.
^Bruner, Ibid., 18-19.
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Perform music by turning musical symbols into sound
Describe music witli musical symbols and conventional terminology
Organize musical ideas; riecord them in notation^
A learner may develop a concept through the stages of perception,
2
internalization, and application. An additional principle is that the 
development of a concept "is a long, slow process" and tliat the student 
must have repeated experiences over a long period of time in order to 
retain, ref in-:, reuse, and transfer a concept.^
Woodruff believes that the first step in pl.inni.r.g concept les­
son plan is to express ti',e concept in the form of a cleacly-defined 
statement. The conceptual statement describes in detail what the 
learner should know at the end of tlie learning experience.^ Once the 
conceptual statement is written, the teacher can design tlie instruction 
to teach the concept. Examples of conceptual statements in music educa­
tion materials are found in the Exploring Music series, the Mt4CP 
Synthesis, and Musical Growth in the Elementary School.^
According to the MMCP Synthesis, a balanced curriculum should 
provide for both inherent and idiomatic conceptual learning. Inherent 
concepts pertain primarily to the basic characteristic of musical ma­
terials and response patterns and derive from the inherent character of 
the art.^ The following statements are examples of inherent concepts:
^Boardman and Landis, Ibid. Woodruff, Ibid., p. 223.
^Bergethon and Boardman, Musical Growth, 4tli ed., p. 12.
^Woodruff, Basic Concepts in Teaching, p. 120.
^Boardman and Landis, Exploring Music; Thomas, MMCP Synthesis; 
Bergethon and Boardman, Musical" Growth ini the Elementary School.
^Thomas, MMCP Synthesis, p. 17.
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"Tijnbre is a major factor in the expressiveness of music" and "Tenpo is 
that characteristic of music which makes it appear to go fast or slow. 
Concepts so derived have universal application and are not limited to 
the music of one culture, period, or style.
Idiomatic concepts relate to stylistic practices and coitpo- 
sitional techniques arployed by the composers of a given historical era. 
Exaxtples of this type of concept wuld be the harmonic prcxjression.\; ex­
pected in the music of the common practice period, form derived from 
harmonic and irelodic analysis, or the use of the tone row as originally 
suggested by Schoenberg.
Conceptual understanding expands and become more complex as the 
child matures in age and musical experience. Mursell describes this 
characteristic below.
What our understanding of growth and development clearly seems to 
imply is a cyclical sequence or order of topics. . . . Items that 
need to be presented do not occur once for all at seme predetermined 
time. They appear again and again, always in new settings, always 
with added meanings.2
And according to Swanson,
vAiat may be encountered in a musical setting and on a level appro­
priate for second graders must be dealt with again by older pupils 
for broader as well as more precise application in different musical 
contacts. 3
Bruner suggests the spiral curriculum as a means for revisiting 
basic ideas until the student has grasped their full formal structure.^
1 o
Ibid., p. 40. "Mursell, "Growth Processes," p. 157.
3
Bessie R. Swanson, INlusic in the Education of Children, 3d ed. 
(Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Cotpany, Inc., 1969), p. 24.
A
‘Bruner, The Process of Education, p. 13.
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The MMCP Synthesis demonstrates an exanple of the spiral curriculum in
music. At the lowest spiral level concepts are stated in broad and
sinple terms. As the curriculum progresses through sixteen cycles or
levels, however, each concept becomes more caiplex and spt?cific.^
Bergethon and Boardman believe that too often musical learning
moves in a circle rather than a spiral.
Such experiences are stunting in their repetitionsness. Tlie same 
probleiTis may need to be returned to time and again, and the same 
skills must certainly continue to be practiced; however, like the. 
spiral, the return must lie to a position a little higher on the 
ladder toward musical understanding and achievement.2
Musical Concepts - Related Research
A review of research conducted in elementary music education 
revealed no studies in which conceptual learning was measured for all six 
of the musical elements identified for the present study. A number of 
studies have indirect implications for the present study, however, be­
cause of their investigation of musical perception and conceptualization 
among elementary school children. It appears that a majority of the 
research has been focused on measurement of perception and conceptuali­
zation related to the elements of pitch, duration (rhythm), and in­
tensity (loudness). The tendency to study these elements may relate to 
their identification as three of the four basic characteristics of sound
3
(the fourth being timbre). Investigation of children's percepts and 
concepts of texture, structure (form), and timbre seems to have been
1
Thomas, MMCP Synthesis, p. 32.
bergethon and Boardman, Musical Growth, p. 12.
p. 39.
3
"Contemporary Music Project: Comprehensive Musicianship,"
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less frequent. This trend may be due to the fact that centration factors 
of intensity, duration, and pitch complicate their recognition, partic­
ularly for preschool and primary students.
The order in vhich children develop concepts about the musical 
elements has been observed by several researchers. Andreivs and Diehl, 
Laverty, and Rananek found that the concept of loudness develops earlier
than either pitch or duration.^ Andrews .and Diehl found irluit .loudness
2
concepts developed first, followed by duration and pitch. Evidence con­
cerning the order in vhich preschool children learn pitch and duration 
concepts is inconclusive in the Romanek study because the results were 
reversed in the pilot and formal studies.^
Zimmerman suggested that texture (simultaneous sounds or harmony) 
develops last because of the perceptual phenomenon of centration.^
Piaget views centration as a perceptual fixation on a dominant or biasing 
aspect of the stimulus field.^ In the case of music, the young child 
centers on one or more of the dominant elements (loudness, duration, or 
pitch) thereby ignoring texture. Zimmerman reported that studies with 
American, English, and French children show that harmonic perception
Frances W. Andrevs and Ned C. Diehl, "Development of a Technique 
for Identifying Elenentary School Children's Musical Concepts," Council 
for Research in MusjU; Education, Bulletin 13 (Spring 1968) :6; Grace 
Elizabetii Lavorty, **The Develcpment of Children's Concepts of Pitch, 
Duration, and Loudness As a Function of Grade Level" (Ed.D dissertation. 
The Pennsylvania State University, 1969), p. 46; and Romanek, "A Self- 
Instructional Program," p. 109.
2 ?
Andrews and Diehl, Ibid., p. 6. Romanek, Ibid., p. 95.
4
Zimmerman, Ibid., p. 10.
5
Zimmerman, "Percept and Concept," p. 49.
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begins at about age eight.^
A characteristic observW by several researchers \vas that many 
children understand and can detect differences in basic musical concepts, 
but are unable to express their thoughts with verbal accuTacy. Con­
fusion is noted particularly between pitch and loudness concepts in
2using terms such as high, loud, and fast, and low, soft, and slow.
The factor of age in the development of musical percepts was 
reported by a number of researchers. Petzold investit fated auditory per­
ception development of children in the first six grades, lie hypotiresized 
that age is a major factor in the development of auditory perception and 
investigated this in the areas of melodic perception, phrase learning, 
melodic reproduction with varying harmonies and timbres, and rhythmic 
ability. In most areas, the children reached an auditory perception 
plateau by age eight (third grade). The data revealed that the most 
significant development happens between the ages of six and seven (first 
and second grades)P e t z o l d  noted, also, that auditory perceptual dif­
ferences are greater between primary and intermediate groups than be-
4
tween any groups one or two years apart. Zimmerman and Sechrest found
^Zimmerman, Musical Characteristics, p. 10.
2
Andrews and Diehl, "Development of a Technique," p. 7; Laverty, 
"The Development of Children's Concepts," p. 68; Marilyn Pflederer 
Zimmerman and Lee Sechrest, How Children Conceptually Organize Musical 
Sounds (Cooperative Research Project No. 5-0256, Northwestern University, 
1968), cited in Zimmerman, Musical Characteristics, p. 19.
3
Robert G, Petzold, Auditory Perception of Musical Sounds by Chil­
dren in the First Six Grades (Cooperative Research Project No. 1051, The 
ïftiiversïtÿ of Wisconsin,' 1966), p. 257.
^Robert G. Petzold, "The Development of Auditory Perception of 
Musical Sounds by Children in the First Six Grades," Journal of Research 
in Music Education 11 (Spring 1963);42.
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that with increasing age children's performances iirtiroved on coirsevation
I
tasks in four out of the five experiments tested.
Andrews and Diehl studied fourth^-grader's concepts of pitch, dur­
ation, and loudness tlirough their Battery of Musical Concept Measures. 
Measurement of the concepts was accomplished through verbal, listening, 
manipulative, and overt techniques. Tlie study was a pioneer study of 
children's conceptualization of musical elements and was motivatc'd, in
part, by the curricular movement related to the study of the structure 
2
of a subject. The investigators believed that the Manipulative Measure 
and Oi'ert Measure, which are administered on an individual basis, have 
particular possibilities for use with children having language and/or 
reading problems or with younger children vho have not yet learned to 
read.^
In an extension of the study, Laverty found a significant gain 
in scoring on pitch and duration for fifth-graders over third-graders and 
seventh-graders over fifth-grade students.^ A significant gain was noted 
in loudness from third to fifth-grade tut not from fifth to seventh, in­
dicating that a plateau in loudness is reached around the fifth-grade 
level.^ A progressive gain between grade levels was made in the
1
Marilyn Pflederer Zimmerman and Lee Sechrest, "Brief Focused In­
struction and Musical Concepts," Journal of Research in Music Education 
18 (Spring 1970):29.
2
Andrews and Diehl, "Development of a Technique," p. 1.
^Ibid., p. 6.
4
Laverty, "The Development of Children's Concepts," p. 44.
^Ibid.
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listening and verbal measures for all three elements.
Melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic capabilities of children in
grades one through six were investigated by Dittemore. Results of the
study suggested that many capabilities in the three areas are found in
average students at different grade levels, that concurrent development
of sane musical capabilities occur for children at specific grade levels,
and that capability levels and developnental sequences i^re related to
musical aptitude. Consistent development secjuence in seven of the twelve
measured capabilities was found among students in the average and upper
musical aptitude levels. The investigator concluded that the average
level of musical capability development of students with low musical apti-
2
tude does not rise much above that of the average first-^ade student.
In a related study, DeYarman observed the rhythmic and tonal 
capabilities of kindergarten and first-grade children. The investigator 
utilized some of Dittemore's research techniques, such as teaching the 
same criterion songs to subjects at both grade levels, using the chil­
dren's musical performances of the criterion songs to measure their 
achievement, and objectively evaluating the performances on the basis of
3
well-defined criteria. Results indicated that children vho had
’'ibid., pp. 66-67.
^Edgar E. Dittarore, "An Investigation of Some Musical Capabili­
ties of Elementary School Children," Experimental Research in the Psy­
chology of Music, Edwin Gordon, ed., 6 (Iowa City, lA: University of
Iowa Press, 1970);30-31.
3
Robert M. DeYarman, "An Experimental Analysis of Rhythmic and 
Tonal Capabilities of Kindergarten and First Grade Children," Experi­
mental Research in the Psychology of Music, Edwin Gordon, ed., 8 (Iowa 
City, lA: University of idvm Press, 1972) :6.
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comprehensive meter and tonal exposure generally performed better on the
tonal and usual meter criterion songs than did those who had been exposed
1
only to usual meter and tonal experiences.
In a study relating the conservation principle of Piaget to cog­
nitive development in music, Pflederer devised a series of musical tasks
to determine if five- and eight-year-old children could conserve meter,
2
tone, and rhythm stimuli. Results of the study sshovæd that the eight- 
year-old children were at an intermediate stage of conservation. Hie 
five-year-old subjects, however, gave intuitive-type answers reflecting 
preoperational thought and the inability to conserve.^
Zimmerman and Sechrest investigated the conservation responses 
to musical stimuli of five, seven, nine, and thirteen-year-old children. 
Subjects were presented phrases selected from Bartok's piano music For 
Children vhich were paired with seven systematic deformations to test 
the presence of conservation. Conservation was identified as early as 
age seven and states of non-conservation and intermediate conservation 
("the deformation was recognized but with uncertainty as to the 'sameness' 
of the tvo phrases") were found still to exist in the thirteen-year-old 
age bracket.^
^DeYarman, Ibid., p. 32.
2
Marilyn Ruth Pflederer, "The Responses of Children to Musical 
Tasks Embodying Piaget's Principle of Conservation" (Ed.D. dissertation, 
University of Illinois, 1963), p. 2.
^Ibid., p. 195.
4
Marilyn Pflederer Zimmerman and Lee Sechrest, "Conservation- 
Type Responses of Children to Musical Stimuli," Council for Research in 
Music Education, Bulletin 13 (Spring 1968):20-31.
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Jones studied the developnent of meter conceptualization in chil­
dren using musical tasks based on Piaget's theory of the child's concep­
tion of time. Analysis of the subject's responses gave support to 
Piaget's theory that the child's concept of time develops through three 
invariant stages.^ The meter concept task required the subject to iden­
tify the basic meter (either tvo or three beats per measure) of twelve
2
rhythmic patterns and to explain his responses. Subjects in the first 
stage (ages up to seven) generally were unable to explain tbej.r t c'sponsos. 
Most of those in the second stage (seven to nine) gave perceptual-type 
explanationsr indicating confusion between the number of notes in the 
measure and the meter. During the third stage (beginning at about age 
nine) most ejq>lanations were more logical, even though more than two- 
thirds of the group were unable to accrue perfect scores for the task.^ 
Jones believed that the children's explanations showed that the meter 
concept develops in children after the age of 9%.^
Basic listening skills of eight- and nine-year-old children were 
investigated by Boekelheide. Results of the study showed that the stu­
dents with higher achievement levels in reading and other areas of the 
curriculum, as well as intelligence, have acquired the basic listening 
skills. The data showed this to be true, particularly for listening 
skills related to melodic contour, form, and pitch discrimination. The 
investigator concluded that development of basic listening skills
^Russel L. Jcmes, "The Development of the Child's Conception 
of Meter in Music," Journal of Research in Music Education 24 (Fall
1976):142.
^Ibid., p. 148. ^Ibid., p. 152. ^Ibid., pp. 142, 152.
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parallel the child's development in other curricular areas. Results of
the study indicate that rhytlmLc response, phrase discrimination, and
pitch discrimination skills v%re more highly developed than those of
melodic contour and form. The highest mean score was demonstrated for
the listening skill of rhythmic response, the lowest in the identifica- 
1
tion of form.
Zerrike investigated the effects of a Kodaly-adapted curriculum as
conpared to a more traditional approach on auditory achievew^nt in fourth-
grade students. Thirty-five lessons, planned differently for each
approach, were given to ejiperimental (Kodaly) and control (traditional)
classes. An additional class vhich received no special music training
was included for comparison purposes. Results showed that some degree of
support existed for the hypothesis that the Kodaly-adapted sequence led
to greater gains in the development of auditory abilities than those
2
achieved ty more typically-oriented approaches.
An investigation of the effectiveness of two approaches for 
teaching rhythm reading to fourth graders was conducted ty Palmer.^ Two 
instructional programs vtfere designed by the investigator, one taased on
Viola Ethel Boekelheide, "Some Techniques of Assessing Certain 
Basic Music Listening Skills of Eight and Nine Year Olds" (Ed.D disser­
tation, Stanford University, 1960), cited in Dissertation Abstracts, 
21/10/3111-A.
2
Sister Loma Zemke, "The Kodaly Method and a Coiparison of the 
Effects of a Kodaly-Adapted Music Instruction Sequence and a More Typical 
Sequence on Auditory t&isical Achievanent in Fourth Grade Students" (D.M.A. 
dissertation. University of Southern California, 1973), p. 304.
^Mary Palmer, "Relative Effectiveness of Two Approaches to Rhythm 
Reading for Fourth-Grade Students," Journal of Research in Music Educa- 
tion 24 (Fall 1976):110. '
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Richards' Threshold to Music and the other derived frcxn Gordon's approach 
to rhythmic literacy as described in The Psychology of Music Teaching. 
Each instructional program was taught to two classes by the investigator. 
In addition to the four experimental classes, two control classes re­
ceived no special music instruction. Results of the study indicated that 
vhile the Gordon approach was statistically more effective, the total 
data did not clearly show one method to be superior to the other in terras 
of student achievement.' .
In an effort to measure musical concept development in fourth and 
fifth graders according to the CMP ^lilosophy, Pignolet designed tests 
vhich were criterion-referenced to stated behavioral objectives. Results 
of four items reported by the investigator disclosed substantial progress 
between pre- and posttest administrations for students at both grade 
levels. The test items included tasks requiring the musicianly functions 
of listening, score analysis, discussion of musical styles, cortposing, 
and performing. Musical elements of rhythm, pitch (melody and tonality),
harmony, texture, and style were encountered by the students in the
2
reported sample items.
Individualized Instruction
The terms "open education" and " individualization" are conmonly 
used by the educators of today's children and youth. According to 
Hillson,
"'ibid., p. 117.
2
"Contemporary Music Project: Catprehensive Musicianship,"
p. 41.
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open education is a concept; it has to do with the setting as well 
as with procedures and processes. Open education means . . . 
both a philosophy and environment that can elicit each child's 
potential.1
The open education movement brought a variety of changes to the school 
curriculum. Among those changes was a shift fran teaching to learning - 
learning vhich takes into account the differences, needs, and interests 
of individual students.
Individualization is one of the instructional types used in open
education. Zahorik offers the following definition of individualization:
Individualization deals with individuality. Its purpose is to 
recognize, enhance and develop individuality. It is to help indi­
vidual children to grow in individual ways, to become what they 
might become, to extend their vision and promise. The goal of 
individualization is to make unique persons more unique.^
The need for individualization in professional teacher education 
was recognized by Task Group II in their reccatinendation for the document 
entitled Teacher Education in Music: Final Report. The report suggested
that needs, competencies, and professional aspirations of the student be 
considered vhen planning individual programs. Projected, also, was the 
thought that both student and faculty time can be saved hy waiving re­
quired courses in vhich the student is able to demonstrate competence.^
Maurie Hillson, "Forces for Change," Individualized Instruction 
in P ^ i c , comp, by Eunice Boardman Meske and Carroll Rineh^t for the 
National Commission on Instruction (Reston, VA: Music Educators 
National Conference, 1975), p. 5.
2
John A. Zahorik, "Individual Instruction and Group Instruction; 
A Case Study," The Journal of Educational Research 62 (July-August 1969) : 
453-455.
^"Task Group II: Recommendations for Critically Needed Changes
in Teacher Education," Teacher Education in Music: Final Report, ly
Robert Klotman, Chairman, Commission on Teacher Education (Washington: 
Music Educators National Conference, 1972), p. 11.
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Planning instruction for individual learners requires role 
changes for the traditionally-oriented teacher. Lathrop sees the music 
educator "primarily as a facilitator of student learning," one whose 
responsibility is "to organize effective music learning experiences, to 
motivate students to want to make music a part of their lives, cuid to 
serve as a diagnostician and critic of student musical efforts."^
Colwell also offers insight about ttie teacher's role in tlie open 
school. "Here materials do much of the teaching; the teacher is a re­
source, one wtio helps students vho have problems rather than one who
keeps the class together in activities that he hopes will result in 
2
learning."
Inherent in the teacher's responsibility is the organization of
instruction. Kahnert summarizes the essential ccxrponents with vhich the
teacher must deal in planning for individualized instruction.
(a) Content analysis and selection; (b) identification of concepts, 
skills, and attitudes to be developed in the individual program;
(c) a statement of objectives in terms of student performance;
(d) the development of a variety of instructional approaches; (e) 
establishment of criterion levels of performance; (f) and the pro­
visions for feedback, evaluation, and revision.3
A more extensive list for the development of an individualized 
instructional system is sutmitted by Frantz and McConeghy. Their list 
includes
1
Robert L. Lathrop, "The Psychology of Music and Music Educa­
tion," Music Educators Journal 56 (February 1970) ;47.
2
Richard Colwell, "Industry Goes to School; Performance Con­
tracting," Music Educators Journal 59 (September 1972):58.
3
Kahnert, "An Investigation of the Effect of Individualized 
Instruction and Materials," pp. 26-27.
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1. Selecting the instructional content for adoption to an indivi­
dualized instructional systan. 2. Specifying course objœtives in 
behavioral terms that describe vshat the learner must be able to do, 
the conditions under Wiich the student operates, and the itiinimum 
standard of achievement. 3. Developing learning sequences that 
describe the learning paths students can travel in order to obtain 
each course objective. 4. Identify and selecting a variety of in­
structional media (programed instruction, videotape recordings, 
closed-loop films, etc.) suitable for individualized instructional 
approach. 5. Developing instructional materials as required to 
supplement those materials readily available. 6. Preparing evalu­
ative instruments and procedures that diagnose and monitor indivi­
dual progress through the learning sequences.1
Andress and Rinehart developed a des ign-for-learn ing model to be 
considered Wien planning individualized instruction for the music class. 
The design includes a study of the common elements perceived in terms of 
musical structure and context, and realized through study of musical 
styles by becoming involved in the process of creating, performing, and 
describing music. The design also includes concern for how tlie learner 
learns, his level of learning, his commitment to music, and the oppor­
tunities provided for his involvement in the process of learning about 
2
music. An accompanying flow chart and sample contracts illustrate the 
implementation of the design within a music program. ^
Most self-instructional materials, sometimes called learning 
packages, are teacher-constructed models. Ubben lists the characteristic 
components of learning packages with vhich he is familiar:
1
Nevin R, Frantz, Jr. and Gary L. MxConeghy, "Individualized 
Instructional Systems for Industrial Education," Audiovisual Instruction 
17 (February 1972):20.
2
Barbara Andress and Carrol Rinehart, "A Design for Learning," in 
Individualized Instruction in Music," coup, by Meske and Rinehart, 
pp. 38-39.
^Ibid., pp. 40-43.
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Each is a set. of teachinq-leai-ning materials. Each package focuses 
on a major learnable idea, skill, or attitude. Objectives are 
clearly stated in behavioral terms, shifting the enphasis for per­
formance from the instructor to the learner. Each package relies 
heavily on the use of learning resources Wiich Ccui be student oper­
ated, allowing the student to obtain information and direction with­
out tlae constant attention of the teacher. Each package attenpts to 
use a variety of media components to provide variation in instruc­
tional modes. Each package has student evaluative devices including 
pretests, student selftests and posttests.1
A description of the Learning Activity Package (LAP) is provided 
2
by Howard. Each LAP has a number of options from vhich the learner may 
choose, such as le;irning lists, audio-visual approaches, or c.xperiræntary- 
manipulative activities. Included in the components are clearly- 
formulated statements that convey to the learner vhat is to be acconp- 
lished and vA\y it may be valuable to ].earn the material. At the con­
clusion of the LAP the student's learning may be evaluated by an 
assigned paper, project, or a test. A conference v/ith the teacher is 
usually designed so that the student, in view of the achievement results, 
decides on one of the following options : "(1) to cycle himself back
through seme of the learning activities to inprove his achievement level,
(2) accept a depth option, (3) accept a quest option, or (4) proceed to 
another unit in the sequence."^
Musical subject matter vhich can be included in LAPs is virtually 
limitless, according to Landon. He suggests subjects such as
1
Gerald C. Ubben, "A Look at Nongradedness and Self-Paced 
Learning," Audiovisual Instruction 15 (February 1970):31-32.
2
Eugene R. Howard, "Developing Sequential Learning Materials," 
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals 
54 (May 1970)-.165-166.
^Ibid., p. 167.
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introducing a new instrument, learning to construct or vork with mel­
ody or rhythm patterns; decoding music symbols (music reading) ; ccxn- 
posing music by various techniques; performing experiments with music 
sounds; learning a new tectmique for playing an instrument; listening 
analytically and critically to unfamiliar music; intrcxlucing alterna­
tive methods of achieving the same result; and researching a given 
topic in music.1
A self-instructional teaching model similar to the LAP is called
UNIPAC. Johnson reported the use of UNIPACS with students in middle
school music classes. Ihe UNIPAC format is sequentially developed and
activity oriented. According to Johnson, the first in a series of
UNIPACS is worked through large-cjroup instruction to demonstrate the
instructional mechanics. Following this, students proceed at their own
pace, individually or in small groups. Students who complete the series
rapidly may become assistant teachers or develop activities of their 
2own.
In some classes, the instructional assignment is formulated as a 
contract betvreen the student and teacher. Kopp and Zufelt depict the 
contract as a written statement about the assignment which may clarify 
the assigned learning task and serve as a reference should a misunder­
standing occur.^
Use of the contract system in eighth-grade music classes vms 
reported by Peotter. According to the author, students w r k  on the
4
Joseph W. Landon, "Strategies for Opening the Traditional Class­
room," pp. 67-68.
2
Diana M. Johnson, "Individualizing Instruction Tlirough the Use 
of UNIPACS," in Individualized Instruction in Music, conp. by Meske and 
Rinehart, p. 145.
^O. W. Kopp and David L. Zufelt, Personalized Curriculum:
Method and Design (Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Cotpany,
1971), p. 58.
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contract system during one of tlie two forty-minute music classes each
week. Tlie contract states the nature of the vork to be done and the
amount of time to be allowed for coitpletion, with a maximum of eight
weeks. During the contract period, student tasks may include library
research, taping, listening to recordings, drawing, or practicing. At
the conclusion of each class period tlie students are asked to record a
few brief thoughts about what they have accoitplished. From time to time
a contract day is designated for the presentation of f inisiled work to 
1
the class.
A contract system is used to facilitate practical experiences in 
the elementary music education n^thods classes at the University of 
Oklahona. Core and optional experiences are designed to help the stu­
dent develop musicianship and teaching effectiveness. Core experiences 
are required of all students. Individualization is provided allowing
the student to design the balance of his contract ty choosing from the
2
optional experiences.
A rich variety of resources should be available to the learner, 
according to Eichmann. Among the types of resources suggested are tech­
nological, musical, environmental, electronic, and human.^ Many of the 
resources mentioned are contnonly used by tlie music educator. Other
^Jean Peotter, "Contracts," Music Educators Journal 61 (February 
1975);46-49.
^arry W. Fierbaugh, "An Introduction to Elementary Music Edu­
cation," course syllabus. The University of Oklahona, 1979- (Mimeo­
graphed. )
^Paul Eichmann, "Resources for Learning," in Individualized 
Instruction in Music, carp, by Meske and Rinehart, pp. 64-81.
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sources already available in the school may te adaptable to music in­
struction, such as the Tutorgram and Language Master (or commercial 
equivalents).  ^ Because a great amount and variety of sounds occur in
the open classroom, Cornell believes that equipment with earphones
2
should be given top priority. In an unusual preview of music education 
in the twenty-first century, Shetler describes music learning utilizing 
technology already available though not commonly used in the public
3
schools.
'fhe increasing importance of the learning or resource center, 
also known as the Instructional Media Center (IMC), is reported by 
several authors. Ragan, Wilson, and Ragan note that the IMC houses 
various types of hardware (audiovisual equipment) and software ( instruc­
tional materials), a collection of media vhich is used to accommodate the 
students' varying learning styles.^
A music education equivalent to the IMC is the music laboratory. 
The efficacy of providing music instruction in a laboratory situation 
was discussed during the 1972 Biennial Convention of the Music Educators 
National Conference. To seme participating music educators, the labora­
tory provided an environment for student e:q>loration using a variety of 
equipment including musical instruments, resource materials, electronic
1 2 
Ibid., pp. 68-69. Cornell, "Drums and Dumpsters," p. 61.
^Donald J. Shelter, "This Trip Was Really Necessary," in Music 
Education for Tomorrow's Society; Selected Topics, ed. Arthur Motycka 
(Jamestown, RI; GftMT Music Press, 1976), pp. 36-38.
^Villiam B. Ragan, John H. Wilson, and Tillman J. Ragan, 
Teaching in the New Elementary School (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1972), p. 261.
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equipment, and sound-producing objects. Others viewed the laboratory as 
a means for itiproving and individualizing the teaching of txaditional 
content and as an aid in tlie development of music skills. A third view 
was that a combination of the tvo ideas is appropriate.^
Several typies of music laboratories being used in elementary 
schools were reported by the participants. One typie is located in a 
pxsrmanent location vhile another typxî consists of ecpaipment assembled on 
a cart which the music instructor moves from classroom to classroom. A 
third typ)e exists where the music teacher brings the equipment to a class­
room and initiates activities vhich the children continue teyond the
2
limits of the designated music pjeriod.
Ihe MMCP philosophy sees the Music Lab as
an educational environment created to allow and motivate intrinsic 
involvement, personal growth, and musical insight. It is a learning 
atmosphere vhere creativity . . , , judgment making . . . , personal 
vie^içoints music and sincerity are respected, and
vhere the logic of discovery is considered far more important than 
the logic of the discovered.^
l#ile in the Music Lab, the students play the musician's role on the
level of the student's o m  capabilities.^ Typ>es of musical activities
suggested for the Music Lab include MMCP strategies, student recitals,
listening to recordings, research and oral reports, guest recitals,
singing, and skill development.^
Ralph E. Verrastro, "New Learning Environments," descriptive 
repxDrt of the National Commission on Instruction sponsored session on 
the Music Laboratory during the MENC Biennial Convention, March 10, 1972, 
Atlanta, Georgia. (Mimeographed. )
^Ibid. ^Thomas, MMCP Synthesis, p. 23. '^ Ibid.
^Ibid., pp. 24-25.
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A learning laboratory containing thirty individual studio- 
stations for fourth, fifth, and sixth-grade general music classes was 
designed and implemented by Moore. ^ Planned for tlie thirty-minute music 
period, the class begins and ends with large-group instructional activ­
ities. During the interim the students move, according to a thirty-day
2
rotating schedule, to studio-stations within the classroom. There they 
use job-cards, coded to behavioral goals, to accomplish tiie self- 
instructional assignments. Hie studios contain a variety of manipulative 
activities, including some which involve sound sources iind others with
3
learning tasks of a nonsound nature. Evaluation procédures include 
teacher-devised criterion-referenced assessments, self-check assessments 
built into the job-cards, and the constant process of teacher observation 
and evaluation.^
Existing music programs vhich incorporate principles of indivi­
dualized instruction at the elementary school level were reported by 
Ackerman, K^ers, Ravine, Reichgut, Rukasin, Scranton, Springer, and 
Walczak. Roloff and Thiebe described middle school and junior high level
5
programs. In some cases, the programs exist in open schools vjhere
^Floy S. Moore, Individual Studio-Stations in the General Music 
Class (Portland, OR; Sumar Publications, 1974).
^Ibid., pp. 1-2. ^Moore, "Today I Go to Studio K," pp. 59-60.
Sloore, Individual Studio-Stations, p. 16.
5
Susan A. Ackerman, "Individually Guided Education in Music;" 
Carol ünderkoffler Myers, "The Mix-Match and Unscrambling of Music, 
Methods, Students, and Classroom;" Frances Redding Ravine, "Flexibility: 
The Key to Individualizing Music Instruction ; " Carol Reichgut, "Children 
Develop Musical Concepts Through a Music Center;" Kay Rukasin, "Learning 
Centers: An i^roach to Music in the Open Space School ; " T. J. Scranton,
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individualized instruction in music is an integral part of the educational 
philosophy while in other situations, the school is conventionally orga­
nized with individualization inplemented within the music class. Nearly 
all the writers indicate tliat instruction is conductced in a music labora­
tory environment. Most of the settings include learning centers for indi­
vidual or small-group work and soma labs have auxilliary rooms for 
practice or work requiring sound control. Some schools have flexible 
schedules with changing numbers of students while others have fairly uni­
form schedules and class populations. The majority report that music 
classes meet twice-weekly with extra sessions designated for band, choir, 
recorder club, guitar classes, and piano lessons. In several situations, 
music instruction is part of an arts-team approach.
Programed Instruction - Related Literature
Credit for the upsurge of interest in programed instruction is 
generally given to B. F. Skinner. In 1954 Skinner began investigations 
with teaching machines in an attenpt to generalize to education vhat he 
had learned about operant conditioning in the laboratory. Skinner 
believed that the teaching machine and its materials, called programs, 
could increase instructional efficiency. Two particular advantages seem 
to be offered by the teaching machine; (1) an investigator who has 
determined the lesson content through enpirical research may be more
"An Individualized Music Program in a Developmental Open Space School;" 
Virginia F. Springer, "A Music Program in a Nontraditional Setting;" 
Deanna Oilschlager Walczak, "Organizing a Music Program in a Continuous 
Progress School;" Maureen Boyce Roloff, "Music Where He's At;" and Edward 
H. Thiebe, "An Environment for Individual Music Learning" in Individual­
ized Instruction in Music, conp. Meske and Rinehart, pp. 112-160.
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skilled in planning instructional order and presentation rate than the
teacher, and (2) reinforcement is possible with machine (or programed)
teaching but not with conventional instruction "because the teacher can-
not be with every child in a class at once."
Programed instruction is described by Carlsen as "the learning
procedure by which a student may pursue the acquisition of luiowledge or
skills at his own best leai:niny pace with nnnimal if any assistance from
a teacher."^
Fowler defines programed instruction as
a self-instructional approach that presents an ordered sequence of 
informational units to the student, requires an overt or covert 
response to each unit of information, and provides immediate confir­
mation of the response, whether correct or incorrect.
Should a response be incorrect, Fowler points out, the student is usually 
asked to repeat the material or proceed to some remedial material until 
the responses given indicate an understanding of the topic. Ihe pupil is 
involved in continual response and learning reinforcement is provided by 
immediate confirmation of answers. All of these factors make the instruc­
tional program self-pacing.^
Concomitant with recognizing the need for individualizing instruc­
tion was recognition of the need for behavioral objectives or goals to
Ernest R. Hilgard and Gordon H. Bower, "Skinner's Operant Condi­
tioning" in Theories of Learning, 4th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ; 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975), p. 232.
2
James C. Carlsen, "The Role of Programmed Instruction in the 
Development of Musical Skills" in Comprehensive Musicianship; The Foun­
dation for College Education in Music (Washington: Contemporary Music 
Project/Music Educators National Conference, 1965), p. 29.
3
Charles B. Fowler, ed., Introductory statement to "A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to Market," by Jerome P. Lysaught, Music Educators 
Journal 57 (January 1971):55.
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meet these individual needs. Carlsen believes that the "demand to identify
learning goals in objective terms of behavior" and "the formulation of
processes of behavior shaping" have contributed to the evolution of the
1
programed teaching technique.
Support for tlie iitportance of behavioral objectives is given by
other writers. Popham states that
without question the most important instructional advance in America 
during the 1960's was a widespread advocacy and use of measurable 
instructional objectives.
In spite of certain educator's advocacy of behavioral objectives 
during earlier eras, it took the enthusiasm of the programmed in­
struction devotees to really get people talking about measurable 
goals. 2
Music educators, too, have pointed out the value of behavioral
objectives. For exanple, Kapfer writes
unless music teachers understand and appreciate the value of bdiav- 
ioral objectives in music education, the ultimate goal of the behav­
ioral approach - the improvement and individualization of learning 
opportunities for the student - will not be realized.3
Bergethon and Boardman advocate behavioral objectives formulated 
in statements vhich "describe the behaviors by vhich children may demon­
strate their understanding of a particular musical concept or their 
ability to perform a specific musical skill.
Well-written behavioral objectives contain a number of basic ele­
ments, according to Regelski. These elements include (1) vhat materials,
^Carlsen, "The Role of Programmed Instruction," p. 29.
James Popham, The Uses of Instructional Objectives: h Per­
sonal Perspective (Belmont, CA: Fearon Publishers, 1973), p. 3.
3
Miriam B. Kapfer, "The Evolution of Musical Objectives," Music 
Educators Journal 56 (February 1970):63.
4
Bergethon and Boardman, Musical Growth, p. 211.
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media, and other limitations or guidelines will be given, (2) who will be 
affected by the instruction, (3) covert behavior, (4) content, and (5) 
overt behavior (the major sources of evaluation). Two optional elenents 
are (6) level of proficiency (if any is to be specified) and (7) time 
limitation (if any is relevant).^
Carlsen describes t w  basic approaches used by writers to incor­
porate logical sequence into programed materials. One approach is 
achieved through experimentation, as was used for the present study. The 
process includes the establishment of learning objectives, ordering the 
material to achieve the objectives, observing a subject's behavior vhile 
using materials, revision based on the subject's reactions, and suffi­
cient repetitions of tliis cycle "to produce a program that has a sequence
2
which accommodates students' needs." Thus the sequence estimated to be 
logical by the programer at the onset is transformed to a sequence based 
on logic of the students.
The second approach to sequencing presents the end task to the 
student at the beginning but requires his response to only part of the 
task, a part "that will be obvious and one that he will be capable of 
performing.''^ From there a process of backward chaining leads him 
through progressive tasks to achieve the end objective.
A  number of issues are viewed as important in the designing of 
programed instruction by Skinner. These issues are listed below.
(1) Get a clear, detailed, objective specification of viiat it means
1
Thomas A. Regelski, Principles and Problems of Music Education 
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975), pp. 246-248.
2 3
Carlsen, "The Role of Programmed Instruction," p. 30. Ibid.
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to "know" the given subject matter;
(2) write a series of "stimulus" (question) - "response" (answer) 
frames viiich expose the student to tlie material in graded steps 
of increasing difficulty, frequently restating the sane fact 
from many different angles;
(3) require that the learner be active— for cxanple, require that a 
response be composed for each frame in the program;
(4) provide immediate feedback for each response (answer);
(5) try to so arrange the questions tliat the correct response is 
very likely to occur and be reinforced; thus learning is not 
always accorrpanied by punishing consequences;
(6) let each student proceed through the teaching program at his 
own pace; and
(7) provide plenty of backup reinforcers (praise, candy, wages) for 
diligent and effective work on the program.1
Potential contributions of programed instruction to music educa­
tion were recognized by music educators in the 1960's. One example is
found in the report of the Tanglewood Symposium committee on '"Ihe Impact
2
and Potentials of Technology." A second example is the "Task Force 
Group 1 (Instrumental Report)," National Conference on the Uses of Educa­
tional Media in the Teaching of Music. In this report, Andrews writes 
that programed learning "can be used best in terms of transmitting musical 
knowledge and in developing skills. It must include the audio dimension."^ 
Dallin predicted that programed instruction would play an in­
creasingly important role in musical training. According to Dallin, "the 
programed instructional materials currently available and those in re­
search and development stages suggest that music education is on the
1
Hilgard and Bower, Theories of Learning, pp. 232-233.
2
Allen P. Britton, chr., "Impact and Potentials of Technology" 
committee report, Documentary Report of the Tangle^ÆOd Symposium, p. 124.
^Frances M. Andrews, "Task Force Group 1 (Instrumental) Report," 
National Conference on the Uses of Educational Media in the Teaching of 
D^ Iusic, Edwardl^altaman. Project Director (Washington: U.S. Office of
Education and Music Educators National Conference, 1965), p. 192.
tlireshold of a new era.
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1
Programed Instruction - Related Research
A number of exaiiples describing the use of programed instruction 
in music education are described in the pages which follow, 'Ihe reader 
will notice that a variety of adaptations have been made to programing in 
music. Ihe majority of research seems to have been done in the area of 
music theory and most of the publications appear to have been in the for­
mat of programed instructional books. However, an increasing number of 
investigators have incorporated aural and dextrous dimensions into the 
programed format. The first exanple represents, perhaps, the most sophis­
ticated extension of programed instruction yet to be developed-
The Tanglewood Synçosium Technology committee report reflected
the view that the computer offered the greatest potential of all tools
2
and technologies reviewed by the group. Included in the description of 
the computer's potential was that of caiputer-assisted instruction.^
This potential has become a reality for music education, as shown in the 
description viiich follows.
Computer-assisted instruction is an example of how programed in­
struction can be combined with technology to deal with the divergent 
learning needs of children. The adaptation of PLATO, a conputer- 
instructional system developed at the University of Illinois, to the
^Leon Dallin, "Music Educators Should Get With the Program," Music 
Educators Journal 55 (March 1969):107.
2
^Ibid., p. 125.
Britton, "Impact and Potentials," p. 124.
3,
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teaching of music was described by Hair.^ PLATO consists of a coitputer
(located in a university computer center), a terminal (typewritr^r and
videoscreen located in a school), and a telephone. The user telephones
the cœçuter for the terminal and types a request for the desired music
lesson. According to the author, PLATO music lessons can be used for
instruction "based on drills, a simulated laboratory experience, a tutor-
2
ial sequence, or a game situation."
Several devices attached to the terminal enhance tlie effectiveness 
of PLATO. Audio mechanisms allow the learner to hear the sounds of re­
corded music or a scale or interval he is investigating. Visual capac­
ities include both moving and stationary pictures, such as staff notation, 
stringed instrument fingerlDoards, keyboards, and moving sound waves. A 
special feature is the touch-sensitive viewing screen which allows the 
learner to register responses which otherwise would be impossible because 
of language or physical limitations.^
Regelski utilizes a programed text to present music education 
principles and problems to university students. The text utilizes the 
branching technique of programed instruction. Topic presentations are 
followed by frames in vhich questions and answers about the topic are
4
pursued.
According to Carlsen, research in programed instruction has led 
to the development of materials for three types of musical skill
^Harriet I. Hair, "PLATO Said My Answer Was Terrific!," Music 
Educators Journal 63 (January 1977):55.
^Ibid. ^Ibid.
^Regelski, Principles and Problems.
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development. One type (Symbol-Verbal Facility) requires only visual 
reference such as provided in a programed book. ^ Examples of this type 
can be seen in the fundamentals-of-music-type texts written by such 
authors as Clough,^ Harder»^ Martin,^ Bames,^ and Andrews and Wardian,^ 
to name a few. Martin's text utilizes the branching teclmique while the 
others are based on linear programing. The Barnes text, as \\ell as that 
by Andrews and Wardian, extends beyond the visual parameter of encour-
7
aging the student to use the keyboard as an adjunct to the bcxDk.
A second type of musical skill development requires kinesthetic
O
responses, according to Carlsen. Woelflin used visual feedback (pictures) 
in teaching clarinet fingerings through programed iiistruction.^ Kanable 
utilized aural ccmparison as a feedback technique for sight singing in­
struction. This approach requires the learner to catpare his own taped
1
Carlsen, "The Role of Progranmed Instruction," p. 31.
2
John Clough, Scales, Intervals, Keys and Triads: A Self- 
Instruction Program (New York: W. W. Norton, 1964).
^Paul Harder, Basic Materials in Music Tlieory: A Programed 
Course, 3d ed. (Boston: 'Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1975).
^Gary M. Martin, Basic Concepts in Music (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth 
Publishing Company, 1966).
^Robert A. Barnes, Fundamentals of Music: A Program for Self-
Instruction (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Coipany, 1964)'.
^J. Austin Andrews and Jeanne Foster Wardian, Introduction to 
Music Fundamentals: A Pro^aitmed Textbook for the Elementary Classroom
Teacher, rev, ed. (New York; ^pletcn-Cœtury-Crbfts, 1969).
7
Carlsen, "The Role of Prograimed Instruction," p. 32.
®Ibid.
9
Leslie E. Woelflin, "Teaching Clarinet Fingerings with Teaching 
Machines," Journal of Research in Music Education 12 (Winter 1964):287.
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response with that of a model on the programed tape J
Carlsen notes the inherent limitations in teaching tlie above­
described kinesthetic skills via programed instruction. Visual feedback 
shows the correct clarinet fingerings, but does not insure precise kines­
thetic refinement such as completely closing the holes. The aural-
conparison approach for sight singing is limited by the assumption that
2
the learner can accurately compare his response with the tapcxl model.
Another example vhich uses kinesthetic response is a "performance 
reading device" from vhich the student receives instant feedback as to the 
accuracy of his performance. Ihrke developed a rhythm training machine 
utilizing a keyboard and magnetic tape player. In operation, the student 
reads and performs a given rhythm pattern. His performance is compared 
with a pre-recorded tape by a sensing device which activates signal lights 
whenever the student makes an error. ^ Maltzman's vrork showed that incor­
rect responses can also be eliminated with such a device.^ Equipment
such as reported ty Ihrke and Maltzman was in research development at the 
time of Carlsen's report.^ A similar system, developed by Shrader, 
exists on the educational market today and is being used by many public
1
Betty M. Kanable, "An Experimental Study Comparing Programed 
Instruction with Classroom Teaching of Sight Singing" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Northwestern University, 1964).
^Carlsen, "The Role of Prograirmad Instruction," p. 32.
Walter Ihrke, "Automated Music Training," Council for Research 
in Music Education, Bulletin 2 (Winter 1964) :6.
4
Edward Maltzman, "An Investigation of Key-Tone Matching with 
Children and Adults" (Ed.D. dissertation, Boston University, 1964).
^Carlsen, Ibid., p. 33.
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schools and universities.^
The third type of skill development for Wiich progiramaiJ instruc­
tion has been utilized is the cognitive ability to relate sound and sym- 
2
bol. This type, to vhich the present study relates, incorporates a book 
and prepared tape. Kiuch of tlie musical research utilizing this combi­
nation of media has related to the study of sight singing and car 
training. In some cases, the musical elements are treated in isolation, 
while in others, the elements are treated vfithin the musical context.^ 
Spohn reported an investigation in wiiich self-study programed 
materials were used for developing aural skills of freshman students in a 
fundamental of music course at the Ohio State University. In the study, 
isolated intervals, tone groups, and rhythmic units were recorded on tape. 
After listening, the student recorded his response on a worksheet. A 
delayed correct response was provided on the tape accompanied iy a second 
playing of the stimulus. ^ Results of the study showed that self­
presentation methods can be used to iitprove the ability to identify both 
melodic and harmonic intervals and that the use of this method for inter­
val reading provides for greater instructional flexibility in utilizing 
allotted class time.^
Research conducted by Carlsen used the musical context approach
1
TAP Rhythmic Sightreading System, Bellevue, WN: Temporal Acuity
Products, Inc.
^Carlsen, Ibid. ^Ibid.
^Charles L. Spohn, "Programming the Basic Materials of Music for 
Self-Instructional Development of Aural Skills," Journal of Research in 
Music Education 11 (Fall 1963):93-97.
^Ibid., p. 96.
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for teaching melodic dictation. Carlsen's program included the use of
verbal cues vAaich allow a larger step size from frame to frame. This is
possible, he believes, because the verbal cues extend beyond simple
stimulus-response presentation and help the student to generalize on the
1
basis of previous knowledge.
A study Costanza utilized the musical context approach to 
develop and evaluate programed materials for teaching melodic and hctrmonic 
score reading skills to college music and music education majors. Repre­
sentative musical exanples from the baroque through the contemporary per­
iods were performed by brass and woodwind quartets on a tape, Ihe musical 
score for each example was included in the programed materials and the
subjects were asked to detect whether the performance of a musical exanple
2
conformed to the printed score. Results led the investigator to conclude 
that score reading skills can be taught effectively by programed instruc­
tion using aural and visual materials.^
Michalski designed and evaluated a visual-aural program for devel­
oping conceptual understanding of the basic elements of music in college 
elanentary education majors. Content of the program and the investigator- 
designed test consisted of both verbal information and aural items per­
formed on a variety of instruments. Pilot tests were conducted and
James C. Carlsen, "An Investigation of Programmed Learning in 
Melodic Dictation by Means of a Teaching Machine Using a Branching Tech­
nique of Programming" (Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University, 1962)
2
Anthony Peter Costanza, "The Development and Evaluation of Pro­
gramed Instruction in Score Reading Skills" (Ed.D. dissertation. The 
Pennsylvania State University, 1968).
^Ibid., pp. 85-87.
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several revisions were made prior to the formal study. Michalski con­
cluded that conceptual understanding of tlie basic elements of music can 
be effectively taught by programed instruction utilizing both verbal and 
aural materials.^
Taped programed materials for teaching music fundamentals to 
seventh graders were developed and evaluated by Owen. Content of the 
programs included pitch and rhythm fundamentals, reading notation, and 
hearing. The behavioral modes of writing, tapping, singing, and speaking 
were used in the learning process. Programs for the five-week experi­
ment were based on the concept of foreign language audio-lingual drill. 
The students worked with the programs in a foreign-language lab in order 
to utilize lab facilities such as the 1 isten-and-compare feature on the
lab tape recorders. Lab facilities dictated the group approach which was
2
paced hÿ the teacher. A general music class served as the experimental 
group and three control groups consisted of a second general music class 
taught by conventional instruction, a band, and an art class. Data re­
vealed that the experimental group's scores were significantly better 
than those of the control groups at the .01 level of confidence.^
A  self-instructional program for developing musical concepts 
about pitch, duration, and loudness in preschool children was devised and
Stanley Franklin Michalski, "The Development and Evaluation of a 
Visual-Aural Program for Self-Instruction in Conceptual Understanding of 
the Basic Elements of Music" (Ed.D. dissertation. The Pennsylvania State 
University, 1966), p. 98.
Borman L. Owen, "Teaching Fundamentals to the Seventli Grade via 
Programed Materials," Journal of Research in Music Education 21 (Spring 
1973):56-58.
^Ibid., p. 58.
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evaluated by Romanek. Taped materials played on cassette tape recorder 
were acccsrpanied by illustrated booklets for the program of ten twenty- 
minute lessons. Individual lesson content was developed in a format 
eirploying both story and theoretical-abstract units of instruction. 
Response modes by the children included singing, moving, pointing, 
drawing circles and lines, and playing various musical instruments.^
As a result of the study Romanek concluded that the children wlio 
used the self-instructional program were able to loarii the concepts of 
pitch, duration, and loudness as determined by the criterion measures em­
ployed. She also concluded that concepts of loudness were more easily 
acquired by the children tlian those of pitch and duration, f-’urthermore, 
the students' interest and positive reaction substantiated the investi­
gator's conclusion that self-instructional materials can be developed 
vhich have the potential for holding the attention of preschool children.
Programed music reading games utilizing the principles of musical 
development suggested by Dalcroze, Kodaly, and Orff were developed and 
evaluated by Woskowiak with first-grade children. The one-group, 
posttest-only research design was used for the study. Conducted over a 
six-week period, the study included nineteen twenty-five minute games. 
Each game was recorded on cassette tape and was accompanied by a booklet 
of reading materials. These materials consisted of two- and four-measure 
melodies and rhythmic patterns played on bells, drum, sticks, and 
tambourine.^
1 9
Romanek, "A Self-Instructional Program," p. 46. Ibid., p. 109.
^Leona Frances WOskowiak, "Programed Music Reading Games for First 
Grade Utilizing Certain Principles of Dalcroze, Kodaly, and Orff" (Ed.D.
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In order to evaluate the effectiveness of tlie programed games, an 
investigator-designed, criterion-referenced test was administered to the 
subjects. The test evaluated basic melodic and rhythmic music reading 
skills presented in the program. During the test, the subject was asked 
to perform ten four-measure exanples, five rhythmic patterns on the drum 
and five melodies on resonator bells. Results of the test indicated that 
the programed games were effective for teaching music reading.^
Programed instruction utilizing a visual text and aural stimuli 
(piano) recorded on tape was used in a study by Roach to facilitate upper 
elementary school children's aural-visual perception of music notation.
The program content was based on the rhythmic and melodic expectations 
suggested by upper elementary music series books. Results of the study 
led the investigator to conclude that the program was successful in devel­
oping aural-visual perception of music notation. Roach concluded that 
programed instruction utilizing a visual text and taped aural stimuli can 
provide a supplementary tool for individualization of aural-visual
notation instruction and may help to fill a void of materials and approaches
2
by actively engaging the student in the learning task.
Taped programed lessons for developing listening skills, such as 
teaching aural perception of rhythm, melody, tone color, and aspects of 
texture and form, were demonstrated with fourth-grade students by
dissertation. The Pennsylvania State University, 1973), pp. 192-200.
^Ibid., p. 171.
2
Donald Wycoff Roach, "The Development and Evaluation of Programed 
Instruction to Facilitate Upper Elementary School Children's Aural-Visual 
Perception of Music Notation" (Ed.D. dissertation, The Pennsylvania State 
University, 1970), pp. 111-112.
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Rasmussen. Perception of the musical elements was emphasized in the
lessons. Objective questions concerning the musical elements were used
to motivate careful listening and to evaluate the students' progress.^
Experimental data supported the idea that sequential lessons
taught through the use of programed tape recordings are an effective means
of teaching. The investigator reported that a high degree of student
interest was maintained tliroughout the experiment. Results of the
achievement tests and written descriptions of music heard during the last
lesson indicated that the students were perceiving music in terms of its
constituent elements. Rasmussen concluded that there is considerable
potential for programed instruction in music listening at the elementary
school level and recommended further research and ejqseriirentation in 
2
this area.
Dean conducted a study of fourth-grade students using auto- 
instructional devices (AIDS) as a means of learning music symbols and 
terms and for strengthening general music achievement. Control and 
experimental classes met twice a week for thirty minutes of identical 
instruction from the same music specialist. Students in the experimental 
class operated the devices during the last ten minutes of the class per­
iod. On the basis of posttests given to both groups, the investigator 
concluded that the autoinstructional devices had a positive influence on 
the learning of the experimental group. The data revealed that students
^Rasmussen, "An Ejqperiment in Developing Basic Listening Skills," 
Dissertation Abstracts, 26/12/7359-A.
^Ibid.
^Dean, "The Effect of an Adjunct Autoinstructional Device," p. 109.
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in the upper one-third musical achievement level perfomed best on the 
posttest, followed by girls and then boys of the experimental group. 
Subjects in the lower one-third of tlie experimental group benefit ted very 
little from using the AIDS.^
Sunitiary
A review of related literature and research disclosed that no 
other studies had been developed exactly like the one proposed by the 
writer. The present study appears to be the first to investigate concept 
development in all six musical elements with the same group of children. 
However, the discoveries of many researchers contributed to tlie overall 
development and evaluation of the self-instructional units in the present 
study. Research conducted in the areas of concept teaching, individualized 
instruction, and programed learning was particularly significant.
Educators of the past two decades have emphasized the need to 
teach a subject in terms of its structure. Inherent In this philosophy 
is the realization that students will benefit most from learning concepts 
that will remain functional despite the changes and new discoveries that 
occur in a subject. Structural study of music is based on the musical 
elements and the concepts which describe these elements.
An understanding of the process through which students learn con­
cepts is iitportant to the educator. This process, called conceptualiza­
tion, includes the stages of perception, internalization, and application. 
Conceptualization occurs over a period of time as a result of repeated 
experiences. Learning occurs in cycles of increasing complexity.
’ibid., pp. 109-11. ^Ibid., p. Ill
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suggesting the use of the spiral curriculum in order to provide periodic 
review and expansion of concepts at higher levels. Conceptualization is 
affected ty cognitive developmental factors such as conservation, reversa- 
bility, decentration, and the enactive, iconic, and symbolic modes of 
representation.
A review of research in the area of individualized instruction 
revealed information helpful for the construction of self-ins tructional 
materials. For example, self-instructional materials typically include 
several component parts and a variety of resources. Also discovered was 
the use of a variety of settings for individualized instruction in elemen­
tary music education. Most situations appear to utilize some elements of 
the music lab approach vherein learning centers contain a variety of 
resources systematized according to levels of difficulty.
Three types of musical skill development have been taught through 
programed instruction. One type teaches verbal-syiribol facility and is 
characterized by a programed book vhich teaches basic music symbols and 
terms. A second type concentrates on kinesthetic skill development, such 
as sightsinging, instrument fingering, or performance of a rhythmic pat­
tern on a device coordinated with a correct taped version. The third type 
is related to the cognitive ability to relate sound and symbol. This 
method typically incorporates aural and visual dimensions such as a tape 
and program book. Computer-assisted instruction combines the best attri­
butes of programed instruction with the capability of the computer.
A number of research studies in music have developed and evalu­
ated programed instruction in formats related to the present study.
These studies have been conducted with subjects from preschool age
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through the college-level student. Content of the various programed 
instructional studies have included both skill and concept development.
The studies conducted by Costanza, Romanek, and Woskowiak were parti­
cularly helpful to the writer of the present study.
CHAPTER III 
DP:!VELOPMENT OF MATERIALS AND PROCEDITRES
An Overview
The study was concerned with the development and evaluation of 
self-instructional units for teaching selected musical concepts to 
fourth-grade children. This chapter includes the rationale for the 
design and descriptions of the processes folloived in developing the 
units used in the study.
Design of the Study
Costanza reported that the research design of studies concerned 
with programed instruction has been dominated by the approach that conr
-I
pares programed instruction to conventional or traditional teaching.
An examination of the studies discussed in Chapter II, however, reveals
2
a trend away from the comparative style of research. Support for the 
design that utilizes only one approach and uses "engineering or cut-and- 
fit techniques"^ is given by Coulson and Cogswell.
^Costanza, "The Development and Evaluation of Programed Instruc­
tion in Score Reading Skills," p. 48.
^Ibid., pp. 48-50. ^Ibid., p. 50.
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In tills approach, small numbers of students are introduced in tutor­
ial fashion to small lesson segments. An experimenter attenpts to 
diagnose and remedy learning problems as the student proceeds 
through the material. Records are kept of all diagnostic and 
remedial techniques used by the experimenter, and the success or 
failure of these techniques. Procedures that prove consistently 
effective for several students are incorporated as an integral part 
of the lesson. As subsequent students work with the materials, new 
learning problems are uncovered, and new solutions attenpted.
Through a series of such enpirical revisions, evaluations, and 
further revisions, a lesson is finally evolved.^
An experimental dimension was include-d in order to more objec­
tively measure the results. To do this, a statistical design of 
posttest-only control group design was utilized. ' Campbell and Stanley 
state that this design controls for the following sources of internal 
invalidity; history, maturation, testing, instrumentation, regression, 
selection, mortality, and interaction of selection and maturation. In
addition, Campbell and Stanley note that this design controls for inter-
2
action of testing and treatment as a source of external validity.
In accord with the above descriptions, the design of the study 
was both developmental and experimental. It ivas developmental in that 
the investigator-designed units and criterion measures were revised 
through a series of pilot trials until judged ready for testing in the 
formal study. Student responses, reaction of the students to the units, 
and student conversations with the investigator were closely observed
Vohn E. Coulson and John F. Cogswell, "Effects of Individual­
ized Instruction on Testing," Journal of Educational Measurement 2 
(1969):63.
2
Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, Experimental and 
Quasi-Expermental Designs for Research (Chicago: Rand McNally and
Company, 1963), p. 25.
^Ibid., pp. 5-13.
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and noted during the pilot trials and received careful consideration 
Wien subsequent revisions to the units were made.
The design was experimental in that an investigator-designed 
posttest, the Musical Concepts Measure, was administered to the subjects 
vAio studied the self-instructional units and to a randomly-assigned con­
trol group.
The research design of the study was as follows:
1. Phase 1. In Phase I (development) tlie musical concepts were 
selected, behavioral objectives were formulated, criterion measures were 
designed and validated, the self-instructional units were written, and 
the units and criterion measures were pilot tested with subjects. Prob- 
lotis encountered in the units and criterion measures were analyzed and 
revisions were made until the units and criterion measures were judged 
ready for Phase II of the study. In addition, data collected in this 
phase resulted in some revision of the behavioral objectives.
2. Phase II. In Phase II (evaluation) the six units and their
criterion measures were sutmitted to a formal study with students in a
classroom situation. No revisions of the units or criterion measures
were made during this phase of the study. Following the formal study,
an investigator-designed posttest the Musical Concepts Measure, was
given to students in both the experimental and control groups to test
the following null hypothesis:
As determined by an investigator-designed measure of musical con­
cepts, there will be no significant difference, at the .01 level of 
confidence, between the mean posttest scores of subjects who study 
the self-instructional units and subjects who do not study the 
units.
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Subjects
Subjects in the preliminary study consisted of 188 students 
selected fron extant fourth-grade classes at the John F. Kennedy and 
James Madison Elementary Schools in Norman, Oklahoma and the John P. 
Steiner and R. M. James Elementary Schools in Portales, Nev/ Mexico, and 
selected university students majoring in elementary education at the 
University of Oklalicxna and Eastern New Mexico University. Ihe number of 
students \'\iio served as subjects in the pilot studies for each unit 
varied according to the number of trials deemed necessary to prepare the 
units for Phase II. Some subjects studied only one vhile others respon­
ded to as many as four different units.
During the pilot trials for the pitch unit, the lessons were 
studied by one subject at a time. This number was doubled during the 
texture unit pilot trials and was determined to be effective. In the 
formal study, each of the six units was simultaneously studied by tvx) or 
three students. At the end of three class periods, the students began a 
different unit. This procedure continued for eighteen class periods 
until the entire group had studied all six units.
The formal study involved 104 students from James Elementary 
School in Portales. At the beginning of the school year every Portales 
fourth-grade student was assigned to one of the eight classrooms at 
Janes. Extreme care was taken to insure that all classes met federal 
guidelines for a balanced distribution of ethnic backgrounds, sexes, and 
academic abilities. On this basis, the school principal assured the 
investigator that conposition of each class represented a normal distri­
bution.
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The subjects were selected through the method known as incidental 
sampling or samples of convenience.^ Subjects for the experimental group 
were chosen fron tlie four classrooms which had their music classes on 
days of the week vhich matched free periods in the investigator's univer­
sity teaching schedule. Classroom teachers of tliose four classes were 
asked to recormiend sixteen students each; twelve to serve as subjects 
and four to serve as alternates in case some subjects were unable to ccart- 
plete the study. Five alternates were selected by the investigator to 
study the units along with the forty-eight subjects. One of the five 
alternates moved before tlie study was ccnpleted.
Four criteria were used as a basis for nominating subjects.
Each student was to (1) have a good attendance record, (2) have good 
work habits, (3) grasp instructions without an extensive amount of indi­
vidual explanation from the teacher, and (4) read on the fourth-grade 
level. The pilot efforts substantiated that the vocabulary could be 
grasped by the average fourtii-grade student. Although a narrator read 
the complete text on the tapes, reading skill was advantageous if a 
child wanted to stop the tape and reread for better understanding.
No effort was made to select students with a high grade-point 
average or a strong musical background. The intended purpose was to 
test the effectiveness of the units with students from various back­
grounds. To avoid possible contamination of the study, the subjects did 
not attend regular music classes in the school during the time of the
V .  P. Guilford and Benjamin Fruchter, Fundamental Statistics in 
Psychology and Education, 6th ed, (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
1978), p. 513.
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study; their music instruction was limited to the self-instructional 
units developed for the study.
Following the complet ion of Phase II, tlie formal study, an 
investigator-designed posttest, the Musical Concepts Measure, was admin­
istered to tlie fifty-twD subjects and to a control group of the same 
number. Subjects for the control group were selected from the remaining 
four sections of fourth-grade at James Elementary School. These students 
were recommended by their classroom teachers in the same manner and 
based on the same criteria used for choosing tlie experimental group sub­
jects.
Subjects in the control group attended the music classes taught 
ty the regular music teacher during tlie six-week period and were admin­
istered the posttest during the same week that it was given to the 
experimental group. The regular music teacher knew that the units 
studied by the e3<perimental group taught musical concepts found in 
fourth-grade curricular materials, but was not asked specifically to 
teach the same concepts to the control group students. The posttest was 
administered to all students in the control group classes to avoid the 
Hawthorne effect vAiich might have occurred if only subjects selected for 
the study were given the test.
Phase I (Development)
Organization of the Units and 
Criterion Measures
The study began with the selection of concepts pertaining to the 
musical elements of pitch, rhythm, timbre, texture, intensity, and 
structure. The selected concepts were derived from the investigator's
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personal experience and professional literature including selected 
elementary music series texts and elementary music education metliods 
books. The musicianly functions of listening, creating, and performing 
as veil as several musical response modes served as the criterion ref­
erences for the behavioral objectives. The objectives were enployed as 
the basis for the construction of appropriate evaluative (criterion) 
measures for each concept. Behavioral objectives for the criterion 
measures are listed in Appendix A.
Evaluative criterion measures (posttests) were developed for 
each lesson in the six instructional units. Face validity was estab­
lished by deriving each iteasure witli the unit objectives in mind. A 
further check for validity was accomplished by submitting the measure 
to three elementary music education specialists.^ These music educators 
were asked, on the basis of experience and judgment, to examine each 
measure for its appropriateness in measuring the desired conceptual 
learning and for the suitability of the material for testing fourth- 
grade children's knowledge of the concepts. There was unanimous, posi­
tive agreement ty the specialists and the criterion measures were judged 
to have content validity.
The criterion measures were used to determine vhether the student 
had learned the concepts taught in the units. Response modes which were 
alternative-equivalent to those used in the lessons were incorporated in 
the criterion measures. For example, in Lesson 1, pitch unit, the
1
Helen Edwards, Clovis Public Schools, Clovis, New Mexico; 
Rossanna Hays, Albuquerque Public Schools, Albuquerque, New Mexico; and 
Mary Ann Vaughan, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas.
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student used a rubber band and box to learn the concept "The length of a 
vibrating body determines the pitch of its sound." On the criterion 
measures vbich followed, tlie student was asked to apply his knowledge of 
the concept to illustrations of the rubber band and box as well as to 
string instruments, autoharp, and song bells.
One type of response mode utilized paper and pencil responses
including listing, identification, matching, classification, and an­
swering multiple choice questions. Another mode was based on the stu­
dent's musical performance, such as singing, playing a sound source, or 
rhythmic movement. A third type was a creative response such as a short 
composition, verbal description, or iconic illustration.
VJhen the concepts, behavioral objectives, and criterion measures 
had been stated, units were written for each of the six elements of 
music, and each unit consisted of three concept lessons. Some concepts 
required more than one lesson for student accomplishment of the learning
tasks. Thus, a particular lesson may have contained the initial presen­
tation of a concept or it may have been on a more advanced level. Each 
lesson was based on a particular concept, but concepts previously pre­
sented in the unit were repeated to reinforce and amplify the new con­
cept. As a general rule, reference to other musical elements was 
avoided. This practice was followed to help the student center on the 
element being studied, A second reason was to minimize the confusion 
between the elements of pitch and intensity (high and loud, low and 
soft) or timbre and structure (tone color changes rather than thematic 
changes).
The units were recorded on cassette tapes and used in a
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self-instructional format. The tapes included instructions and musical 
exanples used to teach tlie concepts. Visual stimuli such as pictures, 
diagrams, and sane written material were provided in the frames of 
accotpanying lesson booklets to supplement the aural stimuli presented 
on the tapes. During the pilot studies, the lesson booklet pages were 
four ty six-inch cards placed in loose-leaf notebooks. For the formal 
study, the booklets were reprinted on five by eight-inch cards, lami­
nated, and fastened together with plastic binders.
Worksheets were coordinated witli the lesson booklets and tapes 
in the first unit (pitch). The worksheets eventually were discontinued 
to economize time. For sane students, the worksheet coitpounded the 
physical problem of managing the tape, lesson booklet, and additional 
equipment or material required for the lesson. At that point, an 
answer sheet (4k by 5% inches) was designed for recording the student's 
written responses to the criterion measures. The combined learning 
package of cassette tape and lesson booklet incorporated linear-type 
programing.
Consistent with programed instruction philosophy, the learning 
content was arranged and presented in sequential segments. In each 
segment (frame), the learner was required to make a response after vhich 
immediate correct reinforcement was supplied before the student moved to 
the next frame. The basic format used in many frames consisted of 
instruction (percept), question (stimulus), multiple-choice answers 
(response), and disclosure of the correct answer (reinforcement). The 
instruction segment included tasks or informative statements. The 
question related to information learned from completing the task or to
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the statements made by the narrator. The question vvas to be answered by 
choosing one of several answers.
A  "no response" answer was included as a third reply to questions 
in Lessons 1 and 2 of the pitch unit. This choice was used only a few 
times by subjects in the pilot trials. A number of subjects disclosed 
that they did not understand the meaning of the term "no response."
Others understood the term but preferred to guess because a (guess might 
reveal the correct answer. The "no response" option was discontinued 
after Lesson 2 and later was deleted from the first two lessons in the 
pitch unit.
Following a timed interval, a signal on the tape directed the 
student to turn to the back of the lesson booklet frame. The correct 
answer was revealed there and on the tape.
Each unit was developed as an independent entity. Although com­
pletion of all the lessons in a unit was required before the student was 
allowed to study another unit, tlie student was permitted to study the 
units in random order. Success in completing any one unit was not 
dependent on prerequisite learning gained from any of the others.
The concluding part of each lesson contained the criterion 
measures. Each measure was printed on a separate page in the booklet. 
Instructions for responding to the measure were also read on the tape by 
the narrator. The student wrote his responses on the answer sheet and 
then checked his own paper following the final criterion measure.
Correct answers to the criterion measures were shown on the reverse side 
of the final page in the lesson booklet and were recorded on the tape.
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Pilot Trials
A series of pilot trials ivas conducted to determine the effec­
tiveness of the programed instruction, the adequacy of the tape record­
ings, and the reactions of subjects to the self-instructional experience.
In each pilot trial session, the investigator instructed the 
subject about the cassette tape, lesson booklet, answer sheet for the 
criterion measures, and worksheet. As the subject studied the lesson, 
the investigator listened, observed, and recorded the student's verbal 
and musical responses. In the first few pilot trials, a second cassette 
recorder was used to record titiese responses. The playback time for this 
process proved to be more time consuming than practical, and the investi­
gator resorted to taking notes vhich were later transcribed and used as 
a basis for revising the lesson.
In the event a subject had difficulty with a frame the investi­
gator stopped the tape and explained the problem. Frequently the inves­
tigator spent a few minutes after the criterion measures were completed 
discussing the student's reaction to the lesson or to the type of 
instruction. In some cases the investigator asked additional questions 
about the concept. On a number of occasions, the tape was stopped be­
tween the lesson and criterion measures to clarify points for the stu­
dent.
Following a pilot trial session the investigator examined tfie 
difficulties encountered by the subject. If the difficulty was within 
the lesson, a revision was made to eliminate the problem. The lesson was 
submitted to additional subjects and the process repeated until the 
majority of students were able to successfully conplete the lesson.
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The time interval varied between the pilot trials for subsequent 
lessons of a unit. In sane cases a subject studied the lessons of a par­
ticular unit during three consecutive music class periods. At other 
times a longer time span elapsed because the investigator needed to 
repeat a particular lesson with different students before offering the 
next lesson to any of the subjects.
Development of the Self- 
Instructional Unit on Pitch
The development phase of the pitch unit began with the selection 
of the following concepts:
The length of a vibrating body determines the pitch of its sound.
A  melodic sequence is a pattern which is repeated immediately at a 
different pitch level.
Based on these concepts three lessons vÆre developed from August 1973
to March 1974 in Norman. Additional revisions to the format were made
as a result of procedures developed in the pilot trials of other units.
In Lesson 1 the concept is applied to elastic bodies. The stu­
dent works with a rubber band and a shoe box lid to acconplish the 
learning tasks. As the lesson progresses the student learns to use 
the open and stopped positions of the rubber band, as illustrated in 
Frame 9 (see illustration, next page). Further activities lead him to 
discover that he can raise and lower the pitch by adjusting the 
vibrating part of the rubber band to different lengths. Finally the 
student is told that the pitch on string instruments is adjusted in a 
similar manner to the procedure used with the vibrating rubber band.
The lesson was pilot tested with fourteen subjects in Norman. 
During this period the tape, booklet, and worksheet were revised a
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Frame 9
Open Position Stopped Position
In viiich position is the vibrating part of the rubber band 
shorter? Open position or stopped position?
number of times. For exanple, the time allowed for performing the 
learning task or answering the question was reduced from ten to five 
seconds in each frame because some subjects were aJale to complete their 
responses in less than ten seconds and grew restless waiting for the 
answer signal. The instruction STOP THE TAPE was added to frames vAien it 
was observed that a number of subjects needed additional time to perform 
the learning task.
Reactions of the subjects to the lesson and the self- 
instructional format were positive because "here you get to answer all of 
them (frame questions)" and "I lilce to do it myself."
Observation revealed three subjects for \Mhom the lesson seemed 
inappropriate. Subject 6 was hyperactive, restless, and easily dis­
tracted. He spent a lot of time operating the START and STOP buttons on 
the tape recorder and guessed the answers to many frames. The classroom 
teacher disclosed that the child had scored in the twenty-first percentile 
in reading/verbal areas on the third-grade achievement test and in the
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sixtieth percentile in mechanical areas. The investigator believed the 
child was capable of learning the concept but probably would work better 
through a free, manipulative, and self-exploratory process.
Subject 8 worked diligently but added that she had learned the 
concept practicing her harp and grand piano at home and wished the pro­
gram were "a little harder." The student said she would rather learn 
about music by herself at school. Obviously, this child was musically 
ahead of her peers and could benefit from more challenging self- 
instructional lessons.
Subject 9 had aural difficulty witli a number of frames and cri­
terion measures because he could not distinguish betiveen high and low
pitches. The investigator noted the subject's need for basic pitch skills
before he could successfully conplete the program.
During May of 1976, the lesson was administered to twenty addi­
tional subjects in Portales in a setting similar to that used later for
the formal study. Several groups of students studied different lessons 
in the room at the same time. The investigator was present and moved 
among the groups rather than monitoring students studying any particular 
lesson.
Criterion Measures 6-10 require abstract thinking but none of 
these measures had an error rate higher than twenty-five percent. Al­
though many nine-year-old children are unable to solve abstract problems, 
it seems equally inappropriate to deny the bright and gifted child the 
challenge offered by more difficult measures. To solve the dilema, the 
narration was revised.
Questions 6-10 are BRAIN BUSTERS. The BRAIN BUSTERS are for extra 
credit because they are harder and you may bust your brain trying to
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solve them. You may stop now or you may try to solve these ques­
tions. If you want to stop now, turn to the back of the last page 
and check your answers. If you want to try the BRAIN BUSTERS, wait
until the end to check your answers.
The lesson was retaped and corresponding revisions were made to 
the lesson booklet for the formal study.
Lesson 2 applies the same concept ("The length of a vibrating 
body determines the pitch of its sound") to sound produced by a vibrating
air column. In the original version of tlie lesson, the student was to
corrpare pitch differences produced on a soft drink bottle. Hie task was 
to be accomplished by (1) blowing across the top of the eipty bottle, (2) 
adding water, and (3) blowing again. The tape and booklet frames empha­
size that the vibrating air column produces sound. Finally it is ex­
plained that pitch is changed on wind instruments, just as on the bottle, 
by altering the length of the vibrating body.
The lesson was pilot tested and revised a number of times 
during the spring semester of 1974. Nineteen fourth-graders in Norman 
and several university students served as subjects.
The instructions for several frames were rewritten to insure 
that the student would have to repeat the learning task. The revision 
was made because a number of subjects responded correctly vhen asked to 
repeat the task. Subsequently the error rate was decreased in a number 
of frames.
Another revision was recotinended by a university student. She 
noted that it is difficult to ranember pitches vhen changing the water 
level in the bottle and suggested that tvri bottles be provided for the 
lesson. An extra bottle was added and pilot tested with elementary 
students in Portales in 1976. The two bottles increased the efficacy of
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the lesson.
Additional changes to the lesson included deleting unessential 
naterial, combining several frames, and adding several frames to utilize 
the second bottle. Several criterion measures were revised to conform in 
format and content to similar criterion items in Lesson 1 because both 
lessons are based on the same concept.
Following the major revisions described above, the lesson was 
administered to sixteen fourth-graders in Portales during May 1976. The 
students studied ttie lesson without assistance from the investigator. 
Following these trials, several additional revisions were made to the 
criterion measures. For example, pictures were added to make some items 
more concrete. The criterion measures were rearranged in order, frcan 
concrete to abstract, as had been done for Lesson 1. Three measures 
which required abstract or transfer thinking were retained and labeled 
BRAIN BUSTERS. The lesson was retaped and appropriate revisions were 
made in the lesson booklet. Several behavioral objectives were revised 
to agree with changes made in the criterion measures.
Lesson 3 was designed to teach the following pitch concept; A 
melodic sequence is a pattern which is repeated immediately at a dif­
ferent pitch level. The goal for this lesson is to develop both aural
and visual perception of a short melodic sequence. The student uses a
1 1 1 1 1
set of five resonator bells (g a b c d ) to accomplish the learning 
tasks. These tasks include hearing, playing, and reading two- to four- 
note melodic patterns and sequences. In the original version the pat­
terns and sequences were shown in both iconic (diagram shape) and 
symbolic (staff notation) representation. Later the symbolic type
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exairples v/ere deleted to shorten and sinplify the lesson. Inclusion of 
the symbolic exanples made the lesson too comprehensive, particularly for 
students vho lacked staff notational skills.
The lesson vjas submitted to pilot trials involving eleven stu­
dents in NOnrian during the spring of 1974. During this period the lesson 
was revised a number of times.
Four students demonstrated difficulty in diagraming melodic pat­
terns. Often there was no consistency between the dirjxztion of the dia­
gram (low-to-high or high-to-low) and the letter names placed upon it by 
the child. For example, after listening to the melodic pattern G A B ,
one subject indicated that it moved up by steps but drew the following
pattern;
A B
B A
G G
Student's diagram. Correct diagram.
Another subject said the G A B  pattern moved up by skips, but drew a 
descending skip pattern:
G
B B
  A
D G
Student's diagram. Correct diagram.
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A related problem was that sate children seemed unsure vhether 
the melodic pattern moved from left to right or from right to left, par­
ticularly if the lower pitch was located on the left side of the diagram. 
They seemed to center on the highest pitch if it were placed on the 
right.
Two types of revisions were made to alleviate the problems. One 
type was to rearrange a number of frames to give the student experience 
with patterns which moved in the same direction before introducing those 
which moved in the opposite direction. Before the revision, the 
patterns had been mixed.
A second change was to eliminate the tasks of drawing and la­
beling tlie melodic pattern or sequence. As revised, the shape of the 
diagram is given and the child is asked only to add letter names. In 
several frames the first letter name is given to help the student get 
started.
The elimination or abbreviation of several repetitious frames 
allowed the student to procédé to tlie sequence concept more quickly. 
Practicing additional frames of melodic patterns lengthened the lesson 
and some subjects showed signs of fatigue before coirpleting the lesson.
Selected frames and criterion measures which involved staff 
notation were deleted in order to reduce the length and cotprehensive 
scope of the lesson. Most of the subjects lacked the notational exper­
tise needed to make accurate responses.
The lesson was retested with ten subjects in Portales during May 
and June of 1976. The students worked in groups of two and three at a 
learning center without interference from the investigator.
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Development of the Self-
Instructional Unit on Texture
The development phase of the texture unit began with the selec­
tion of the following concepts;
In music, one layer of sound is monophonic texture.
When a melody is accompanied by chords, the texture is homophonie.
When two or more melodies are heard at tlie same time, the texture 
is called polyphonic.
Based on these concepts, three lessons were developed in Norman during
the spring and summer of 1974. Additional revisions were made in 1977
prior to the formal study.
Lesson 1 introduces the student to the musical element of texture.
Concrete examples of texture (water, ice, walls and ceilings of the
classroom, clothing, and food) are noted first. Following this, it is
explained that in music texture is heard as layers of sounds. Iconic
diagrams, shown in Frame 3, illustrate the textures of a melody, a melody
and accompaniment, and a round vhich are demonstrated on the tape. The
Frame 3
Melody Melody and Accompaniment Pound
remainder of the lesson emphasizes monophonie texture. During this time
the student hears examples of one-layer music performed on flute, piano, 
vocal, and violin timbres. Situations are mentioned in vhich the stu­
dent is likely to perform or hear music with monophonic texture.
Following pilot trials with tventy-three subjects, a nuinber of 
revisions were made in Lesson 1 including rewriting much of tlie
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narration to iitprove the clarity and to create interest. Pages in the 
booklet were brightened with colorful iconic diagrams and cartoon-type 
illustrations.
Lesson 2 reviews the element of texture and the concept of mono­
phonic texture, one layer of sound. The concept of homophonie texture, a 
melody acconpanied by chords, is to be learned during this lesson. Tlie 
term "chord" is defined and illustrated with an iconic picture, as shown 
in Frame 2. Also, it is demonstrated on the tape in broken and block 
form played on the piano. Following this the song is played, first 
sounding chords alone, and then sounding both chords and melody.
Frame 2
Chord
During the lesson a number of different examples of homophonie 
texture are heard on the tape. Selected exaiples include piano, piano 
and voice, choir and guitar, three-part vocal, choir and organ, autharp 
and voice, and trombone quintet. In several frames, the student hears a 
musical example and is asked to match it with an iconic representation 
of monp0ionic or homophonie texture, such as in Frame 5 (see next page).
A  number of revisions were made in the lesson following pilot 
trials involving ten subjects. The changes were made to improve clarity 
and interest, and to provide a greater variety of response types on the 
criterion measures. In one frame the musical exanple was changed because 
five subjects had identified a homophonie orchestral excerpt as mono­
phonic. It appears to be difficult for children to accurately perceive
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Frame 5
Picture BPicture A
Listen to a piece of music.
Choose the picture vhich has the same kind of texture 
as the music you hear.
the texture of orchestral music, particularly vhen several timbres are 
involved. Aural perception of homophonie texture seems easier for the 
children when the performance medium is piano, guitar, small vocal 
ensemble, or a combination thereof.
Lesson 3 begins with a review of the concepts about monophonic 
and homophonie texture. The concept of polyphonic texture, two or more 
simultaneous melodies, is emphasized during this lesson. Two t^pes of 
polyphonic texture are datonstrated during the instructional phase, the 
round/canon and the type which is like partner songs (quodlibet). The 
musical examples recorded on the tape are vocal performances and instru­
mental duets.
The aural presentations are accompanied by visual representations 
of the two types of polyphonic texture, such as illustrated in Frame 2.
Frame 2
Round or Canon Partner Songs
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In several frames, the si;.\ident is asked to listen l.o a musical exemple 
and match it with an iconic repres-r-ntation.
Following pilot trials witli tour teen aubjœts, several rc: vis ions 
were made to the lesson. Tvx? frames were added to the lesson and color­
ful iconic illustrations were added to the booklet. Several musical 
examples were changed to familiar songs and additional listening exanples 
were added. 'Ihe criterion responses were expanded by several items to 
give a broader picture of student conceptualization.
Development of the Self-
Instructional Unit on Structure
The development phase of the pitch unit began with the selection 
of the following concept:
Tlie phrases in a song may be the same, almost the same, or different. 
Based on this concept, three lessons v^re developed in Norman and Por­
tales during 1974 and 1976. Further revisions were made to the unit in 
1977.
Lesson 1 introduces the musical element of structure. In Eirame 
1 tlie narrator compares the musical score of a song to a house plan.
It is noted that just as rooms in a house may have tlie same or different 
uses, so the phrases in a song may be the same or different. A number 
of frames are designed to give the student practice in hearing phrases 
vhich are the same or different. In irrame 8 the student is introduced 
to the technique of coding phrases with alphabetical letter names. In 
the remaining frames the student codes two three-phrase songs presented 
on the tape.
The opening frames of Lesson 2 review same and different musical
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phrases and the technique of coding. Beginning with Frame 3, the musical 
score is shown for each example. Tliis contrasts to Lesson 1 in which 
student responses to the musical examples are based v.ntire]'/ on aural 
presentation. Frame 9 introduces the concept tliat some musical phrases 
are almost the same, rather than exactly tlie same or different. 'Phe stu­
dent listens to several musical examples with aImost-the-same plirases 
both with and without benefit of the musical score. In addition, the 
lesson teaches the student to apply the coding system to the new type of 
phrase.
In Lesson 3, the concept of similar phrases is reviewed. Begin­
ning with Frame 5, the student learns about songs which have a third con­
trasting phrase, commonly coded with the letter C. Exaples are pre­
sented both with and without the musical score.
Two musical examples are used for the criterion measures. The 
first example, "Walk Along, John," shown in musical score, tests whether 
the student can detect the C-type phrase. The second exanple, "Go Tell 
It on the Mountain," is presented aurally but not visually. Tiiis exanple 
was chosen to illustrate similar phrases.
Observations from the pilot studies prompted a nuiriLx'r of re­
visions to the lessons and criterion measures. One observation was that 
most students were unable to detect the structure of musical examples 
vhich contained more than one phrase per section. Songs with two to 
four phrases seemed to be more effective than excerpts from longer in­
strumental ivorks such as "March" from 'Comedians' by Kabalevsky. After 
several pilot trials it was apparent tliat for most students it v/as nec­
essary to announce the phrase numbers on the tape. Without this help.
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many students were unable to conplete the tasks. Tlie investigator noted 
the need in the general music class t'or more activities which would help 
the child to hear and sense phrase endings. An additional need is for 
activities designed to lengthen the musical memory span.
A second observation v«is that timbre is a stronger influence than 
thematic change. Evidence of this was noted in student reactions to tlie 
structure of a fifteenth-century composition written in Z\ABB form.
Several timbrai changes occurred during the piece. In each s>3ction, the 
theme was played ty a soprano recorder, accompanied by woodblock, and 
finally repeated by a recorder consort with cyiTibal accompaniment. Most 
of the subjects did not recognize the A theme wlien it was repeated by the 
consort and cymbals, indicating that they were unable to conserve tlie 
theme when the timbre changed. With this exanple and several others, 
most students assigned a different letter name whenever tliey heard a 
change of timbre. In the revised version of the lesson, the musical 
examples were all played on the piano to avoid this problem.
A third observation was tliat most students could not create a 
short original sound piece in AB or ABA form without a great deal of help 
from the investigator. At first it seemed tliat the children did not 
understand what to do. The frames were revised several times to include 
precise instructions and a demonstration model. It seemed the subjects 
understood, then, but were too inhibited to begin. Many seemed afraid 
even to try for fear of being wrong. It appeared that the children who 
participated in the pilot trials did not have basic experience in the 
playing and improvising of rhythms. Since the lesson was to be self- 
instructional, the frames which included this type of activity were
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removed.
A fourth observation v;as that the sutôccts tended to be very par­
ticular vdien Cixamining scores for notational indication of structure.
They observed and mentioned the slightest difference, such as a minute 
change in rhythmic pattern or pitch and the presence in one phrase but 
not the other of an expression mark or meter signature. This behavior 
indicates the tendency to center on a particular aspect of the musical 
score. In several cases, the score was edited, such as by adding a slur 
mark or removing a tie or meter signature, in order to civoid a "different" 
identification response W % n  two phrases ivere essentially "tlie same."
In a related case, the opposite reaction occurred. I'wenty-six 
subjects failed to detect the difference in the t w  phrase endings shown 
in Criterion Measures 1-4. Following tlie pilot study, the key was 
changed from G major to A-flat major because this provided for the stems
Criterion Measures 1-4
Ending of Phrases 1 and 3. Ending of Phrase 2.
of the last three tones in Phrase 2 to be turned dovm.
Criterion Measures 1-4 (revised)
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Ending of Phrases 1 and 3. Ending of Phrase 2,
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K fifth obsen.*ation was that in early experiences with structure 
some children heard sequential phrases as the sane while others heard 
tliem as different from the preceding phrase. Therefore it seemed logi­
cal, particularly in a self-instructional lesson, to avoid musical 
exanples in which sequentially repeated phrases were found. Songs in­
cluding "Lovely Evening" and "Music Alone Shall Live" were deleted.
A sixth observation was that for identifying structure from an 
aural approach, the musical segments had to be limited to two plirases at 
a time. After some experimentation an effective model was evolved for 
this type of learning task. For exanple, in the song "Silent Wight," 
tlie student listened to Phrases 1 and 2. Tiie letter name A was given for 
Phrase 1 and the student was asked to choose a letter name for Phrase 2. 
After a pause on the tape, the narrator stated that Phrase 2 was con­
trasting and should be called B. At that point Plirases 1 and 2 were re­
played and Phrase 3 was added. The pupil was asked to identify Phrase 3 
as A, B, or C. The process vas continued for longer songs.
A concomitant observation was almost a paradox. Most of the 
children needed to hear tlie musical examples several times. However, 
many of the subjects wrote their first decision and seemed to pay little 
attention during the second hearing. It seemed that there was a closure 
point at which time the student made a decision and then did not question 
it during a second exposure.
If such a factor exists in children, and if it is predictable, 
a number of conclusions can be drawn. For example, if children "close" 
after one or two hearings, there may be no point in providing additional 
listening opportunities. If the classroom teacher is aware of this
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factor, ho may be able to compensate v.-itn alternate lines of questioning. 
The problera may be insunnountable in self-instructional situations where 
the teacher does not interact and adjust to tdie responses of the student.
Development of the Self-
Instructional Unit on Fhythm
The development of the rhythm unit began with the selection of
the following concepts:
In a musical coitposition, the rhytlun of the boat and tlie rhythm of 
the melody may be felt and heard.
A melody may move with tones tliat sound with the beat, are longer 
than the beat, or shorter than the beat.
Based on the selected concepts, three lessons v«;re developed in Norman 
during the spring of 1974. Additional revisions were made to the unit in 
1976 and 1977 prior to the formal study.
Lesson 1 includes activities and learning tasks to help tlie stu­
dent hear and feel the difference between the two kinds of rhythm, beat 
rhythm and melodic rhythnâc pattern, and to recognize either type when it 
is demonstrated on the tape. In a number of frames, familiar songs are 
sung vhile first the rhythm of the beat is tapped in the background and 
then the rhythmic pattern of the melody is clapped. The rhythmic pattern 
of the melody, it is emphasized, is like the rhythmic pattern of the 
words. The student is asked to listen to the two types of rhythm and 
then to tap or clap along with the narrator. Following this, one of the 
rhythmic types is presented on the tape and the learner is asked to 
identify the type he hears.
On tvx) occasions, the student is asked to stop the tape, sing, 
and clap the rhythmic pattern of the melody for a familiar song ("Happy 
Birthday" and "London Bridge"). After this, the narrator claps the
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rhythmic pattern of the melody for one and asks the pupil to name the 
song.
The rhythmic pattern of a melody without v.ords is also demon­
strated with a simple inistrumental composition. After hearing the rhythm 
of the beat tapped, the student listens again and claps the rhythmic pat­
tern of the melody. During a third hearing, the narrator claps the 
rhythmic pattern of the melody for the learner to compare with his oivn 
response.
Informal checks, beyond the lessons, were conducted from time to 
time to determine if the subjects understood tlie difference l^ etvjeen the 
tvo types of rhythm. One kind of check was to ask the child to clap 
either one or both of the rhythmic types as a song of his ovm choice was 
sung. Another check was simply to ask the subject to explain each type 
of rhythm. Two subjects' responses to the latter type of check are 
quoted below.
1. "It (rhythm of the beat) kept going even vhen the words didn't
keep going."
2. "It (rhythmic pattern of the melody) stops at the end of the
words. The beat goes on."
Following pilot trials wltlr twenty-four subjects in Norman and Portales, 
the lesson was judgt^l ready for the formal study.
Lesson 2 was developed to teach the concept "the tones of a 
melody may have the same rhythm as the beat, they may be longer than one 
beat, or they may be shorter than one beat." The three ratios of 
melody-tones-to-tlie-beat are introduced but only the first two, same as 
the beat and longer than one beat, are emphasized.
Aural, visual, and motor responses are required to complete the 
learning tasks. In some cases, the student is to aurally perceive
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whether the tones of the melody have the same rhythm or are longer. The 
rhythm of the beat is usually tapped in the background on the tape.
Rhythmic symbols (visual) are used to illustrate the tViree types 
of melodic pattern, such as in Frame 3. In some frames, both rhythms of
Frame 3
Same rhythm as the beat:
Longer than one beat: | I I I
Shorter than one beat: fH f~| |~|
the beat and melody are shown so the learner can sec the difference as he 
listens and moves (motor) to the music.
Another type of visual response requires the learner to decide 
vÆiether certain words in song texts sound for one beat or longer than one 
beat. In such examples, a number of wrds are circled and the student 
selects those viiich are appropriate. One such example occurs in Frame 11.
Frame 11
OavTsI IN THE VALLEY
^iov^in tlie val - ley, the val - ley so(^3w,"^ 
^an^your head o - ver, hear the wind(blow^
Find thefcircledjwords which sound IDNGER than one beat.
Motor responses include tapping the rhythm of the beat and clap­
ping the rhythmic pattern of the melody.
The lesson was submitted to pilot trials with twelve subjects 
in Norman and later to a few subjects in Portales. Based on the re­
sponses of the subjects, revisions were made to clarify instructions in
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several frames aiid criterion measures.
Lesson 3 contains a continuation of the concept txyjun in Lesson 
2: "Tlie tones of a melody nay have the same rliyilim as the teat, they may 
be longer than one beat, or shorter tlian one beat." In this lesson, the 
first tviO ratios are reviev^ and then the third, shorter than the beat, 
is emphasized. The learning tasks and response modes are similar to 
those used in the previous tvxD lessons.
Tlie lesson was administered to twelve subjects Wio had studied 
Lessons 1 and 2 in Norman. Several additional subjects later worked with 
the lesson in Portales. Revisions to the lesson were made to clarify and 
improve the format of the tape and lesson booklet.
A technique devised by one subject to solve a problem led to its 
being incorporated into the lesson as a suggestion for other students.
In Frame 7, the student is to determine vhether the melody tones to the 
song "Kookaburra" are longer or shorter than one beat. Several repeti­
tions of the song are provided on the tape. During the first hearing, 
the student taps the beat. As the tune is sung again, the student is 
asked to clap the rhythmic pattern of the melody. Instead, Subject 7 
clapped the beat, bhen questioned, she replied "I decided to do the teat 
so I could tell the difference between \^ hat we were doing." Subject 8 
observed that "it was easier vhen _______ was doing the beat because I
could hear what she was doing and what I was doing." This motivated the 
investigator to add the following instruction to the end of the answer 
segment;
If you're doing this lesson with another person, and both of you 
know the song, do this: one person clap the teat; the other person
clap the rhytlim of the words; both persons sing.
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Developrent of the Self-
Ins true tional Unit on Timbre
The development phase of the timbre unit began with the selection 
of the following concepts:
Tlie timbre of a sound is affected by the material used in the sound 
source.
A sound source may produce more than one timbre.
The same musical idea will have a different timbre wlien it is pro­
duced on another sound source.
Based on the selected concepts, three lessons wore dovelt^ped in Portales
during 1975 and 1976. Mditional revisions vjere nade to the lesson in
1977.
In Lesson 1, the objective is to get the student to recognize 
that a wide variety of sounds exist and that the quality of each is af­
fected by the material in the sound source. The leairning activities con­
sist of a series of frames in which the student locates and experiments 
with sound sources in his immediate environment. After producing sounds 
on each object, the learner is urged to describe the quality of the 
sound. In sans frames, alternative descriptors are suggested, such as 
hollow/solid, bright/dull, or clink/clank. After the sounds of several 
materials have been explored, the pupil is asked to corrpare their 
qualities.
A number of revisions v/ere made to the lesson during the pilot 
trials. For example, a specific effort was made to clarify instructions 
and simplify language and terminology. Other changes included making 
the booklet more attractive, deleting unessential material, and con­
densing content witli undue replications.
An instructional revision alleviated tvx) problems related to the 
coirpletion of a frame in which the student was asked to locate a sound
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source. Originally tVie narrator tclcl the student to locate a sound 
source made of metal. Questions about the sound source followed on the 
tape and in the booklet, but sametimes a pupil was so eager to find a 
sound source that he forgot atout answering the questions. A related 
problem was that some students continued to look for as many objects as 
possible vhich ivere made of the same material. Although the response was 
creative, the additional time consumed prevented some subjects from com­
pleting the lesson during the prescribed time limit.
To alleviate these problems the fraiw.? in the lesson lxx)klet was 
changed. The questions were stated first and the narrator asked the 
student to read them. Folloiving the questions, the instructions stated: 
"Find one or t w  metal objects. Tap each one. Answer these questions 
about the metal objects." The remaining subjects followed the directions, 
proving that the order in vhich instructions are placed may be as impor­
tant as the content of the instructions.
Several criterion meeisures ivere revised because it was difficult 
to distinguish between certain timbres on the tape. For exaxiple, the 
sounds of metal and glass, as well as wood and hard plastic, were some­
times confusing for the student. In one kind of measure, a sound was 
played and the student w;as asked to choose the material upon which it had 
been produced. The multiple choice answers were rewritten so that only 
one of the similar sounding materials was included in the alternatives.
Finally, five criterion measures v/ere deleted to shorten the 
lesson and to eliminate items deemed unessential or inappropriate.
Several items were abstract and measured terms or cognitive ideas rather 
than conceptual understanding based on the experiences provided in tlie
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lesson. Another item was a duplication of t w  other measures using dif­
ferent timbre.
Spot checks were made at the end of some pilot sessions to deter­
mine if the students understood the meaning of the v.ord "timbre." Char­
acteristic responses are shown below,
1. "It helps you to know the difference between sounds."
2. "It makes you know that you can tell different sounds."
3. "Like you can tell a guitar from a violin."
4. "It can tell you what the thing (sound source) is."
Subject reactions to the lesson were positive. Hie children
seemed particularly to enjoy looking for sound sources and producing 
sounds on them. Typical comments about the lesson were "it. was fun" and 
"it got more interesting every time, (frame)."
Tlie central concept of Lesson 2 is "a sound source may produce 
more than one timbre." To illustrate the concept, the student is asked, 
early in the lesson, to clap, rub palms together, and snap fingers, 
thereby producing three different timbres on one sound source, the hands. 
As the lesson progresses, the learner discovers that timbre can be 
changed ty (1) starting the sound source at a different place on the 
sound source, (2) starting the sound with a different action or movement, 
or (3) by using a mute.
Opportunities are provided during the lesson for the student to 
try the above activities on sound sources such as a coffee can with plas­
tic lid and a few paper clips, a piece of paper, and an additional sound 
source located by the student in the learning environment.
In addition to the object sound sources, the concept is applied 
to musical instruments. On the piano, for example, a pencil is drawn 
across the strings, the strings are tapped, and an arpeggio is played on
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the keys. Several tiiribres are deiiionstrated on the violin, such as bowing, 
pizzicato playing, and muted strings.
Pilot trials with forty-tvx) subjects disclosed the need for 
several revisions and deletions. Some of the criterion measures required 
abstract thinking beyond the fourth grader's capacity. One exanple. 
Criterion Measure 3, was missed by forty-eight percent of the pilot sub­
jects. The format was changed from verbal descriptions to pictures as
Criterion Measure 3
One way to change timbre is to start the sound at. a different place 
on the sound source. Three activities are described here. IVhich 
activity tells how to start tlie sound at a different place on the 
sound source?
(A) Strum the strings of a guitar. Bat a piece of paper between
the strings and strum it again.
(B) Strum the guitar with a pick, then tap your knuckles on the
body of the guitar.
(C) Strum the guitar with a plastic pick, then strum with a pick
made of metal.
shown in the revised Criterion Measure 3.
Criterion Measure 3 (revised)
One way to change timbre is to start ttie sound at a different 
place on the sound source. In which picture is the timbre changed 
by STARTING HIE SOUND AT A DIFFI'IPJ^ NT.’ PLACE ON HP-: SOUND SOURCE?
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Another criterion læasure was also missed by forty-eight percent
of the pilot subjects. Tlie measuj:<.’ road
You will hear a short sound piece. Z\s you listen to the soiuid piece, 
you will hear three different timbres. You are to decide if the 
sound piece is being played on one, two, or tliree sound sources.
Ttie sound piece was performed on a tambourine by shaking, tap­
ping, and rubbing the head of the instrument. Further investigation re­
vealed that the rubbing sound was unfaniliar to nv.iny students and caused 
eleven subjects to believe there were twa different sound sources being 
used. The measure was revised by deleting the rubbing sound.
In the summer of 1977, criterion measures for the six units were 
shown to a number of music education graduate students at the University 
of Oklahoma. The students, all experienced music teachers, were asked to 
cortntent on the appropriateness of the measures for fourth-grade students. 
A number of the graduate students noted that some msasures seemed to be 
testing for identification of cognitive knowledge rather than application 
of conceptual understanding. In an effort to inprove the criterion 
measures for Lesson 2 of the timbre unit, three items were deleted be­
cause they appeared to be examining specific knowledge rather than gen­
eral conceptual understanding.
Lesson 3 reviews tlie timbre concepts taught in the first two 
lessons and introduces a new concept: "The same musical idea will have a
different timbre when it is produced on another sound source." To intro­
duce the concept, the first phrase of "The Pledge of Allegiance to the 
Flag" is spoken in turn by a man, woman, and child. It is noted that the 
words remain the same each time but that the timbre of the three speaking 
voices changes with eeich person. Further illustrations include musical
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excerpts performed by different musical instruments or singing voices.
One example, "Tlie Trout" by Schubert, is sung by a tenor and i hen played 
hy a quintet.
In one frame the student is asked to play the rhytlm'.ic pattern 
for "Jingle Bells" on a sound source and to conpcU'e this tiniii'o with that 
viiich results when he hears the same pattern played on a woodblock and on 
a tambourine. Other learning tasks incl-ude pointing to illustrated 
groups of instruments or the names of orchestral instrumc^nts while lis­
tening to musical examples played witli various tone color combinations.
The pilot trials with thirty-one subjects revealed several prob­
lems. One was that the concerto seemed to be ineffective for demon­
strating timbrai changes for the same musical idea. Tlie children 
appeared unable to distinguish the timbre change which occurs when the 
theme of the Schumann A-minor Piano Concerto was played or, piano and by 
orchestra. After trials with nine subjects, the example was dropped. It 
was evident that the students did not conserve the theme viien the timbre 
was changed.
A second problem involved the confusion of pitch with timbre.
For Criterion Measure 5 the same tone was sounded by four different 
sources. The G tone was sung by bass, soprano, and unchanged child 
voices, and played on piano. The instructions noted that throe of the 
four sound sources had almost the same timbre. The learner was to 
choose tlie sound source with timbre quite different from the other three. 
The soprano, child voice, and piano tone were sounded on G above middle 
C, while the bass voice sang the tone an octave lower. A number of sub­
jects said the bass tone was different, which indicated the pitch
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differences were stronger to them thcin the t.irabr<^  cliangt'. As revised, 
the bass voice was eliminated. Due to a t%dmical problem a resonator 
bell replaced the piano tone.
Another problen observed was the diLiiculty ehildrc'ii have in ex­
pressing themselves through writincj. tor CriLerlon Measure 6, the stu­
dent was asked to list ways to use the sane musical idea many times and 
still keep it interesting. Some of the student responses were
1. "Add otiier instruments. "
2. "Use a different instrument."
3. "You can use diferent [sic] sound sources [sic]."
4. "Play it with otlier inssrment [sic] , difint [sic] voces [sic] ."
One subject wrote "Play it differ [sic] ways." Later, tdion asked to am­
plify the response, the subject explained that she meant "to play it on 
bells, sing it, or play it on otlier instruments." In spite of the dif­
ficulties posed by this measure, tlie investigator felt it was vorth 
retaining.
Several frames were rewritten to simplify vocabulary and to im­
prove clarity of thought. Three criterion measures were deleted because 
they were unessential to measurement of student conceptual learning. One 
measure asked the student to identify the term "sound source." Another 
was to select the musical element which helps one to recognize the 
sounds made by different voices and instruments. A third measure was 
deleted because it asked the number of instruments in a quintet. A 
fourth criterion measure was dropped because it seemed to be too abstract 
for the fourth-grader. Tliis measure was a true or false statement about 
the concept. An additional reason for deleting the four criterion 
measures was to shorten the length of the lesson.
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Development of the Self-
Instructional Unit on Intensity
The development phase of the inlensity unit began with the selec­
tion of the following concepts:
The intensity of musical sounds ntiy stay about the Sc'ime or change.
Intensity may change suddenly or gradually in music.
Musical sounds may change gradually from soft to loud or from loud 
to soft.
Based on the selected concepts, throe lessons were develop-xi in I’ortalos 
from 1976 to 1978.
Lesson 1 begins with general instruction about sound and inten­
sity. Sound, the narrator explains, is created by vibration and travels 
in sound waves from the sound source to the ears of the listener. Inten­
sity is shown to depend on the amount of energy in the sound wave and the 
distance the sound wave must travel. T’ach of these points is related to 
an experience familiar to the child. Different levels of musical inten­
sity are demonstrated by repeating a chord at different levels of loud­
ness.
The response mode for several frames is to listen to a musical 
exanple and decide if the intensity changes or stays the same. In two 
frames, iconic illustrations give visual reinforcement to the aural im­
pression received from the tape. Later the idea is introduced that in­
tensity may change once, a few times, or many times during a musical
composition. Following this, the pupil is asked to detect the frequency 
of intensity changes in several recorded musical examples.
Another response mode is to ask the child to perform different 
intensities on a sound source. First he if; asked to vary the intensity 
only a few times during a ten-second period. Next he is instructed to
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play for another ten seconds, changing the intensity irany times.
Pilot trials conducted with the first sixteen subjects revealed 
tlie need for several revisions. In some cases, vocabulary terms v^ ere 
simplified. For example, "amount" and "distance" were changed to "how 
much" and "how far." IVo criterion measures were deleted because the 
responses sought were more factual than conceptual.
Two changes were made to Criterion Measure 5. This measure con­
cerned an original sound piece to be planned by the student and depicted 
in picture format on the answer sheet, ilic directions stated "Your pic­
ture must show whether the intensity stays the same or changes." Be­
cause some subjects were unsure about how to picture intensity, the 
booklet page was anirended with the following model.
Criterion Measure 5
Use shapes or a wavy line to show loudness or softness.
Hie revision helped as little assistance was required by the remaining 
pilot study subjects. The responses given seven subjects are shown be­
low. Subject 3 used such a variety of shapes and sizes that the investi­
gator felt the picture would need further explanation by the composer be­
fore the sound piece could be accurately played. The remaining six pic­
tures clearly indicate the intent of the composers.
Subject 1 h j  Q  0  ^  ^ 3 7
2
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At the conclusion of Criterion Measure 5, the student originally 
was instructed "show your picture to someone else. Ihe tvx) of you decide 
if your picture shows wliether the intensity stays the same or chcuiges." 
After a number of pilot trials, tlie investigator felt the evaluation 
could be enriched by requiring the sound piece to be played. The direc­
tions were revised to read "ask another person to play your sound piece. 
Count the question right if the other person thinks the picture shows 
vhen to play softly."
The lesson was administered to nine additional subjects in 1978. 
The students responded correctly to most of the lesson freimes and cri­
terion measures.
In Lesson 2, the difference between sudden and gradual changes 
in musical intensity is emphasized. Here the student is given oppor­
tunities to detect the type of changes heard in a number of musical ex­
amples played on the tape. Frame 4 illustrates the type of visual re­
inforcement which is supplied tlirough iconic drawings in the lesson 
booklet (see next page).
In Frame 10 the musical example is "Pop, Coes the Weasel." Hie 
song lyrics are shown in the booklet and the melody is played on the
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Frame 4
Intensity may change suddenly or gradually.
Sudden: intensity changes quickly from
.vv. Ml Mi «V»
soft to LOUD or from IIXJD to soit.
Gradual: intensity changes more slowly, a little at a time.
Listen to the intensity of this music.
Does it change suddenly or gradually?
piano witliout changes of intensity. ITie narrator asks
viien you sing this song, do you use sudden or gradual changes of in­
tensity? Would you start softly and suddenly change to loud, or 
would you start loudly and suddenly change to soft? Sing tlie song 
to yourself and answer these questions. Stop the tape.
A performance response mode is used again in Frame 12. Here the
student is instructed to use his sound source to make gradual and sudden
changes of intensity. The instructions include tliree steps.
1. Begin soft or loud. Chæige the intensity SUDDENLY.
2. Begin softly and GRADUALLY change to loud.
3. Begin loudly and GRADUALLY change to soft.
Pilot trials with fourteen subjects in 1976 helped the investi­
gator to locate problem areas and refine the lesson for additional 
testing. At the conclusion of one pilot session, a subject said "that 
Beethoven music . . . vms hard to tell." The example, "Fur Elise," was 
used in a frane in vhich the student v/as asked to decide wtiether the in­
tensity stayed the same or changed. The investigator decided that the
changes in the example were too subtle for the children to perceive. An 
excerpt frcan "Desert Water Hole" from Death Valley Suite by Grofe was
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substituted. Subsequent subjects encountered tio ditf icu Li y with the
select ion.
A direction vas added to alleviate a problem v.irh the sound 
source used by the student in Frame 2^. Because soim^  subjects continued 
to play with the sound sources otter the frame was completed, the fol­
lowing statement.was added: "Put your sound source down, out of the way.
You will not need it for the rest of the lesson."
Several criterion measures were deleted in order to shorten the 
lesson and because they seeiried unessential for testing the child's under­
standing of the concept. One criterion measure was dropped because a 
clear-cut ansvjar was hard to establish. For this item, the student was 
asked to tell what kind of intensity changes he would use in music about 
the changing of the seasons. While the investigator believes the logical 
answer to be "gradual changes," two students chose "sudden" and the cor­
rectness of this response is défendable.
Instructions for grading Criterion Measures 8 and 9 were modified
in order to require the student to seek reaction from the teacher. The
original grading instructions were:
Your pictures or designs may look something like the ones you see 
here. If you are working with someone else, ask the other person 
if the pictures show sudden and gradual changes.
The investigator believed it vould be appropriate for tlie child to show
his responses to the teacher since none of the lessons in the entire
study require reaction or help from the teacher. Iho revised directions
state: "Your pictures or designs may loolv something J.ike the ones you
see here. Show your pictures to the teacher."
The revised lesson vras administered to nine additional fouirth-
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grade subjects in May 1978. No problems with the lesson wore apparent, 
except that more time was needed at some points on the tape for student 
responses before tiie ansv;or signal was sounded. Additional time was 
added to the tape at those locations before the onset of the formal 
study.
The central concept of Lesson 3 is "musical sounds may change 
gradually from soft to loud or frcaii loud to soft." Spzcifically, the 
lesson seeks to teach the crescendo rind <i«:roscoixlo concept s and symlols. 
During the lesson the student listens to recorded musical examples in 
which one or both of these effects are demonstrated, A second type of 
instructional mode requires the student to make gradual changes of in­
tensity with a sound source.
Pilot trials with eighteen subjects in 1977 helped the investi­
gator to locate problems in the lesson. One problem involved finding 
and preparing taped musical examples vhich wauld accurately depict the 
desired intensity effect. IjOcating musical exaitples with obvious changes 
of intensity presented a challenge. In a great deal of music, including 
popular music, intensity changes are fev;, too subtle, or actually changes 
of timbre rather than intensity. The investigator believes it is im­
portant to prevent confusion between these two musical elements by pro­
viding only musical examples which clearly demonstrate the element 
being studied.
More specifically, the tape recorders available for the project 
were equipped with devices wliich automatically balanced loud and soft 
sounds in order to prevent noise distortion. While desirable for domes­
tic, business, recreational, and other uses, this feature rtvikes it
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difficult to record music for the expressed purpose of illustrating 
changes in musical intensity. In addition, the investi'ic:tor found that 
even some examples which wore record'ed on ccpjiptwDnt without automatic 
volume control tended to be affected during playback on recorders with 
the automatic balancing device.
At one point it occurred to the investigator that the crescendo 
and decrescendo symbols could be compared to the "lessor than" and 
"greater tiian" symbols used in mathenritics. These similarities vœre 
pointed out to six subjects as they studied Frame 4. Though it may have 
been coincidental, tliree of these subjects had the highest criterion 
measure scores in tlie 1977 pilot studies. The script for Frame 4 was 
amended to include the analogy between the irathematics and music symbols.
A number of changes were made to tlie criterion mi5asuros. Several 
measures which required cognitive type answers about the crescendo and 
decrescendo symbols were changed to listening cjuestions. Ihe total 
number of measures was reduced from ten to six in order to shorten the 
program and to avoid duplicity.
During May 1978 the lesson was administered to seven students, 
revealing the need for several additional revisions. For exanple, some 
reinforcement tasks were repeated more times than necessary and became 
boring to the students. Some of the repetitions v/ere eliminated. In 
several cases booklet wording v/as revised to matcli the narration on the 
tape.
The investigator concluded that fourth-girade students are able to 
learn the concepts presented in the unit. Most children are able to 
identify different levels of intensity at an earlier age. Romanek found
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that preschool children can learn concepts alxxit loudness, softness, and 
gradual changes of intensity.^ In accord with the spiral curriculum 
type of learning, however, these concepts are appropriate for fourth- 
grade children if presented at a more sophisticated level.
It was evident that most of the subjects had not previously 
thought, to any great extent, in terras of sudden or gradual changes of 
musical intensity. Particularly, it seeirexi that most of the subjects 
were not accustomed to malting decisions about when to use sudden and 
gradual changes of intensity in musical performance. Pcrr example, many 
of the subjects in the pilot studies needed guidance from the investi­
gator to think through their decisions for performing "Pop, Cloes the 
Weasel." Some subjects made their decisions unconsciously as they per­
formed, but were not sufficiently aware of what they had done to trans­
late them into verbal descriptions.
Finally, the crescendo and decrescendo terms and signs vrere chal­
lenging to many students. The investigator believed that most of the 
subjects had not dealt with these terms and symbols prior to the study. 
The analogy to the equivalent mathematical symbols seemed to aid the 
students in conceptualizing the two signs for music.
Phase II (Formal Study)
Administration of the Units 
and Criterion Measures
The evaluation phase of the study was conducted in Portales 
during January and February 1979. Tlie self-instructional units used in
^Romanek, A Self-Instructional Program, p. 62.
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this phase consisted of the final form of tV\e printt'd and tape-rc?cordcd 
lessons and criterion measures vÆiich w r e  de\'eloped in Phase .1.
Subjects were administered the self-instructional lessons during 
the regular thirty-minute music class three times a week for six weeks, 
a total of eighteen sessions. An orientation session ]L)rreeded the first 
instructional session for the purpose of training thf; children to use 
the tape recorders, headsets, lesson hookets, cind answer shec'ts for thie 
criterion measures.
Facilities and Equipment
The evaluation phase was conducted at Janes Flenentory School in 
Portales. At the beginning of the 1978-79 term the Portales elementary 
schools were reorganized and all fourth-grade students were assigned to 
tlie James building. Because of crowded conditions the subjects studied 
the lessons in a corridor area in the fourth-grade wing of the building.
The master tapes were recorded on Teac 3340S and 2340S tape 
recorders using a low inpedence Shure Dynamic microphone. Model 5855B. 
Maxell UD 3590 and Scotch Classic one mil tape in 1800 foot reels was 
used for recording the master tapes. Tlie narration and musical examples 
were recorded on separate tracks at 1\ inches per second. An electronic 
sound was used as a signal for turning the lesson booklet pages. The 
signal consisted of a tone produced on a Media Master 400 Prograner which 
was added to the master tapes.
The reel-to-reel tapes were dubbed on Scotch Low Noise-High 
Density Posi-Trak backed tapes using an Hitachi AVA 1000 cassette tape 
recorder. Two additional copies of each cassette tape were rmide on a 
Wollensak High-Speed Duplicator, Model 2772A. The students listened to
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one set of the duplicated copies; the master and second cassette copy 
were reserved in case sonwnthing v;ould happen to the copy being used.
During the instructional sessions the tapes were played on Sharp 
Cassette Tape Players, Model RD 650 AVI. The subjects listened tlirough 
Realistic Nova 10 Stereo Headphone sets which were altered to monaural 
tracking to match the mode of the tape players being used. All of the 
hardware (tape players and headphone sets) and software (tapes and book­
lets) items performed without malfunction during the formal study.
Posttest
An investigator-designed posttest., the Musical Concepts Measure, 
was used to measure the subjects' retention of the concepts and to com­
pare their responses with a control group Wiich had not studied the self- 
instructional units. The Musical Concepts Erasure includes at least one 
representative item from each of the eighteen self-instructional lessons. 
Each question or task is alternative-equivalent to an item in the orig­
inal lesson. In addition six items require the student to match names of 
the six musical elements with short descriptive statements which are used 
in the units to define the elements. Response modes include labeling, 
matching, multiple choice, and writing short answers of one or a few 
words. (The Musical Concepts Measure appears in Appendix B.)
Following the conpletion of Phase II (formal study), the Musical 
Concepts Measure was administered to the fifty-two subjects and to a con­
trol group of tlie same size. The Musical Concepts Measure was adminis­
tered to the experimental group ten days after the last subjects had 
cotpleted the series of eighteen lessons. This time lapse was necessary 
in order to allow several subjects to complete units who had been absent
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because of illness. A period of ten days to seven weeks elapsed between 
the time the subjœts studif'd the concepts and the posttest was adiriinis- 
tered. The subjects studied the units at different times in the six- 
week cycle thus the explanation for the time factor.
Suimiary
The study incorporated doveloprat?ntal as well as experimental 
research characteristics. It was developmental in that a series of 
pilot-testing/revision procedures was used to prepare the six self- 
instructional units (eighteen lessons) for the formal study. The study 
was experimental in that following the formal study an investigator- 
designed posttest, the Musical Concepts Measure, was administered to 
experimental and control groups to ascertain the effectiveness of the 
self-instructional units.
Fourth-grade students from extant classrooms as well as selected 
university students participated in the pilot studies. The formal study 
was conducted with 104 fourth graders, fifty-two each in experimental 
and control groups, during January and February 1979 in Portales, New 
Mexico.
The self-instructional units consisted of lessons based on con­
cepts pertaining to the musical elements of pitch, rhythm, timbre, tex­
ture, intensity, and structure. Each lesson was presented through a 
cassette tape and lesson boolclet utilizing linear-type programed instruc­
tion. At the conclusion of each lesson a series of criterion measures 
examined the student's learning of the concept. Each criterion measure 
was referenced to one of the lesson's stated behavioral objectives.
Observation during the pilot tests provided information on the
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appropriateness of the concepts, self-instructional loarninq prœedures 
which were effective with fourth-graders, and the efficacy of lesson for­
mat, timing, and clarity. Pilot testing revealed that a number of cri­
terion measures in Lessons 1 and 2 of the pitch unit ivere too abstract 
for tlie cognitive development of some fourth graders. 'Ihese measures 
were relabled BRAIN BUSTERS and offered on an extra-credit, basis. Con­
cepts taught in the pitch unit include the effect of a vibrating body's 
length on its pitch and melodic sequence.
The texture unit instructs the student about monophonic, homo- 
phonic, and polyphonic textures. Musical examples in the unit typify 
those encountered in fourth-grade music education materials. Iconic 
illustrations provide concrete representations of the aural musical ex­
amples.
Musical concepts about stiructure teach that phrases in a song 
may be the same, almost the same, or different. Simple songs containing 
two to four phrases proved to be the most effective musical examples for 
the structure unit.
In the rhythm unit. Lesson 1 emphasizes that beat rhythm and 
melodic rhythm can be felt and heard. Lessons 2 and 3 illustrate that 
melodic tones may sound with the beat, longer than the beat, or shorter 
than the beat.
Concepts about timbre instruct that the material in a sound 
source affects timbre, tliat a sound source may produce more than one 
timbre, and that the same musical idea has a different timbre vhen it 
is produced on another sound source. A variety of timbres are heard on 
the tapes and the student produces others from sound sources found in
Ill
the learning environment.
The intensity concept lessons provide experiences tor learning 
that intensity may stay about the same or change and tliat intensity may 
change gradually from soft to loud or from loud to soft. Learning modes 
include performance with percussion instruments and the composition of 
simple sound pieces to demonstrate intensity changes.
aiAFIT'iR IV
PlIiCSülNTATION AND ANAI.YSIS OF L>ATA
This chapter presents and analyzes statistical data from Phase II 
and from an investigator-desiqned posttest, the Musical Concepts Measure. 
Included are results of the posttest administered to the experimental and 
control groups. Also included are analyses of the incorrect criterion 
measure responses incurred by the subjects .in the experimental group as 
they studied the self-instructional units.
Results of the Posttost 
Following the carpletion of Phase II the Musical Concepts Measure 
vas administered to fifty-two subjects in the experimental group and to 
fifty-two students in the control group. Statistical procedures eitployed 
for analyzing the posttest data included (1) computation of læans and 
standard deviations, (2) confutation of unpaired t-tests between the ex­
perimental and control group means in order to determine the effective­
ness of the self-instructional units in developing the behavioral objec­
tives, (3) confutation of the Mann-I’Jhitney U test to determine v*iether the 
tvo groups were tal^ en from the same population, (4) an osthnate of the 
reliability of the test by both the split-half and internal consistency 
methods, (5) an analysis of individual subject's incorrect responses to
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the Musical Concepts Measure  ^ ((1) item analysis of; incorrect responses to 
the Musical Concepts Measure, and (7) an analysis of incorrect responses 
to the Musical Concepts Measure by musical elements.
Means and Standard Deviations
Means and standard deviations of the Musical Concepts Measure 
appear in Table 1. Twenky-nine responses uere rf?quired to complete the 
test.
For the experimental group the range of scores in the posttest 
\vas frcsn six to twenty-seven. Converted to percentages, the range was 
from 20.689 percent to 93.103 percent. The rang»-; of scores for the con­
trol group was from three to twenty-two. Converted to percentages, this 
range is frcxn 10.344 percent to 75.872 percent. (Ttie raw data for the 
Musical Concepts Measure are shown in Appendix C.)
Table 1
Mean and Standard Deviations of the Musical Concepts Measure
Group Mean
experimental
Control
15.154
11.827
52.255
40.783
Standard
Deviation
4.7748
4.1808
Tests for Significance of 
Differences Between Means
The experimental group's mean score was higher than the control 
group's mean score. To determine vhether this mean score difference ii?as 
statistically significant, a ;t test was employed. Campbell and Stanley 
suggest tliat the posttest-only control group design is perhaps the only
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setting for which the test- is optimal. ^ Madsen and Madsen state also
'1
that the t test is appropriate for the two-sanple design- " The results 
of the t-test for determining the significance level betw?en posttest 
means are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Comparison of Posttest Scores
Group n Mean Post- D (-K-C)
test Score
Experimental 52 15.154
Control 52 11.827
3.327 2.85 ^ . 0 0 5
The null hypothesis stated that there would be no significant 
difference, at the .01 level of confidence, between the mean posttest 
scores of subjects vho study the self-instructional units and subjects 
who do not study the units. Consultation with a table of t values re­
veals that a t value with 102 degrees of freedom must be 2.33 or higher 
in order to be significant at tlie .01 level. Since the obtained ^  value 
(2.85) was actually significant beyond the .005 level, the null hypo­
thesis was rejected. Hie level of significance attained indicates that 
the self-instructional units lÆire effective in developing the stated be­
havioral objectives as measured by the Musical Concepts Measure.
As a further measure of deteirmining i\hether the mean score
^Canpbell and Stanley, Experimental and Qilasi-Experimental 
Designs for Research, p. 26.
2
Clifford K. Madsen and Charles H. Madsen, Jr., Expermental 
Research in Music (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prent-ice-Hall, Inc., 1970),
p. 81.
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differences were significant, tlie data werr- submitted to the Mann- 
Whitney U test. Siegel o'oserves that this test nv-îy b? used to ascertain 
whether two independent, groups (expérimental and control) have been 
drawn from the same population. Siegel writes that "this is one of the 
most powerful of the nonparametric tests, and it is a most useful al­
ternative to the parametric t test wlien the researcher wishes to avoid 
the _t test's assuîtç>tions." Ihe Mann-i'hitney U large-sample formula was 
used, including the correction for ties. A z score of 2.3263 or higher 
is necessary for significance at the .01 level- Tlie obtained z score
of 3.296 is significant teyond the .0005 level of confidence, thereby
2
strongly supporting the rejection of the null hypothesis.
Because the levels of significance indicated by the t test and 
the Mann-i-Jhitney U test were so close, tlio investigator believes the 
difference in the results can be attributed to the strengths of the post­
test rather than to the data.
Reliability
The reliability of the Musical Concepts Measure was estimated by 
submitting the data to both the Spearman-Brovai and Kuder-R ichardson 20 
formulas. The Spearman-Brown formula is a split-half method in which 
test items are divided into odd and even item numbers and scores on the
3
two half tests are correlated. The Kuder-Richardson 20 formula, which
1
Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1956), p. 116.
2
Guilford and Fruchter, Fundament a 1 S tat is tics, p. 513.
^Jum C. Nunally, Psychcroetric Iheory (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Conpany, 1967), p. 213.
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according to Guilford and Fruchter is the "most accurate of the practical
K-R formulas,"^ estimates reliability ba:.i'.jd on the internal consistency
2
or the average correlation among the items within a test. Guilford and 
Fruchter state that both methods make the same assiuiptions.'^ Cronbach 
suggests that both types of reliability are inportant and presents an 
exanple in which the results from the Spearriian-Browm and Kuder- 
Richardson 20 formulas are nearly identical.^ Ihe reliability of the 
test is established vhen these two measures arc nearly equal and wlien 
each is high.
A reliability coefficient of.84 was obtained for the Musical 
Concepts Measure through computation of the Spearman-Brox'.’n formula. 
Nunally suggests that the split-half method may be employed "vhen the
5
items are scored not dichotomously txit on three or more points." 
Twenty-six of the tv;enty-nine test items \^re multiple choice with three 
or more choices.
When the Kuder-Richardson 20 formula was applied to the data a 
reliability coefficient of .77 was obtained. Guilford and Fruchter note 
that the Kuder-Richardson 20 formula is appropriately applied only when 
test items are scored dichotomously.’^ In the present case dichotcmous
^Guildord and Fruchter, Fundamental Statistics, p. 427. 
Nunally, Psychometric Tlieory, p. 211.
^Guilford and Fruchter, Fundamental Statistics, p. 427-
4
Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Testing, 3d ed. 
(New York; Harper and Roiv Publishers, 1970), p. 161.
^Nunally, Psychometric Theory, p. 214,
^Guilford and Fruchter, Fundamental Statistics, p. 428.
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scoring was interpreted to moan that the test item was answered correctly 
or incorrectly.
Individual Siibject's Incorr(x:t 
Responses
The analysis of individual subject's incorrect responses to the 
Musical Concepts Measure is shown in Table 3 (see page 118). Twenty- 
nine responses are required to conplotc the test. Tatilo 3, leased on 
fifty-two subjects each in the experimental and control groups, shows 
the range of incorrect responses for the experimental cjroup to be from 
two to twenty-three. Converted to percentages, this is an error rate of 
6.897 to 79.310 percent. The mean error rate for the experimental group 
was 13.846 incorrect responses or 47.738 percent. Table 3 shov;s the 
error rate for the control group to be from seven to twenty-six. When 
converted to percentages, the error rate ranges from 24.138 to 89.655 
percent. Mean error rate for the control group vas 17.173 incorrect 
responses or 59.218 percent.
Item Analysis of Incorrect 
Responses
An item analysis of incorrect responses to the Musical Concepts 
Measure is shovzn in Table 4 (see page 120). The test contains twenty- 
nine items. Table 4 reveals the number of incorrect responses and the 
mean error rate of each item for the experimental and control groups.
For the experimental group, the error rate ranges from one (Item 4) to 
forty-three (Item 13) errors. Converted to percentages, the error rate 
is from 1.923 to 82.692 percent. Errors in the control group range from 
two (Item 2) to forty-eight (Item 27). When converted to percentages,
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Table 3
Analysis of Individual Subjrv't's Incorrect: Rosponsca to t:he
MusicaI Concepts Measure
Experimental Group Control Group
Subject
Number of 
Incorrect 
Responses
Error
Rate
{%)
Number of 
Incorrect 
Responses
Error
Rate
(%)
1 19 65.517 15 51.724
2 19 65.517 15 51.724
3 15 51.724 15 51.724
4 16 55.172 17 58.621
5 17 58.621 16 55.172
6 17 58.621 23 79.310
7 14 48.276 7 24.138
8 7 24.138 9 31.035
9 4 13.793 14 48.276
10 14 48.276 13 44.828
11 2 6.897 26 89.655
12 10 34.483 19 65.517
13 19 65.517 20 68.966
14 5 17.241 19 65.517
15 10 34.483 14 48.276
16 19 65.517 21 72.414
17 17 58.621 22 75.862
18 17 58.621 20 68.966
19 19 65.517 19 65.517
20 16 55.172 19 65.517
21 16 55.172 17 58.621
22 12 41.379 20 68.966
23 15 51.724 17 58.621
24 11 37.931 18 62.069
25 15 51.724 7 24.138
26 8 27.586 17 58.621
27 15 51.724 16 55.172
28 11 37.931 20 68.966
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Table 3 (continued)
Subject
Experimental Group
Number of Error
Incorrect Rate
Responses (%)
Control Group
Number of 
Incorrect
Error
Rate
(%)
29 21 72.414 10 34.483
30 13 44.828 18 62.069
31 14 48.276 19 65.517
32 16 55.172 13 44.828
33 23 79.310 16 55.172
34 18 62.069 22 75.862
35 17 58.621 20 68.966
36 10 34.483 20 68.966
37 18 62.069 22 75.862
38 15 51.724 15 51.724
39 7 24.138 12 41.379
40 13 44.828 15 51.724
41 22 75.862 17 58.621
42 3 10.345 19 65.517
43 10 34.483 21 72.414
44 17 58.621 23 79.310
45 16 55.172 17 58.621
46 16 55.172 10 34.483
47 16 55.172 15 51.724
48 13 44.828 19 65.517
49 13 44.828 25 86.207
50 10 34.483 19 65.517
51 12 41.379 13 44.828
52 8 27.586 18 62.069
M 13,846 M - 47-738 M - 17.173 M - 59.218
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Item
Table 4
Item Analysis of Incorrect Responses to the
Musical Concepts Measure
F-xperimental Group
Number of Error
Incorrect Rate
Responses (%)
Control Group
Number of Error
Incorrect Rate
Responses (%)
1 20 38.462 33 63.462
2 4 7.692 2 3.846
3 20 38.462 33 63.462
4 1 1.923 4 7.692
5 26 50.000 32 61.539
6 27 51.923 32 61.539
7 18 34.615 24 46.154
8 6 11.539 10 19.231
9 31 59.615 43 82.692
10 33 63.462 43 82.692
11 42 80.769 43 82.692
12 3 5.769 9 17.308
13 43 82.692 47 90.385
14 24 46.154 25 48.077
15 25 48.077 19 36.539
16 25 48.077 30 57.692
17 21 40.385 27 51.923
18 22 42.308 32 61.539
19 20 38.462 28 53.846
20 23 44.231 28 53.846
21 33 63.462 44 84.615
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Table 4 (continued)
Experimental Group Control Group
Item
Number of 
Incorrect 
Responses
Error
13ate
(%)
Nuinber of 
Incorrect 
Responses
Error
Rate
(%)
22 20 38.462 41 78.846
23 29 55.769 37 71.154
24 34 65.385 29 55.769
25 30 2':' 5U.769
26 33 63.402 43 82.692
27 40 76.923 48 92.308
28 35 67.308 39 75.000
29 32 61.539 38 73.077
M 24.828 M 47.745 M z- 30.759 M 59.151
the error rate is from 3.846 to 92.308 percent. Mean error rates for the 
posttest items are 24.828 incorrect responses and 47.745 percent for the 
ejqperimental group, and 30.759 incorrect responses and 59.151 percent 
for the control group.
Incorrect responses approximated the same level for the experi­
mental and control groups on three posttest items ; 11, 14, and 25. Item
11 asks "lihy do sounds made with glass and with paper sound different? 
Write your answer in a few words." The high error rate of 80.769 percent 
ty the e:^)erimental group and 82.692 percent ty the control group indi­
cates the ineffectiveness of this test item. The investigator believes 
the error rate would have been lower if I tan 11 had been stated as a 
multiple choice question. It appears to be difficult for many fourth
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grade students to formulate ans^iBrs and express them in written form.
For Item 14, the student was asked to match the term "monophonic 
texture" with the correct answer, a definition of the terra along with an 
iconic representation (a single line). This item receiv/ed incorrect 
responses fron 46.154 percent of the experimental group and 48.007 per­
cent of the control group, l l y  m ajo rity  of su b jec ts  wiio missed the 
item natchcd tlio terra "raunopiiouic i i o ' to  fnc . irT ini t los icc;>nic d la -  
gram fo r  polyphonic te>:t\iro. th e  la t  ion ile  fo r such u eixxice i s  uncl'V .r.
IttTa 25 drew incorj;i;ct responses from 57-652 percent of the 
experimental group and 55.769 percent of the control For this
item, the term "rhythm" wcis to tx? niatchtsd with its définit ion, "beat, eind 
moveitient of the music." Item analysis showrxi that, of the subjects in 
both groups \^ ho missed the item, most matched rhytlira with the definition 
for intensity (loud and soft). The next most frequently chosen response 
was the definition for texture (the number of layers of sound we hear at 
the same time). Because the incorrect responses are distributed fairly 
evenly among the alternative choices, it appears that the errors re­
sulted from guessing rather than because of confusion between terms.
Items 24-29 required the subject to match the names of the 
musical elements with the correct definitions. The error rate for the 
six items ranged from 57.692 to 76.923 percent for the experimental 
group and from 55.769 to 92.308 percent for the control group. The 
high error rate for both groups reflects, the investigator believes, the 
fact that the items are of an abstract-verbal nature, definitions of the 
elements themselves, rather than concepts about the musical elements 
illustrated with audio and/or visual examples.
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Analysis of Incorrect Responses 
by Musical Elements
An analysis of incorrect responses to the Musical Concepts 
Measure by musical elements appears in Table 5 (see page 124) . Tlie 
error rate for the expcr:lmnntal group ranges from 36.058 percent on pitch- 
related items to 58.173 percent for timbre items. Control group errors 
range from 45.433 percent on the pitc)t it Lins to 7G.'-)23 p e r o n t  for those 
pertaining to structure.
The order of difficulty among tli<- inusical elciiTit-iillor the tvo 
groups is of soi% interest. For the exp» rimental group, the easy-to- 
hard order is pitch, intensity, rhytlm, texture and structure tying for 
fourth and fifth places, and timbre. Order of difficulty for the control 
group is pitch, texture, intensity, rhythm, timbre, and structure. Both 
groups scored highest on the pitch-related items. The elements of struc­
ture and timbre were among the most difficult for both groups. Texture 
items tied with structure for fifth and sixth place in difficulty for 
the experimental group, but was second easiest for the control group. 
Intensity items were slightly easier than rhythmic problems for both 
groups.
Comparison of Incorrect Responses
To gain further information about the effectiveness of the self- 
instructional units, a comparison was made between incorrect responses 
to the unit criterion measures and the corresponding musical element 
items on the Musical Concepts Measures as answered by the experimental 
group subjects. Table 6 (see page 125) shovfls the difficulty ofcder of 
the criterion measures and Musical Concepts Measure items as related to
Table 5
Analysis of Incorrect Responses to the Musical Concepts Measure by Musical Elements
Experimental Group Control Group
Related
Musical
Element
MCM
Item
Numbers
Number of 
Related MCM 
Responses
Total
Responses
Possible^
Number or 
Incorrect 
M2M
Responses
Error
Rate
(%)
Number of 
Incorrect 
MCM
Responses
Error
Rate
(%)
Pitch 1-7, 24 8 416 150 36.058 189 45.433
Rhythm 8-10, 25 4 208 100 48.077 125 60.096
Timbre 11-13, 26 4 208 121 58.173 142 68,269
Texture 14-16, 27 4 208 114 54.808 122 58.654
Intensity 17-20, 28 5 260 121 46.538 154 59.231
Structure 21-23, 29 4 208 114 54.808 160 76.923
Totals 29 1508 720 298.462 892 368.606
M = 49,744 M - 61.434
^Number of Musical Concepts Measure responses times fifty-two subjects.
to
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Table 6
Difficulty Order of Musical Elements
Level of Difficulty
Self-Instructional Unit 
Criterion Measures
Musical Concepts 
Measure
Least Difficult 1. Intensity 1. Pitch
2. Timbre 2. Intensity
3. Structure 3. Rhythm
4. Rhythm 4-5. Structure/Texture
> f
5. Pitch (tie)
Most Difficult 6. Texture 6. Timbre
the musical elements.
Examination of Table 6 reveals that although the order of diffi­
culty changed for all elements, only those of pitch and timbre changed 
to any great extent. For the criterion measures, the element of timbre 
was second easiest v\iiile pitch was next to the most difficult. On the 
Musical Concepts Measure, the element of pitch appears to have been the 
easiest element for the students and timbre, the most difficult element. 
1*Jhile the remaining four elements changed in the order of difficulty, 
none changed more than one level in either direction on the Musical Con­
cepts Measure as compared to the criterion measures.
Analysis of the Self-Instructional 
Lesson Criterion Measures
Each of the eighteen self-instructional lessons concludes with a 
series of criterion measures designed to provide an immediate assessment 
of the student's learning. Following the completion of the study, in­
correct responses g i v œ  by subjects to the criterion measures were 
analyzed for the purpose of locating strengths and weaknesses in the
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units and to aid in subsequent revisions of the self-instructional units. 
The following data are presented in this section: analysis of individual
subject's incorrect responses and analysis of incorrect responses by 
units and lessons including item analysis of incorrect responses to 
individual criterion measure items.
Individual Subject's Incorrect 
Responses
The analysis of individual subject's incorrect responses for the 
six units appears in Table 7 (see page 127). Corpletion of the six 
units required 103 criterion measure responses from the subject. An 
additional nine responses were possible for subjects vAio elected to 
answer the Brain Busters in Lessons 1 and 2 of the pitch unit. Table 7, 
based on the minimal 103 responses, shows the range of incorrect re­
sponses to be from zero to fifty-nine. Converted to percentages, this 
is an error rate of 0 to 57.282 percent. The mean error rate for the 
six units was twenty-one incorrect responses or 20.370 percent.
Table 8 (see page 129) contains the error rate based on the 
total number of criterion measure responses made by each subject. Five 
of the fifty-two subjects made the basic 103 responses, electing not to 
try any of the nine extra-credit Brain Busters for Lessons 1 and 2 of 
the pitch unit. Fourteen subjects made 108 responses, the basic 103 plus 
the five Brain Busters for Lesson 1. Four subjects responded to 107 
items vhich included the initial 103 measures plus the four Brain Bus­
ters for Lesson 2. Twenty-nine subjects responded to the entire 112 
criteria, the basic 103 items plus the nine extra-credit measures. 
Examination of Table 8 reveals that the error rates range from 0 percent
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Table 7
Analysis of Individual Subject's Incorrect Responses for the 
Six Units Based on 103 Responses
Number of Error Rate
Subject Incorrect Responses (%)
1 34 33.010
2 29 28.155
3 29 28.155
4 29 28.155
5 36 34.951
6 46 44.660
7 16 15.534
8 6 5.825
9 6 5.825
10 35 33.981
11 8 7.767
12 32 31.068
13 37 35.922
14 8 7.767
15 16 15.534
16 31 30.097
17 24 23.301
18 41 39.806
19 33 32.039
20 31 30.097
21 18 17.478
22 8 7.767
23 20 19.417
24 6 5.825
25 4 3.883
26 12 11.650
27 6 5.825
28 23 22.330
29 59 57.282
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Table 7 (continued)
Subject
Number of 
Incorrect Responses
Error Rate 
(%)
30 33 32.039
31 23 22.330
32 9 8.738
33 26 25.243
34 13 12.621
35 15 14.563
36 0 0.000
37 2 1.942
38 23 22.330
39 30 29.126
40 19 18.447
41 44 42.718
42 5 4.854
43 11 10.680
44 35 33.981
45 28 27.184
46 22 21.359
47 17 16.505
48 13 12.621
49 12 11.650
50 6 5.825
51 13 12.621
52 9 8.738
M = 21 M = 20.370
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Table 8
Analysis of Individual Subject's Incorrect Responses for the
Six Units Based on Number of Responses Atteirpted
Subject
Number of 
Responses Attempted
Number of 
Incorrect Responses
Error Rate 
(%)
1 108 38 35.185
2 108 30 27.778
3 108 29 25.852
4 112 29 25.893
5 108 36 33.333
6 112 52 46.429
7 112 18 16.071
8 112 7 6.250
9 112 6 5.357
10 112 42 37.500
11 112 8 7.143
12 108 32 29.630
13 112 41 36.607
14 112 7 6.250
15 112 19 16.964
16 103 31 30.097
17 107 26 24.299
18 103 41 39.806
19 103 36 33.333
20 112 37 33.036
21 112 26 23.214
22 112 8 7.143
23 112 22 19.643
24 107 6 5.607
25 112 4 3.571
26 108 12 11.111
27 108 6 6.556
28 108 23 21.296
29 107 60 56.075
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Table 8 (continued)
Subject
Number of 
Responses Attempted
Number of 
Incorrect Responses
Error Rate 
(%)
30 107 36 34.951
31 112 31 27.679
32 112 10 8.929
33 112 32 28.571
34 112 15 13.393
35 112 15 13.393
36 103 0 0.000
37 103 2 1.942
38 108 27 25.000
39 103 30 29.126
40 108 23 21.296
41 108 46 42.593
42 112 5 4.464
43 112 11 9.821
44 108 37 34.259
45 112 32 28.571
46 108 25 23.148
47 112 18 16.071
48 112 15 13.393
49 112 15 13.393
50 112 6 5.357
51 112 13 11.607
52 112 11 9.821
M = 22.827 M =20.939
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to 56.075 percent. The mean error rate for these scores is 22.827 errors 
or 20.939 peircent.
An analysis of the individual subject's incorrect responses to 
the criteria measures for the eighteen lessons is shown in 7^)pendix D.
The Brain Buster criteria errors are listed separately for Lessons 1 and 
2 of the pitch unit.
Incorrect Responses by Units and Lessons;
Item Analysis of Individual Measures
Incorrect responses for the six units are analyzed in Table 9 
(see page 132). Table 9 shows the total number of incorrect responses 
for tlie six units to be 1083 or 20.042 percent, based on 103 responses, 
and 1174 or 20.244 percent, vtien responses to the pitch unit Brain 
Busters are included. The mean error rates range from 16.290 percent 
for the intensity unit to 24.301 percent for the texture unit. The error 
rate for the pitch unit was 22.115 percent v/ithout the Brain Busters, 
26.225 percent on the Brain Buster criterion measures alone, and 23.325 
percent if the Brain Busters are included.
The variation in the error rates for the units is of interest.
It appears that the subjects had less difficulty with the criterion 
measures for the timbre, intensity, and structure units than for those 
of pitch, rhythm, and texture.
An analysis of incorrect responses by lessons in the six units 
appears in Table 10 (see page 133). Tlie mean error rates of individual
lessons provide the basis for a number of conclusions.
In the pitch unit the criterion responses for Lesson 2 had a
lovrer mean error rate (16.026 percent) than those for Lesson 1 (20.385
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Table 9
Analysis of Incorrect Responses to Criterion Measures by Units
Unit
Number of 
Responses in 
Each Unit
Number of 
Responses^
Number of 
Incorrect 
Responses
Error Rate 
(%)
Pitch 16 832 184 22.115
(Brain Busters) 9 347 91 26.225
25 1179 275 23.325
Rhytlim 15 780 167 21.410
Timbre 17 884 159 17.986
Texture 22 1144 278 24.301
Intensity 17 884 144 16.290
Structure 16 832 151 18.149
Totals 103 5356 1083 20.042
(With Brain 
Busters) 112 5703 1174 20.244
^Total number of responses in each unit multiplied by fifty-tvro
subjects.
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Table 10
Analysis of Incorrect Responses to Criterion Measures by Lessons
Number of Number of
5son
Musical
Element
Responses 
in Each 
Lesson
Number of 
Responses 
a b
Incorrect
Responses
b
Mean Er 
Rate (%
1 Pitch 5 (5)C 260 215 53 50 20.385
2 Pitch 6 (4)C 312 132 50 41 16.026
3 Pitch 5 260 81 31.154
1 Rliythm 5 260 44 16.923
2 Rliytlim 5 260 39 15.000
3 Rhythm 5 260 84 32.308
1 Timbre 5 260 20 7.692
2 Timbre 4 312 70 22.436
3 Timbre 6 312 59 22.115
1 Texture 8 416 110 26.442
2 Texture 6 312 60 19.231
3 Texture 8 416 108 25.962
1 Intensity 5 260 35 13.462
2 Intensity 6 312 63 20.192
3 Intensity 6 312 46 14.744
1 Structure 6 312 43 13.782
2 Structure 5 260 47 18.077
3 Structure 5 260 61 23.462
23.256
31.061
®Total number of responses in each lesson multiplied by fifty- 
two subjects.
Traill Buster responses.
‘TJumber of Brain Buster responses in each lesson.
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percent). The error rate for Lesson 2 may have been lower because in­
struction was centered on the same concept taught in Lesson 1. The high 
error rate for Lesson 3 (31.154 percent) suggests that the subjects had 
more difficulty conceptualizing melodic sequence than the length of a 
vibrating body as a pitch causal factor, taught in Lessons 1 and 2. The 
high number of mistakes for the lesson 3 criterion measures may be ex­
plained in light of the fact that many subjects were preoccupied playing 
the resonator bells during the lesson. As a result, these subjects 
probably did not give close attention to recorded instructions.
For the rhythm unit, the error rate v^ as twice as high for Lesson 
3 (32.308 percent) as for Lessons 1 (16.923 percent) and 2 (15.000 per­
cent) . Thus it appeared to be harder for tlie subjects to conceptualize 
melody tones shorter than the beat (such as eighth notes) than melody 
tones having the same length as the beat (quarter notes) or longer than 
the beat (half notes).
Data for the timbre unit suggests that the subjects had little 
difficulty witli their responses to criterion measures relating to the 
Lesson 1 concept ("The timbre of a sound depends on the material in the 
sound source" ). The concepts for Lessons 2 and 3 seemed to be more dif­
ficult ("A sound source may produce more than one timbre" and "The same 
musical idea will have a different timbre when it is produced on another 
sound source").
Criterion Measure 6 in Lesson 3 of the timbre unit received the 
highest error rate (55.769 percent) in the unit and for the entire six 
units (see Table 11, page 136). This measure asked the subject to ex­
plain in his own words how one could use the same musical idea many
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Table 11
Item Analysis of Incorrect Responses by Criterion Measure Items
--
C.M. Number of Mean Error C.M. Nunher of Mean Error
Item Errors Rate (S) Item Errors Rate (%)
Pitch 1 Rhythm 1
1 10 19.231 1 8 15.385
2 12 23.077 2 9 17.308
3 13 25.000 3 11 21.154
4 7 13.462 4 8 15.385
5 11 21.154 5 8 15.385
(Brain Busters)
6 11 25.581
7 11 25.581
8 8 18.605
9 12 27.907
10 8 18.605
Pitch 2 Rhythm 2
1 8 15.385 1 7 13.462
2 4 7.692 2 11 21.154
3 2 3.846 3 5 9.615
4 11 21.154 4 a 15.385
5 4 7.692 5 8 15.385
6 21 40.385
(Brain Busters)
7 9 27.273
8 11 33.333
9 12 36.364
10 9 27.273
Pitch 3 Rhythm 3
1 20 38.462 1 20 38.402
2 13 25.000 2 24 46.154
3 10 19.231 3 17 32.692
4 17 32.692 4 14 26.923
5 21 40.385 5 9 17.308
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Table 11 (continued)
C.M. Number of Mean Error C.M. Number of Mean Error
Itmn Errors Rate (%) Item Errors Rate (%)
Timbre 1 Texture 1
1 1 1.923 1 12 23.077
2 1 1.923 2 15 23.846
3 2 3.846 3 10 19.231
4 4 7.692 4 19 36.538
5 12 23.077 5 15 28.846
6 11 21.154
7 17 32.692
8 11 21.154
Timbre 2 Texture 2
1 7 13.462 1 9 17.308
8 15.385 2 9 17.308
10 19.231 3 12 23.077
2 19 36.538 4 13 25.000
3 15 28.846 5 12 23.077
4 11 21.154 6 5 9.615
Timbre 3 Texture 3
1 13 25.000 1 10 19.231
2 1 1.923 2 5 9.615
3 16 30.769 3 23 44.231
4 4 7.692 4 15 28.846
5 6 11.538 5 17 32.692
6 29 55.769 6 13 25.000
7 15 28.846
8 10 19.231
Intensity 1 Structure 1
1 4 7.692 1 2 3.846
2 7 13.462 2 1 1.923
3 9 17.308 3 7 13.462
4 7 13.462 4 6 11.538
5 8 15.385 5 13 25.000
6 14 26.923
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Table 11 (continued)
C.M. Number of Mean Error C.M. Number of Mean Error
Item Errors Rate (%) Item Errors Rate (%)
Intensity 2 Structure 2
1 6 11.538 1 1 1.923
2 9 17.308 2 14 26.923
3 9 17.308 3 10 19.231
4 11 21.154 4 17 32.692
5 19 36.538 5 5 9.615
6 20 38.462
Intensity 3 Structure 3
1 5 9.615 1 2 3.846
2 6 11.538 2 12 23.077
3 3 5.769 3 19 36.538
4 9 17.308 4 17 32.692
5 12 23.077 5 11 21.154
6 11 21.154
tiires in a imisical piece without boring the listener. The correct re­
sponse was, in effect, "to have different sound sources play it, or use 
different voices, instruments or objects, or change the timbre," Many 
subjects did not even attenrpt to respond and others were unable to write 
a logical answer. The investigator believes the error rate would have 
been lower had the response been put into the form of multiple choice 
answers.
The highest mean error rate (24.301 percent) occurred in the tex­
ture unit (see Table 9, page 132). This fact lends support to the belief 
of music educators such as Nye and Nye that texture and the harmonic 
sense are more difficult for children to comprehend than rhythm and 
pitch. Nye and Nye suggest that "the ability to hear and sing
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harmonically develops between the ages of nine and thirteen. Most of 
the subjects vjere nine or ten years old, at the bottom of the age range 
suggested by Nye and Nye.
Table 10 (see page 133) shows that tlie highest mean error rate 
(26.442 percent) of the texture unit occurred in Lesson 1 which dealt 
with monophonic texture. Four criteria in I>esson 1 received mean error 
rates of twenty-nine to thirty-seven percent (see Table 11, page 136). 
Three of these measures required the subject to listen to a musical 
example and indicate if the texture was monophonic or to tell if the 
music had one or more-than-one layer of sound. The other measure asked 
if the student's classmates would produce monophonic texture by singing 
a melody with guitar accompaniment or without accatpaniment.
Lesson 2, vhich taught about homophonie texture, seemed easier 
than Lessons 1 and 3. It had the lowest mean error rate, 19.231 percent 
(see Table 10, page 133).
Lesson 3, about polyphonic texture, had a mean error rate of 
25.962 percent. Criterion Measure 3, alone, had an error rate of 44.231 
percent (see Table 11, page 136). For this measure, the subject is 
asked to write, in a few words, what he vould ask his classmates to do 
in order to sing with polyphonic texture. It seemed difficult, if not 
ixrpossible, for many children to express an answer. Four other measures 
(4, 5, 6, and 7) received error rates of twenty-five to thirty-three per­
cent. One of these requires the student to listen to a polyphonic mus­
ical example (partner songs) and then match it with one of three iconic
1
Nye and Nye, Music in the Elementary School, pp. 404-405.
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designs shov,n in the booklet. The reitiaining tliree high-error criteria 
require the student to match illustrated iconic designs with the terms 
"monophonic," "homophonie," or "polyphonic" texture.
For the intensity unit. Table 10 (see page 133) reveals that 
Lesson 2 had a higher mean error rate (20.192 percent) than either Lesson 
1 (13.462 percent) or Lesson 3 (14.744 percent). It appears that the 
subjects found it difficult in lesson 2 to distinguish between sudden 
and gradual changes of intensity. Tn Lesson 1, the subject: listens to 
vhether the intensity changes or stays the same, wtiile in Lesson 3, the 
learning task is to detect vhether the intensity changes gradually from 
soft to loud or from loud to soft.
Table 10 (see page 133) shows that the mean error rates for the 
structure unit lessons (13.782 percent, 18.077 percent, and 23.462 per­
cent) suggest that the lesson material became progressively difficult for 
the subjects. The high error rates for the Lesson 3 criterion measures 
probably can be attributed to the identification of the C-type phrases 
in a song with ifflCC form. Although five lesson frames concentrate on the 
C-type phrase, thirty-five percent of the subjects responded incorrectly 
to the two measures vhich deal with this phrase type. In contrast, error 
rates for the A and B phrases of the same song were 3.846 and 23.077 per­
cent.
Table 11 (see page 135) reflects the item analysis of incorrect 
responses by individual criterion measure items. Shown in the table are 
the number of errors and the mean error rate for each measure. The range 
of these data is fron one to twenty-nine incorrect responses and the 
corresponding error rates of 1.923 percent to 55.769 percent.
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Summary
Analysis of the data provided by the subjects' responses to the 
Musical Concepts Measure indicated that the posttest was reliable and 
that the experimental subjects' scores viere significantly higher than 
those of the control group. Reliability coefficients of .84 and .77 were 
computed for the Spearman-Brown cmd Kuder-Richardson 20 formulas, respec­
tively. Ihe significant difference between scores of the two groups was 
determined through both the t test and the Mann-Miitney U test, showing 
that the self-instructional units studied by tlie experimental group were 
effective in developing the stated behavioral objectives.
Analysis of individual subjects' incorrect responses to the 
Musical Concepts Measure disclosed an error rate for the experimental 
group ranging from 7 to 79 percent with a mean error rate of 47.738 per­
cent. For the control group, the error rate ranged from 24 to 90 percent, 
with a mean error rate of 59.218 percent.
Item analysis of incorrect responses to the Musical Concepts 
Measure showed the error rates for individual test items incurred by 
both experimental and control groups. Three items received the same 
number of incorrect responses from both groups.
An analysis of incorrect responses to the Musical Concepts 
Measure by musical elements showed the order of difficulty (from least 
difficult to most difficult) for the experimental group to be pitch, 
intensity, rhythm, texture/structure, and timbre. For the control group, 
the order was pitch (least difficult), texture, intensity, rhythm, 
timbre, and structure.
Examination of the experimental group data revealed that tinhre
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items viere among the least difficult on the unit criterion measures but 
were the most difficult on the Musical Concepts Measure. Pitch scores 
changed from next to most difficult on the criterion measures to least 
difficult on the Musical Concepts Measure. The otl\cr four elements 
changed slightly in the order of difficulty but not more than one level 
in either direction.
The ex^)erimental subjects' responses to the criterion measures 
for the self-instructional units yielded data afjout the effectiveness of 
the lessons. Individual scores ranged from 44 to 100 percent with a 
mean score of 80 percent.
Analysis of incorrect responses by units indicated that the in­
tensity unit was least difficult followed in order by timbre, structure, 
rhythm, pitch, and texture, the most difficult. Perusal of the mean 
scores for individual lessons revealed different results in several 
cases. For example. Lesson 3 of the pitch unit seemed to be particu­
larly hard for the subjects (error rate; 31.154 percent), carpared to 
Ijesson 1 (error rate: 20.385 percent) and Lesson 2 (error rate: 16.026),
and affected the difficulty ranking of the pitch unit.
Lessons 1 and 2 of the rhythm unit had error rates of 15 to 17 
percent. The 32,308 percent error rate for Lesson 3 made rhythm appear 
to be one of the more difficult musical elements vhen the difficulty 
actually was with Lesson 3.
The investigator believes the overall mean score of 80 percent 
shows the effectiveness of the self-instructional units. Further revi­
sions to several criterion measure items would likely improve the effi­
cacy of the materials to a considerable extent.
aiAPl’RR V
SUMMARY, CDNCLUSIOIMS, At<lD RECOWNDATIONS
This chapter suimiarizes the purpose, design, and development of 
the study and the prœedures which were used to analyze tlie results. In 
addition, the results, conclusions, and iirplications of tlie study are dis­
cussed and some recommendations for further research are given.
Sunmary
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to develop and evaluate self- 
instructional units to teach selected musical concepts to fourth-grade 
children. Specifically the study sought to answer the following ques­
tion: Can fourth-grade students leam selected musical concepts 
through criterion referenced self-instructional units as ascertained by 
the procedures etployed in the present study? In addition to investi­
gating the effectiveness of the experimaital units, the reliability of 
the Musical Concepts Measure, designed for the study, was evaluated.
Design of the Study
The study was experimental as well as developmental. A posttest- 
only control group design was utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of
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the self-instructional units.
Tlie research design included two phases. In Phase I (develop­
ment) the musical concepts were selected, behavioral objectives viexe 
formulated, criterion measures were designed and validated and the self- 
instructional units were written. Ihe units and criterion measures were 
revised through a series of pilot trials until judged ready for testing 
in a formal study. Student responses and reactions were closely ob­
served during the pilot trials and were carefully considered when the 
units were revised for the formal study.
In Phase II (evaluation) the six units and related criterion 
measures were tested with an experimental group of students in a formal 
study. No revisions were made to the units or criterion measures during 
this phase of the study. As the conclusion of Phase II, an investigator- 
designed posttest, the Musical Concepts Measure, was administered to the 
fifty-two subjects in the experimental group and to a control group of 
the same number.
Subjects
Subjects in the study vere selected frcxn the Norman, Oklahona and 
Portales, New Mexico public schools. One hundred eighty-eight fourth- 
grade students participated in the pilot trials plus selected students 
majoring in elementary education at the University of Oklahcaia and 
Eastern New Mexico University, One hundred four students from James 
Elementary School in Portales served as subjects for the formal study. 
These students were divided into experinnental and control groups of 
fifty-two students each.
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Phase I: Development of the
Units and Criterion Measures
The self-instructional units were designed to teach the students
concepts about pitch, rhytlim, tinibre, texture, intensity, and structure.
A three-lesson unit was written for each of the six musical elements.
Criterion measures requiring from five to ten responses were written for
each lesson to measure the conceptual learning achieved by the student.
A total of 103 responses were required for the eightecm lessons. Nine
extra-credit measures, called Brain Busters, were used with Lessons 1 and
2 of the pitch unit. The criterion measure response modes utilized paper
and pencil responses based on the musicianly functions of listening,
creating, and performing. Content of tlie criterion neasures required
responses which were alternative-equivalent to those used in the lessons.
Face validity for the criterion measures was established by
deriving each measure with the unit objectives in mind. Content validity
was established by consensus of specialists in the field of elementary
music education.
The units and criterion measures were recorded on cassette tapes. 
Illustrated lesson booklets were designed to provide visual reinforcement 
of the tapes. The combined learning package of tape and lesson booklet 
incorporated linear-t^'pe programing.
Phase II; Evaluation of the 
Units and Criterion Measures
The evaluation phase of the study was conducted at James Elemen­
tary School in Portales during January and February 1979. Subjects in 
the experimental group were given an orientation session after which the 
self-instructional lessons were administered for three sessions per week
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for six iveeks, a total of eighteen sessions. Several make-up sessions 
were scheduled for students who had been absent and an additional session 
was held to administer the posttest. Subjects in the control group at­
tended their regular music class during tlie six-week period and were ad­
ministered the posttest during the same week in which it was given to 
the experimental group. The teaching content of the control group 
classes v/as not specifically coordinated with that studied by the experi­
mental group.
Musical Concepts Measure
A posttest, the Musical Concepts Measure, was designed ty the in­
vestigator for the purpose of measuring the experimental group subjects' 
retention of the concepts taught in the self-instructional units. An 
additional purpose was to compare their performance with that of a con­
trol group which had not received the instruction. The Musical Concepts 
Measure includes at least one representative item from each of the 
eighteen self-instructional lessons. Each question or task is 
alternative-equivalent to an item In the corresponding lesson. Six ad­
ditional items relate to the six musical elements upon viiich the units 
are based. Response modes for the Musical Concepts Measure include 
labeling, matching, multiple choice, and writing short answers.
A reliability coefficient of .84 was obtained for the Musical 
Concepts Measure through computation of the Spearman-Brown formula. I'Jhen 
the Kuder-Richardson 20 formula was applied, a reliability coefficient of 
.77 was found. The two methods of estimation established the reliability 
of the test.
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Analysis of Data
Tlie Musical Concepts Pleasure ivas administered to all subjects in 
both the experiræntcil and control groups as a post test. Data obtained 
from the posttest were analyzed statistically by (1) confuting means and 
standard deviations of the Musical Concepts Measure and (2) confuting un­
paired t-tests and the Kann-Whitney U test to conpare the significance 
between posttest scores of the experimental and control groups. Incor­
rect responses to the Musical Concept Measure and the self-instructional 
lesson criterion measures also were analyzed for the purpose of locating 
possible strengths and weaknesses arid to aid in future revisions.
Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of the self-instructional units,
the following null hypothesis was tested;
As determined by an investigator-designed measure of musical con­
cepts, there will be no significant difference, at the .01 level of 
confidence, betvreen the mean posttest scores of subjects vho study 
the self-instructional units and subjects who do not study the 
units.
The obtained t value of 2.85 demonstrated a statistically signif­
icant differerice beyond the .005 level. Ccmputation of the Mann-1#iitney 
U test revealed significance beyond the .0005 level of probability. The 
null hypothesis was therefore rejected.
Analysis of the Musical Concepts Measure (posttest) scores re­
vealed an error rate for the experimental group of six to twenty-seven 
errors (20-93 percent) resulting in a mean score of 52 percent. For the 
control group, the error rate was three to twenty-tv» errors (10-76 
percent) with a mean score of 41 percent.
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An exaiTiination of the incorrect responses of the experimental 
group subjects to the lesson criterion treasures disclosed an error rate 
of 21 percent. Mean incorrc'ct responses ware analyzed toth on the basis 
of the 103 required responses and the total number of responses at- 
tofipted (103 plus nine-extra credit points). Thirty-eight subjects (73 
percent) scored 70 percent or better on the basis of 103 responses.
Using the total number of responses attempted as a basis, forty-one sub­
jects (79 percent) scored 70 pc^rcent or txvtter on thc' criterion measures.
Examination of the data reveals that the mean error rate for the 
self-instructional units ranged from 16.290 percent (intensity unit) to 
24.320 percent (texture unit). In terras of correct responses, tlie tex­
ture unit v;as most difficult with a mean score of 75.699 percent and 
intensity was least difficult with a mean score of 83.710 percent.
Individual lesson analysis revealed an error rate ranging frcmi 
7.692 percent on Lesson 1 of the timbre unit to 31.154 percent on Lesson 
3 of the pitch unit. Shown in terras of correct responses. Lesson 3 
(pitch) was most difficult with a mean score of 68.846 percent and 
Lesson 1 (timbre) was least difficult with a mean score of 92.308 per­
cent.
Conclusions
It can be concluded from the results of this study that the 
taped self-instructional units for teaching selected musical concepts to 
fourth-grade children were successful. The formal study revealed that a 
substantial majority of the experimental group subjects were able to 
learn concepts about pitch, rhythm, timbre, texture, structure, and in­
tensity as assessed by the criterion measures.
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Another conclusion is that taped self-instructional units can be 
developed to teach concepts about the six major musical elements to 
fourth-grade students. No previous study has tested such units with the 
same group of children.
Results of the study show that concepts about intensity are the 
easiest for children to learn. This conclusion supports previous re­
search including tlnat done by Andrews and Diehl, Laverty, and Romanek.
A further conclusion is that concepts about texture are the most 
difficult for fourth-grade children to learn. Ziirmerman as well as Nye 
and Nye report that other investigators have reached similar conclusions.
While concepts of loudness have been shown to develop earlier 
than other musical elements, it can be concluded that children need con­
tinuing experiences in the identification of gradual and sudden changes 
of intensity. Also, children need experiences in vhich tliey are re­
quired to identify the unconscious decisions they make about intensity 
during performance.
It can be concluded that study of the self-instructional units 
provided aesthetic and personal values in addition to cognitive and skill 
learning. The positive attitude of the children to the experience and 
the willingness of the experimental-group subjects to return for eighteen 
sessions shows the high level of interest maintained throughout tlie 
seven-week period. Many subjects expressed disappointment vhen the 
project ended and asked if the investigator would return the following 
year with another set of lessons.
The inherent vulnerability of the criterion measure data is an 
acknowledged limitation. The subjects knew the answers \^re shown at the
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back of the lesson booklets for the purpose of checking their own work. 
Cheating did occur on severéil occasions although the inv:iiicncc de­
creased after several subjects were askfjd to repeat the..' criterion 
measures for a lesson. For reporting statistical data of the study it 
may have been better for the investigator to grade the ansv^er sheets.
He did check them to insure grading accuracy, but Ix'd ieved it contrary 
to the philosophy of pra;n.-amei learning feedback to deny tlie subjects 
this responsibility. The investig^itor recognized that learning can occur 
even in acts of cheating liecause the student obtairis immediate confir­
mation of his response to a question, an acknowledged factor in 
programed-instruction philosophy.
Self-instructional lessons are particularly appropriate for the 
child vdio has an interest in music, tlie gifted child, and children vÆio 
have had extra-curricular musical training.
Self-instructional units should be tested tlirough pilot studies. 
Understanding of child development and the learning process are impor­
tant factors to consider in the design of such units.
Although fourth-graders generally are considered to be in the 
middle stage of concrete operations, some are able to solve problems 
which require abstract thought or the transfer of a concept from one 
situation to another. The use of concrete illustrations such as pictures 
to illustrate an abstract thought increases the probability that the 
child will be able to solve the problem.
Schools should place more enphasis on the learner than on the 
teacher. Most children enjoy self-instructional lessons because this 
method is learner-centered and provides more interaction with concepts
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and skills than does large-group instruction.
FourtJi-grade children's perception of musical stimuli is affected 
by tlie factor of centration. The musical elements of 1 iirbre and inten­
sity as well as melodic line affect tlie child's aural perception of 
musical structure and texture. Pitch was detected as a centration factor 
in the timbre unit. Students chose a tone sung by a bass voice as being 
different from the same tone sung by a child, a woman, and played on the 
piano (different timbre). Minute differences in a nusical score ajid the 
highest pitch level in an iconic diagran of a melody affected the child's 
visual perception of musical notation.
Children need repeated encounters in order to understand and 
retain a concept. The experimental group's perfonnance on the posttest 
shows the decay of conceptualization vhich occurred because the students 
did not continue to interact with the concepts. Another illustration is 
the decrease in error rate vhich occurred between the criterion measures 
of Lessons 1 and 2 of the pitch unit because the same concept vas applied 
in Lesson 2. This conclusion supports findings reported by Bergethon and 
Boardman.
Children often understand concepts but lack the vocabulary to 
explain than. The importance of vocabulary training associated vath con­
cept learning has been stressed by Andrews and Diehl as well as Laverty.
The use of vocabulary terms vhich children understand is a criti­
cal factor in preparing self-instructional lessons. Tlie author of such 
materials should check questionable words with students in the age group 
for vhich the materials are being planned. Consistent, use of terms 
throughout a lesson should be observed.
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Musical examples must clearly demonstrate the v:oncept te.inq 
taught. Simple arrangements T^hich focus on the desired element are 
recoraracmded in order to avoid the effects of centration, changes iii 
timbre or intensity detract from concentration on structure. Texture 
perception is more clear when small ensembles of familiar timbres are 
used, such as piano, guitar, small '/ocal ensemble, or a combination of 
these sources.
Primary children should have a f inr. foundation in i-xmic iKjtati.on 
before staff notation is emphasized, 'Hits conclusion supports the re­
search of Zimmerman and Seclirest.
Results of the pilot studies for Lesson 3 of the pitch unit 
indicate that the symbolic mode of representing nelodic and sequential 
patterns is inappropriate for many fourth-grade students. This con­
clusion supports the findings of Boekelheide and Zimmerman.
Observations during the pilot and formal studies suggest that 
children need writing e:^riences in the music class to aid in concep­
tual, notâtional, and vocabulary development. Writing is an integral 
procèss-part of learning to read any language-
creative compositional activities reinforce concepts that the 
child is asked to learn. Following perception and understanding, util­
izing a concept in his own composition provides both application and 
reinforcement. The child should be encouraged to record the conposition 
on paper using icons or symbols which are meaningful to him. Tlie piece 
should be performed by tlie child and/or other students to demonstrate 
the meaningfulness of the symbols.
Frequent opportunities should be provided for primary children
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to v.ork alone wiLi'. tell-typf,' instninif^ nts. exix^rience is notxleil for
the child to develop basic pitch concepts of high and low as wt?ll as 
melodic patterns using step- and skip-wise notation. Behavior of tlv' 
experimental subjects during Lesson 3 of the pitch unit revf\ikxl that 
many children had insufficient oxperiences to work out. basic pitc.rh con­
cepts and to satisfy their inner drives to express themselves lh.rough 
playing an instrument. Doth factors affected the children's performance 
on the lesson and criterion measures.
It can be concluded on the basis of this study tf.at active learn­
ing experiences should be provided to help children discern structural 
concepts. Enphasis should be placed on hearing and feeling the plrrase 
and ccxrparing it to previous and succeeding phrases to identify whether 
it sounds the same, almost the same, or different.
The extensive time period involved in the present study confirms 
that the largest task in preparing self-instructional materials is the 
planning. Effective lessons evolve over a period of time during vhich 
the designer pilot-tests the lesson, revises it, and periodically re­
views it to see if another approach would be more appropriate.
Tlie fixed time schedule utilized for expediting the formal study 
is recognized, as a limitation on the effectiveness of the units. Ideally 
the self-instructional lessons would be available for the child to study 
throughout the year. The rate and frequency for working w/ith them would 
depend on readiness, need, and interest as assessed mutually by teacher 
and student.
A potential source of invalidity for the study exists in the fact 
that the control group did not receive specific instruction about, the
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concepts studied by the experimental group. Ackncm.vledging this possi­
bility, it must be noted that a substantial number of research studies 
utilize a design in which the control group does not rt)ceive an alterna­
tive treatment to that given the experimental group. Although an exper­
imental dimension was incorporated in the research deshgn, the primary 
purpose of the study was to develop and evaluate the units rather than 
to conpare teaching methods.
A strength of the present, study is the L'nct that many findings 
by the investigator confirm and support the conclusions of previous 
researchers. Included are data related to concept teach nig, musical 
concepts, individualized instruction, and programed instruction.
A final conclusion is that the self-instructional units developed 
through this study are appropriate for use with fourth-grade children in 
other localities. This conclusion is supported by the fact that students 
from various backgrounds (ethnic groups, social and economic classes, 
intellectual levels, and previous musical experiences) were chosen to 
serve as subjects during the study. The fact that the units are based 
on widely-used music curricular materials contributes to their potential 
use throughout the nation. Finally, the extensive amount of pilot test­
ing and revising confirms the effort to construct effective learning 
materials.
Inplications
Based on tlie findings of the study, the folloiving suggestions are 
given for constructing self-instructional concept, lessons.
1. l\hen selecting a concept, determine that it is inportant to the 
child's understanding of music and that the student will be likely to
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repeat or associate it in future imasic encounters.
2. Select a concept cind fonnulate it in a complete descriptive 
statenent so that it v.’ill be clear what the learner will know at the con­
clusion of tlie lesson. v\1ie.n the statement has been completed, the step- 
by-step provisions for perception, internalization, and application can 
be planned.
3. Use the simplest vocabulary terms whenever posr/.ible. Be con­
sistent in the use of a t o m  in order to avoid confusing the learner. If 
unsure about certain terms, ask children in the appropriate age group if 
they understand the words in question.
4. Illustrate terms and concepts whenever possible with musical ex- 
airples, pictures, icons, symbols, or additional verbal explanation.
5. Allow the child to be am active learner from the onset of the 
lesson. Include concrete and physical activities whenever possible. The 
child learns more effectively by doing and through self-discovery than 
through listening.
6. Short recorded musical examples are better than longer ones, /vn 
exanple should be tvo minutes or less in length; twenty to thirty seconds 
is preferable.
7. Avoid over-powering the learner witli too much material in one 
frame— aural, visual, or verbal.
8. Illustrate a neiv idea with a model before asking questions or 
instructing the child to act. For example, if he is to draw an arrow 
beside a bottle, show a picture containing an arrow dravmi beside a 
bottle.
9. Emphasize same-different relationships and then work on degrees
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of difference such as are found in all musical eleitienfcs,
10. Provide experiences wliich require the child to verbalize his 
findings aloud. For new tem’s show a phonetic pronunciairion and ask the 
student to say the word.
11. Provide some open-end(.=d experiences for wliich ax\ immediate 
response is not required, such as suggesting that the child try some­
thing at home or asking him to imagine the sound of something.
12. Provide creative tasks to help dctcnmne the studt'nt's mastery 
of a concept, such as a picture or a short composition wiiich he can dis­
cuss with another student or the teacher.
13. If the lesson is taped, try to anticipate the amount of time 
needed to conplete a task. If the time varies for several students, in­
clude the instruction "stop the tape." If the time can be estimated and 
is not an excessive amount, allow the time on tlie tape.
14. For taped lessons, instruct during the instructional segment 
and reinforce during the answer segment. Avoid the temptation to provide 
further instruction during the einswr segment; the child's interest fades 
rapidly and he is anxious to move to the next frame. Reinforce with one- 
or two-word answers rather than complete sentences if possible.
15. Write out the narration before reading it onto the tape. Think 
about the rhythm of the narration. For example, when reading multiple 
choice answers, if the wording of the first two or three choices falls 
into a rhythm, try to maintain the rhythm as you conclude the sentence. 
This involves passive teaching and wise use of it may add to the clarity 
and over-all effect of the passage.
16. Routine reminders such as "turn to the answer" or "warite A, B,
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or C" can be deleted after a few frames.
17- The "no response" option, if understcxDd by children, is unlikely 
to be chosen because they wuld rather guess and take a chiince at being 
wrong than to "admit they don't know."
18. Information printed in the fraim should correspond to the nar­
ration on the tape. It is unnecessary to print the entire narration, but 
avoid saying scanetliing one way on the tape and printing it another way on 
the page. Some children read every vord and eiro distracted by even 
slight differences.
19. Written responses are difficult for children wi-io lack vocabulary 
skills. Short answers are helpful; avoid sentence-length response re­
quirements.
20. For ccxiparison-type learning with sound sources such as water 
bottles, it is better to provide two or more bottles than just one. The 
learner may forget the first pitch by the time he is able to produce the 
second one.
21. 1\hen utilizing object sound sources in taped lessons, listen to 
tlie taped sounds before finalizing the lesson. Some sounds are easily 
distorted on tape and the difference between some tinibres is difficult to 
distinguish, such as hard plastic versus wood or glass versus metal.
22. Most tape recorders contain devices vhich automatically balance 
loud sounds to prevent distortion. This feature makes it difficult to 
record or replay music specifically intended to illustrate intensity 
changes.
23. If the self-instructional lesson is based on a frame format, 
continue the same format for criterion measures (tests, assessments),
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using one question per page. Answrs may be shown on the back of the 
last frame if the child is to correct his own work.
24. tvhen assaiibling the criterion measures, put concrete-type tasks 
or questions at the beginning and abstract-type near the encl. Provide 
an optional stopping point for the student vho chooses to omit the 
abstract-type questions.
25. Scrutinize closely the critcrion-moasure items to insure that 
they are testing the concept rather than terrainolocj^ ' or sytnbology about 
the concept.
Recommendations for Further Research 
The following recommendations for further research are based on 
the findings of the present study.
1. A study to determine the effectiveness of tlie self-instructional 
units developed for this study with third/ fifth, and sixth grade stu­
dents.
2. A study to determine the effectiveness of units selected from 
those developed for the present study with first, second, and third grade 
students who are gifted or have had extensive extracurricular musical 
training.
3. A study in which lessons would be developed to provide additional 
experience with the concepts taught in the units developed for the 
present study.
4. A study in which units would be developed to reteach the same 
concepts developed in this study at a higher level of the spiral curric­
ulum, such as fifth or sixth grade.
5. An extension of the present study in which new concept lessons
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are devo3,oped for each of the units.
6. A study khich ;ijould investigate factor? which promote or inhibit 
the understanding of stnictural (formal) concepts- Aural perception and 
centration factors appear to be? critical factor? for investigation.
7. A study vAiich would investigate, the order in wtiich timbre, tex­
ture, and structural concepts develop compared to those of intensity, 
rhythm, and pitch.
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APPENDIX h
Behavioral Objectives for the Self-Instructional Units
Bobavioral Objectives for the Self-Instructional Units 
Pitch-Lesson 1
1. Given a picture of four vibrating strings, the student will 
identify the strings which would sound the lowest and highest pitches.
2. Given three lines of equal length, the student will listen 
to three pitches and draw vibration curves on the lines to represent the 
pitches.
3. Given a picture of an autoharp on wliich three strings are
numbered, the student will select the strings which would produce the
highest and lowest pitches.
4. Given two examples, the student will select the picture of
an autoharp vtiich has an arrow drawn above it to indicate the directions
for strumming from the highest to the lowest pitches.
5. Given the picture of a set of bells, tlie student will indi­
cate which bell would produce the hipest pitch.
6. Given a statement about the concept, the student will choose
one or two given words to correctly complete the statement.
Pitch - Lesson 2
1. Given an illustration of two bottles, one empty, the other 
partly-filled with water, the student will draw an arrow inside each 
bottle to show the length of the vibrating air column.
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2. Given the illustration of an empty bottle and the sound of 
two pitches played on bottles, the student will indicate that tlie low- 
pitched sound is more like the sound wliich would be made by the empty 
bottle.
3. Given two choices, the student will choose tlie answer wliich 
indicates that when one blows across the top of a bottle a vibrating air 
column makes the sound.
4. Given two choices, the student will indicate that a shorter 
vibrating air column will produce a higher pitch.
5. Given illustrations of three empty bottles, each a different
size, the student will indicate which bottle would sound the lowest pitch.
6. Given illustrations of three recorder players, each playing
with a different number of closed holes, the student will indicate which 
recorder player is making the shortest air column and wliich recorder 
player is sounding the lowest pitch.
7. Given illustrations of a double bass, cello, and violin, the
student will indicate which instrument would produce the lowest pitch.
Pitch - Lesson 3
1. Upon hearing a short melody (1-4 measures), the student will 
indicate whether the melody contains a melodic sequence.
2. Given two melodic patterns in the format of iconic diagrams, 
the student will indicate whether the second diagram is a melodic 
sequence to the first diagram.
3. Given the iconic shape and letter names for a melodic 
pattern, and the iconic shape for a melodic sequence, the student will 
write the letter names for the melodic sequence.
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Texture - Lesson 1
1. Given three choices, the student will indicate that the term 
"monophonic" means one sound.
2. Upon hearing a musical example, the student will indicate 
whether the example has monophonic texture.
3. Hie student will write the number of sound layers one hears
in monophonic texture.
4. Upon hearing a musical example with monophonic texture, the 
student will indicate that the texture has one layer of soimd.
5. Given two choices, the student will select a performance 
activity with which his class can demonstrate monophonic texture.
6. The student will draw a picture or design to show the
number of sound layers for music with monophonic texture.
7. Given two pictures of people performing music, the student 
will choose the picture (solo flute) which shows monophonic texture being 
performed.
Texture - Lesson 2
1. Given two choices, the student will select the answer which 
defines "homophonie texture."
2. Upon hearing a musical example, the student will indicate 
whether the example is homophonie texture.
3. Upon hearing a musical example, the student will indicate 
whether he hears one or raore-than-one layer of sound.
4. Given two choices, the student will select a performance 
activity with which his class can demonstrate homophonie texture.
5. The student will draw a picture or design to show
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homophonie toxtnre.
6. Given two pictures of people performing music, the student 
will choose the picture (barbershop quartet) which shows homophonie 
texture being performed.
Texture - Lesson 3
1. Given three choices, the student will select tlie answer wliich 
describes polyphonic texture.
2. Upon hearing a musical example, the student will write YES or 
NO to the question "Does the music have polyphonic texture?".
3. Tlie student will write, in a few words, a description of how 
his class can perform vocal polyphonic texture.
4. Given iconic pictures of musical texture, the student will 
listen to a piece of music and match the kind of texture he hears to one 
of the pictures.
5. Given an iconic picture of one kind of musical texture, the 
student will match it with the term monophonic, homophonie, or polyphonic 
texture.
Structure - Lesson 1
1. After hearing two musical phrases, the student will indicate 
whether they are the same or different.
2. After hearing two phrases, the student will write code 
letters to show vAiether the two phrases are the same or different.
3. Given the letter A for Phrase 1 of "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little 
Star," and after singing the song with the narrator, the student will 
write the letters B A to complete the code of the song.
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Structure - Lesson 2
1. After hearing and studying the musical, score for tlie song 
"Green Grow the Lilacs," the student will write a code letter name for 
each phrase to show whether the phrases are the same, almost the same, or 
different.
2. After hearing the first two phrases of the song "America, the 
Beautiful," the student will indicate that Phrase 2 is almost the same.
Structure - Lesson 3
1. Given the musical score to the song "Walk Along, Jolm," the 
student will listen to the song on the tape, study the score, and write 
the code letters for the four phrases.
2. Given three choices, the student will listen to the refrain 
of "Go Tell It on the Mountain" and then select the answer which 
correctly designates the structure of the song.
Rhythm - Lesson 1
1. Upon hearing a short musical example, the student will 
decide xAether the rhythm of the beat or the rhytlim of the melody is 
being tapped in the background.
2. Given two choices, the student will choose the answer which 
correctly defines the terras "rhythm of the beat" or "rhythm of the 
melody."
Rhythm - Lesson 2
1. Upon hearing a musical example in which the rhythm of the 
beat is tapped in the background, the student will decide whether the 
melody tones have the same rhythm as the beat or are longer than the beat.
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2, Given visual examples of two melcxlic rhythm patterns, the. 
student will listen to the music heard in the previous question and 
choose the example which matches the music he hears.
3. After looking at two rhythmic examples, each of which con­
tains the rhytlim of a melody and the rhythm of the beat, the student will 
choose the example which shows tones in the rhythm of the melody which 
are longer than one beat.
Rhythm - Lesson 3
1. Given a copy of the song words, the student will listen as a 
song is sung and the. rhythm of the beat is tapped in the background, and 
then decide if the melody tones have the same rhytlim as the boat, sound 
longer than one beat, or shorter than one beat.
2. Given two visual examples of rhythmic notation, the student 
will listen again to the same song and choose the visual example vhich 
is like the aural example.
3. Given a copy of the words to "This Is bfy Country," on wliich 
certain words are underlined, the student will listen to the song, tap 
the beat along with the narrator, and then decide if the underlined 
words have the same rhythm as the beat or if they sound longer than the 
beat.
4. The student will listen again to the same song and decide if 
the narrator is clapping the rhythm of the melody or the rhythm of the 
beat.
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Titrfjrc j_ Lesson 1
1. Civen the names of four sound-producing maker inis, the stu­
dent will listen to a sound and choose the namtî of the material used to 
produce the sound.
2. Given a list of four words, the student will listen to a 
sound and choose the word which describes the timbre of the sound.
3. After listening to a short sound piece played on two dif­
ferent sound sources, the student will select the sentence which tells 
why the sound piece sounds different the second time.
Timbre - Lesson 2
1. Tlie student will write three different ways he can use his 
voice to make sounds.
2. Upon hearing a short monophonic sound piece containing two 
different timbres, the student will indicate that the timbres are played 
on one sound source.
3. Given illustrated descriptions of two sound experiments, the 
student will choose the experiment which illustrates a particular way to 
change the timbre on a sound source.
Timbre - l^esson 3
1. Given three choices, the student will listen to a musical 
idea performed three times and then indicate that the timbre is changed 
in each performance.
2. Given four choices, the student will listen to a musical 
exanple performed twice and then select the sound source used in each 
performance.
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3. Given three choices, the student will listen to a song sung 
two times and then indicate that the timbre is changed in the second 
performance because a different kind of voice is used.
4. Upon hearing the same musical tone sounded by two different 
voices and a resonator bell, the student will indicate tliat Llw' timbre of 
the resonator bell is different from that of the other two sounc! sources.
5. Asked to indicate how he, as a composer, would use the same 
musical idea many times and keep it interesting, the student will write 
a short answer, saying in effect, that he would have the musical idea 
played on different sound sources, use different voices, or objects, or 
change the timbre.
Intensity - Lesson 1
1. Upon hearing a musical example played two timt'S, the student
will indicate whether the intensity is the same or different the second
time.
2. Upon hearing a musical example, the student will indicate 
whether the intensity level remains the same or changes.
3. Upon hearing a musical example, the student will st'lect from 
three choices the answer which indicates the order of the intensity 
changes.
4. Upon hearing a musical example, the student will indicate
vhether the intensity changes many times or hardly at all.
5. Ihe student will compose a sound piece using geometric 
shapes or a wavy line to indicate whether the intensity stays the same 
or changes.
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Intensity - Lesson 2
1. Upon hearing a musical example, the student will indicate 
\\tiether if: contains changes in intensity wliich are sudden or gradual.
2. Civen the description of a desired compositional effect, the 
student will indicat(' wlicther sudden or gradual changes of intensity are 
appropriate.
3. Given two choices, the; student will indicate wliether gradual 
changes of intensity happen all at once or a little at a time.
4. Ihe student will draw a picture or design using geometric 
shapes or a wavy line to show sudden and gradual changes of intensity.
Intensity - Lesson 3
1. Upon hearing a recorded musical example, the student will 
indicate whether the music gradually gets softer or louder.
2. Given a crescendo sign, the student will indicate that the 
sign means to gradually get louder.
3. Upon hearing a piece of music, the student will choose the 
sign, crescendo or decrescendo, which shows how the intensity changes in 
the music.
4. Given two choices, the student will choose the signs that 
show the intensity changes which would occur in a story about two friends 
and a motorbike.
5. Given three choices, the student will indicate that intensity 
is the loudness or softness of sound.
6. The student will plan and perform an original sound piece 
which contains both a crescendo and decrescendo.
APPENDIX B
Musical Concepts Measure
>'bsical Concepts Measure
PITCH
1-3. Write H, M, or L under each picture to show w+iich nibbj;r band and 
box will sound the Highest pitch, the Medium pitch, and Tjowest 
pitch.
4-6. Write II, M, or L under each bottle to show which bottle will sound 
the Highest pitch, Medium pitch, and Lowest pitch.
wAlM
7. If you would play the bells in both pictures, \diich group would 
sound like a melodic sequence? Put an X in the blank under the
D
» u
c
V
BQ
A A
RHYTHM. Draw a line from the question to the right answer.
Questions Answers
8. Which e:cample shows melody 
notes as long as the beat?
9. Which example shoivs melody 
notes longer than one beat?
10. l\lhich example shows melody 
notes shorter than one beat?
AiaLod»^ J J J J
Baal J J J J
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'iir4RRv:
11, VÏUy do souiKi.4 nvKio v.'ith cil.iss <iud -A’iM’. pi.'.p;n- 5àüu.ik.I ■ iif l'< o'ti'r.? Wri to 
your an'.'-'wc.'r in  a i'cw i>.or<ia.
12. Can no.st sound sources make; oniy one or iior>s than one sound? Write 
one or irorc in the blank.
13. The song "Dixie" v.ould sound different each time if it were played
first by a trumpet, then by a clarinet, and then by a flute.
Choose the ans'Aer below wliich tells \diy the sonq would sound dif­
ferent each time. Put an K in the blank by the right an.svjr:r.
_____ The color of the sound is different for each instrujiK^nt.
 The speed of the sound is different for (-ach instrument.
 The rhythm of the sound is different for each in.strunuait.
TEXllM;’.. Draw a line from the question to the right answer.
Questions Answers
14. Ifhat is monophonic texture? Melody and accoitpaniment.
15. What is homophonie texture?
16. What is polyphonic texture?
Two or more melodies at the 
same time, like a rouiid, canon, 
or partner songs.
One melody by itself, without 
accotrpan imen t.
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TIsTl*"NSITY. Draw a line from the sign or picture to the right answer.
Sign or Picture
17.
13.
19.
20.
Answers 
Gradually get softer. 
Suddenly get softer. 
Gra<luall\' get louder. 
Suddenly get louder.
STOlJCi'UrJL. Study the song shov.n on the right to see vdiich phrases are
the same, almost the same, or diffe.rent. On the h'ft you see 
tlireo boxes with letters, tjhoose the box with the right 
answers and write the letters from this box in tlie blanks by 
the phrases of the song.
B
B
B 21.
22.
23.
G r c a a  G ro w  tWa L .llâ C 5
Î1I.K-1ENTS OF MUSIC. Draw a line from the word on the left to the answer
it matches.
24. PITCH
25. RHYTHM
26. TIMBRE
27. TEXTURE
28. INTENSITY
29. STRUCTURE
loud and soft
same and different
the number of layers of sound we 
hear at the same time
hi^ and low
beat and movanent of the music 
one color, color of sound
APPRNDTX C
Raw Data for the Musical Concepts Measure
I'^ w Dnta for tlie Musical Concepts Mcasiire
Subject Experimental
Group
Control
Croup
Subject Experimental
Croup
Control
Croup
1 10 14 26 21 12
2 10 14 27 1^ 13
3 14 14 28 18 9
4 13 12 29 8 19
5 12 13 30 16 11
6 12 6 31 15 10
7 15 22 32 13 16
8 22 20 33 6 13
9 25 15 34 11 7
10 15 16 35 12 9
11 27 3 36 19 9
12 19 10 37 11 7
13 10 9 38 14 14
14 24 10 39 22 17
15 19 15 40 16 14
16 10 8 41 7 12
17 12 7 42 26 10
18 12 9 43 19 8
19 10 10 44 12 6
20 13 10 45 13 12
21 13 12 46 13 19
22 17 9 47 13 14
23 14 12 48 16 10
24 18 11 49 16 4
25 14 22 50 19 10
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Raw Data for the Musical Concepts Measure (continued)
Subject experimental
Group
Control
Group
51 17 16
52 21 11
788 615
M = 15.154 M = 11.827
APPENDIX D
Analysis of Individual Subject's Incorrect 
Responses to Criterion Measures
Analysis of Individual Subject's Incorrect Responses to Criterion Measures
Pitch Rhythm Timbre Texture Intensity Structure Total
Lesson: 1 BB 2 BB 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 18
Responses : 5 5 6 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 8 6 8 5 6 6 6 5 5 103
Subject
1 0 4 1 _a 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 4 3 6 0 4 1 0 0 5 38
2 1 1 1 a 4 3 2 4 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 30
3 0 0 1 a 1 3 1 0 0 4 3 6 2 5 0 2 0 0 0 1 29
4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 3 5 3 6 4 2 0 0 0 0 29
5 3 0 2 a 3 3 0 0 0 4 3 5 2 4 2 1 0 0 1 1 36
6 3 5 1 1 5 0 4 3 1 3 2 2 4 6 1 3 ') 2 1 3 52
7 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 ] 2 1 4 1 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 18
8 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 /
9 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6
10 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 5 1 3 3 3 1 1 0 1 1 3 3 0 42
11 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
12 1 0 1 a 2 2 1 4 0 2 2 O 1 6 1 1 n 2 n J 32
13 0 2 1 2 0 4 0 4 0 3 3 6 2 3 ] 1 0 3 41
14 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 4 0 0 Ü 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1 7
15 0 2 1 1 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 I 1 0 0 0 /. 19
16 2 _a 2 a 1 1 0 3 1 0 I 3 0 2 3 3 1 4 3 1 31
17 1 0 2 1 2 2 2 1 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 1 2 2 0 26
18 2 _a 4 a 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 1 4 3 2 2 0 3 0 41 00
Analysis of Individual Subject's Incorrect Responses to Criterion Measures (continued)
Pitch Rhythm Timbre Texture Intensity Structure Total
Lesson: 1 BB 2 BB 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 18
Responses : 5 5 6 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 8 6 8 5 6 6 6 5 5 103
Subject
19 5 3 0 a 0 2 0 2 0 3 3 4 3 3 0 1 5 0 2 0 36
20 2 4 3 2 3 0 0 2 1 5 2 0 3 3 1 2 2 0 0 2 37
21 4 4 2 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 26
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 3 0 8
23 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 2 ]. 2 2 3 22
24 0 a 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 6
25 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
26 0 0 0 a 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 12
27 2 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 6
28 4 0 0 a 0 0 0 I 1 2 1 2 1 3 0 Ü n 3 2 1 23
29 4 a 2 1 3 1 3 2 1 4 4 5 1 6 3 6 3 2 3 4 60
30 3 a 3 3 3 1 0 0 3 6 3 0 2 3 0 2 0 0 1 3 36
31 3 5 3 3 1 0 0 1 1 ] 1 4 1 5 0 0 9 0 0 0 31
32 i 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10
33 1 4 3 2 2 0 0 3 1 0 2 4 1 4 ] 0 2 2 0 0 32
34 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 15
35 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 15
36 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 cc-J
Analysis of Individual Subject's Incorrect Responses to Criterion Measures (continued)
Pitch Rhythm Timbre Texture Intensity Structure Total
Lesson: 1 BB 2 BB 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 18
Responses : 5 5 6 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 8 6 8 5 6 6 6 5 5 103
Subject
37 0 a 0 _a 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
38 1 3 1 4 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 2 0 3 2 2 27
39 0 a 2 _a 3 0 0 1 0 3 1 6 3 0 1 0 1 4 3 2 30
40 3 4 0 a 4 2 1 2 0 0 0 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 23
41 2 2 0 a 3 3 2 4 1 1 2 7 2 5 1 5 1 2 1 2 46
42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 11
44 0 2 2 _a 3 4 2 2 1 1 1 5 0 4 C- 1 o 2 2 3 37
45 0 0 2 4 2 1 1 2 0 1 2 3 3 4 0 0 1 0 0 4 32
46 4 3 3 _a 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 0 1 2 4 1 0 0 0 25
47 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 1 6 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 IS
48 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 15
49 0 2 0 1 0 3 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ') 0 0 0 0 15
50 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 6
51 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 13
52 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
S^ubject did not respond to Brain Busters.
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from the Self-Instructional Units
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8. Pitch - the highness or lov\/nc:.ss of sound.
(1) Blow across the top of tlie empty
bottles.
(2) Listen to tlu' pitches. Are Hie
pitches high or low?
(3) Add some water to one of the bottles.
(4) Blow across both bottles again.
(5) Listen to the pitches.
What happens to the pitcli when you 
shorten the air column?
Does it stay the same or change?
Is the pitch higher or lowc'r?
Blow across both bottles to make sure of your answer.
8. ANSWER
When you add water, you shorten the air column and the pitch 
sounds higher.
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Pitch - lesson 3
15.
Melodic Pattern Melodic Sequence
Play the melodic pattern D C B.
Play a melodic sequence beginning on C.
V\lhat are the names of the other two pitches in the sequence?
15. ANSl^ lR
Melodic Pattern Melodic Sequence
Begins on a lower pitch - C. 
Play the melodic pattern and sequence.
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Texture - Lessen 2
CRriLRLON MliASLfi^ :S
6. The two pictures you see here show people making music.
If we could hear the music, we would hear two kinds of texture.
Only one picture shows music being perCoTTned that has 
homophonie texture.
Choose the picture in which homophonie texture,is being played
Write A or B.
0
ANSIÆRS
1. B
2. Yes
3. 1
4. B
5. Your picture should show a melody on top with sotie layers for the
chords under the melody, such as in the picture -
B
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8.
S truc tun ' -  f^'sson 1
Have you ever iiiacJe up a secret cocli.'V
A code is like a sign or signal which means somi'tiiing,.
SaiK'tiiiies we use a code in music to sliow wliich phrases are the 
SAME or DIFFEKENI'.
Phrase I A
Plirase 2 A
Piirase 1 J> 
Tlie code for this song is A A 8.
SAMI:
Di fTeieut
Listen and point to the code letters as you hear eacii phrase
10. REVIEW
Structure - phrases may be the SAME or DIFFERENl'.
Code - if the phrases are the same, give them the same 
letter name, like A A or
A
wlieir phrases are different, use different letter 
names, like A B or
A
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Stfuctiin' - L'st'on 2
CoJi^
B
ijjJj ijljW
m
l|,V
m
n
Study Phrase 4.
Is Phrase 4 the same', as any of Lhi' other phrast'.s, or is ii 
different from all of thorn?
Sec if you can figure out the code letter.
7. ANSWER
liirase 1 A
Phrase 2 A
Phrase 3 B
^Hirase 4 A ^
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StnirLiirr - 1j.-ssoii 2
9. Wo bave worked with pli rases which are Lite same or clirf.-reiiL, 
Hometimes pitrases are almosL Lite same.
Tlicy start the saiiii' ------------------ --
" v a
but end di tCerenLly.
Listen to this phrase.
Listen to a si'cond plirase.
Tlie phrases sound the saiin.' at tiie bej^ inninj,',. 
Do tlicy end the saiiK* way?
Listen again.
9. No. The phrases end differently. 
Sing the two phrases witii me.
Phrase J Kiun ball Yah, My luOrd. Kum Bah Yah.
Phrase 2 Kum Bah Yah, My Wrd. Kum Bah Yah.
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Structure - Lesson 3
4. Watcli the notes as 1 play the sonj^ .
Point to two phrases wliich are 
the SAl-E.
Point to a phrase wiiich is 
AU-DST THE SAME.
Point to a phrase which is 
DIFFERIW.
Now choose a letter name Cor 
each phrase.
Stop the tape.
W|l|ltrNr
4. ANSIÆR
Phrase 1- _ A. 
Phrase 2 _A 
Phrase 3 A
1
Phrase 4 B
If your answers are different than the 
ones you see here, turn back to the 
front of this frame. Study the phrases 
until you understand the right answer. 
Stop the tape if you need to do this.
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5.
lyiyLimi - U'sson 1
z
\
As I sing the song TWINKLE, TWINKUl, LITTIE STAK, you will hear me 
tap either the rhytliiii oC the heat or the rhythm of the melody. 
Listen. Miich kind of rhytlnii am L tapping?
—
(Rhythm of melody) | j I I 1 1 IJ 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1I I  I I
Twinkle, twinkle little sïar,
I I  It
1 1
How I wonder
1 I I I
\^n^at you are.
(Rhythm of beat) 1 1 II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1II
5. ANSWER
The rhythm of the beat. 
Listen again.
Twinkle, twinkle
(Rliythm of 
beat)
little star How 1 wonder what you are
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K liylhni -  l> ‘S so n  2
12.
SCIKWI., DAYS
^ ' h o o l j  ( c k t y s ^  K s c l ic x îO  ( ^ y s ^  ( & 'ü A  o lc l ( j ' i i l i j  ^ î â ÿ s
Tap the beat with ine and watch tlie words.
Do the te ireled/words sound for one beat or 1oncer than one beat?
12. ANSWER
IjOnger than one beat,
Rliytlini 
o£ the 
melody
Rliytlrin 
of the 
beat
LU ÜJ LU IIJ U I LI I LO
School days, school days, dear old go1-den rule days
Listen again. Tap the beat and watch the rhythii of the nk Icxly.
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l^ iytlim - Lesson 3
7.
”1 II'KOOKABURRA'
A. Tap tlu' rhythm of the beat.
B. Clap the rliythm of the 
mtilody.
C. YOU clap the rhytlini of the 
melody and I'LL tap the 
rhytlim of tlie beat.
D. Decide if most of tlie 
melody tones are LONCICR or 
SHORTER than one bt:at.
7. ANSWER
Most of the tones sound shorter than one boat, j j j ^
Koo-l<a-bur~ra
r m  m  n  i r r r i  m  n  i
KûoUturrà sis OR an û U  (^ unv W ,  king aC t L  busk is k
the BEAT; | | | I I | | |
I I E ?  r' p .ijLaugh., Aookaburna, tat^h. Rbolabarra, your b\e. most b
. . .  I I
the MELODY:
the BEAT: s,
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Rhythm - Ltîsson 3
CRITERION MEASURES
1. The words to a song are shown here. I will sing thi' melody and tap 
the rhythm of the boat.
Decide if MOST of the melody tones
A. have the same rhytlun as the beat.
B. sound longer than one beat.
C. sound shorter than one beat.
Song words -
I'm with you and you're with me and so we are all together, 
ANSWER: C.
3. You will hear a song called "MINKA."
As you listen, tap the rhythm of the beat with me and decide if 
most of the melody tones
A. have the same rhytlim as the beat.
B. sound longer than one beat.
C. sound shorter than one beat.
Write A, B, or C in the blank.
ANSWER: C.
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M'inibro - Lesson 1
2. llie tinibre of a sound is a result of several tliin^ ;s.
L in
n
(1) Tlie timbre of a sound depends on tlic material  the sound 
source.
triangle
(metal)
xylophone K
Î- ■od) y #
g
(2) The timbre of a sound depends on the way the sound Ls produced.
  ^I ' _ -
trumpet ^§Z5T'\/ k guitar
(blown) (plucked)
(3) The timbre of a sound depends on the size and shape of the
sound source.
tuba
(low)
piccolo c=;
(high, shrill)
D
CRITERION MEASURES
1. Four sound-producing materials
A. metal
B. paper
C. plastic
D. wood
You will hear a sound.
The sound will be made from one of these four materials. 
Listen to the sound.
Write the letter name of the material you hear in the blank.
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Timbre - Lesson 2
3. Most sound sources can produce more than one timbre.
Let's use our for a sound source.
We can CLAP, RUB OUR PALMS TOGETHER, and SNAP OUR FINŒRS.
We use one sound source, our hands, to make three different sounds.
Wliat is this sound?
What is this sound?
CONCEPT: A sound source may produce more than one timbre.
Timbre - Lesson 3
2. "I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America" -
The words didifiîQtVchange, but eactf voice^  sounds ^ii 
has a differfot tiimre or tone coBpr.
t because it
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Timbre - Lesson 3
3. The same musical idea may have a different timbre when it is pro­
duced on another sound source.
Suppose "Jingle Bells" is played three times -
»
»
0
»
0 
ft
piano
I X
recorder bells
Will the timbre stay the same or will it be different for each 
instrument?
3. ANSWER
Different. (Each instrument has its own timbre.) 
piano 
recorder 
bells
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Timbre - Lesson 3
5. "The Prince of Denmark March" by Jeremiah Clarke. 
The same musical idea is played two times.
To keep the music interesting, the timbre changes■
(I)
TRUMFET
oa&AN
As you listen, point to 
the pictures. brass and percussion
6. Benjamine Brittonj an English composer, uses this musical idea over 
and over in a piece called "A Young Person's Guide to the 
Orchestra."
The musical idea is played six times.
To keep the music interesting, the timbre changes each time.
FULL ORCHESTRA 
(all families)
STRING FAMILY 
(violin, cello)
BRASS FAMILY 
(trumpet)
PERCUSSION FAMILY 
(drum, etc.)
WOODWIND FAMILY 
(flute, clarinet)
As you listen, point to the box which names the FULL ORCHESTRA or 
fmiily you hear playing. One group plays twice, but not two 
times in a row.
ANSWER: Full orchestra, woodwind, brass, string, percussion, full
orchestra.
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Intensity - Lesson 1
9.
'Tlic 10 second sound."
Make a sound with a sound source, such as a pencil or your hands. 
Keep the same sound going for ten seconds.
Change the intensity only a few times by making the sound louder or 
softer.
Make the sound for another ten seconds.
Change the intensity many times.
3. You will hear a musical example.
As you listen, decide whether the intensity is
A. LOUD - SOFT - LOUD - 801^ - LOUD
B. SOFT - LOUD - SOFT - LOUD - SOFT or
C. LOUD - LOUD - LOUD - SOFT - SOFT.
Write A, B, or C in the blank.
ANSWER: A.
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Intensity - Wsson 2
.
Intensity is the loudness or softness ol n sound.
Sound Wave 
vibration ~ energy = sound
Intensity depends on -
(1) The amount of energy in the sound wave.
Soft 
Loud 
- very LoucI
(2) How far the sound wave must trave^ .^
Soft
"Pop, Coes the Weasel"
All around the cobbler's bench,
the monkey chased the weasel.
The monkey thought ' twas all in fun,
Pop, goes the weasel.
Can you think of a place in this song to use a SUDDEN change of 
intensity?
Would you start softly and suddenly change to loud, or start 
loudly and suddenly change to soft?
Sing the song to yourself and answer these questions.
ANSWER: Begin softly and suddenly change the intensity to loud on the
word "Pop."
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Intensity - Lesson 3
1.
Lis^tncr
$ o W  ufaves
/U>râilûn. » eaer^j^
- w W V  I—
^ound wavizA
Listcrvtr*
, 9 %  LOUD
Li.sVe.nar
Vt\>raiioa'
uiarcs
3. When intensity changes gradually, the change happens a little 
at a time.
From soft to loud
loud to soft. ^y^/l/VVWw*^ 
Gradual = little by little.
Listen to this music. The intensity changes
or from
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Intensity - Lesson 3
5.
soft louder CRESCENDO = gradually 
get louder.
loud softer DECldïSCENDO = gradually
get softer
You will hear a piece of itusic.
In this music, the intensity changes.
You will hear either a CRESCENDO or a DECRESCENDO. 
Listen.
Point to the sign which shows hovf the intensity changes.
CRESCENDO DECRESCENDO
5. ANSWER
CRESCENDO
soft louder
The music gradually gets louder.
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Intensity - Lesson 3
10. "SOUND PIECE"
(To be played on your sound source.)
Begin at A and make the sounds written by each letter. 
Pick up your sound source.
Stop the tape and play the "SOUND PUilCE."
A. 1 loud sound
B. 5 soft sounds
C. crescendo (begin softly and gradually get louder)
D. 5 loud sounds
E. descrescendo (begin loudly and gradually get softer)
F. 5 soft sounds
G. 1 loud sound
4. CRITERION MEASURES^
The story: Two friends were standing together at a street comer. One
friend got on the motorbike. He started the motorbike, rode 
dom the street three blocks, turned, and rode back to his 
friend.
The signs in one of the boxes below show how the motorbilce sounded to 
the friend \dio waited at the comer.
(Question; How did the motorbike sound to the friend vdio waited at the 
comer? Like the intensity signs in Box A or Box B?
Write A or B.
ANSWER: B.
